CAUSE NO. 2015-002259-2
AMANDA LOLLAR
Plaintiff,

v.
MARY CUMMINS
Defendant.

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

IN THE COUNTY COURT

AT LAW N0.2

TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO MOTION TO DISMISS

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
AMANDA LOLLAR, Plaintiff, files this response to the Motion to Dismiss filed by
Defendant, Mary Cummins, and shows the following:
I. The Parties
Amanda Lollar is the founder and president of Bat World Sanctua:ty, the world's largest
rescue/rehabilitation/teaching sanctuary dedicated exclusively to bats. See Exhibit A. Bat World
is the only sanctua:ty in the world that is "GFAS verified" by the prestigious Global Federation of
Animal Sanctuaries and "ASA accredited" by the American Sanctuary Association. Id Amanda
Lollar is the author of 7 books, including the definitive medical reference book on insectivorous
bats that is used worldwide by veterinarians and wildlife centers.

Id She has been twice

nominated for the prestigious Indianapolis Prize, the world's top award for animal conservation.
Id
Mary Cummins has desclibed her occupation as "causing havoc on the web." Id
Although she maintains websites and blogs claiming to have an animal rescue organization, a
real estate business, and a property appraisal business, she has stated in sworn answers to
interrogatories in a federal lawsuit she filed against Amanda Lollar and Bat World that she is
"unemployed and does not own a business or company." Jd
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II. The Internship
For several years Bat World has had an internship program that trains interns in the
rescue, care and rehabilitation of bats. Id Veterinarians, USDA wildlife specialists, and other
animal rehabilitators from around the world have attended Bat World's internship. Id In 2010
Mary Cummins applied for an internship at Bat World. Id Unfortunately, at that time Bat World
did not do background checks on applicants and was unaware of all the blogs and websites about
her and the numerous lawsuits she had been involved in, both as a plaintiff and as a defendant.
Id Cummins was accepted as an intern. Id. Mary Cummins came to Bat World in 2010 and

began a two-week internship. !d. However, she became disgmntled and left the internship early.
Id

III.

The Defamation

Ahnost inrmediately after returning to California from her internship she began posting
copyrighted photos and proprietary information on the internet without Bat World's pennission
and in violation of her internship contract. !d. She also posted false statements about Amanda
Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary. When Cummins refused to remove the false statements and
proprietary material from the internet Bat World filed suit against her in the 352"ct District Court
of Tanant County, Texas. Id Cummins was outraged that she had been sued and retaliated by
inventing monstrous lies about Amanda Lollar and posting them all over the internet, falsely
accusing her of being cruel to animals, practicing veterinary medicine without a license, getting
sanctioned by animal regulatory agencies, illegally breeding bats, committing fraud and forgery,
murdering her baby, and hundreds of other honific lies. 1 Id.

1

Cummins also began creating hundreds of defamatory blogs about the undersigned counsel which eventually
forced him to create a defense page on his website in response to Cummins' lies about him.
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Defendant also posted an edited video of Amanda Lollar performing an emergency
episiotomy on a bat. Cummins bad edited the video so that it contained the following false
captions:
•

"This bat was about to give birth. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary decided to
do an episiotomy. She did not give the bat pain relief. She is not a veterinarian.
GRAPHIC ANIMAL CRUELTY!!!"

•

"Amanda cuts the bats vagina with scissors three times Bat convulses near the end
then passes out from schock (sic.)"

•

"She can't tell the difference between a foot and baby's head Amanda pulls too much
and bats vagina, uterus prolapse."

•

"Mom bat passes out from shock (sic) She later dies."

•

"Baby is pink yet dead. It had just died."

•

"Amanda tries to glue the incisions closed. She accidentally glued her vagina shut.
Mom later died. Report Amanda Lollar for animal cruelty and neglect." /d.

As a result of Cummins' relentless defamation campaign, fundraising for Bat World
nearly dried up, forcing Bat World to the brink of bankruptcy after being in existence for almost
20 years. Id.
IV.

The Trial

A four-day bench trial was held in the 352nd District Court in June, 2012 before visiting
Judge Bill Brigham. Highly trained veterinarians, wildlife rehabilitators, and other experts from
around the United States testified that Amanda Lollar's knowledge, care, and treatment of bats
are viitually the gold standard among rehabilitators. I d. Witness after witness testified about her
love and compassionate treatment bats. I d. After listening to all of the witnesses, viewing videos,
and scientific literature Judge Brigham not only found that Cummins' statements about Amanda
Lollar were defamatory but also that her lies were "egregious as well as malicious as well as
intentional." See Exhibit B. He found that the captions Cummins had added to the episiotomy
video were defamatory. He further am1ounced on the record that Amanda Lollar is to bats what
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Jane Goodall is to primates. Id. He ordered Mary Cummins to pay $3.0 million to Lollar in
actual damages and $3.0 million in punitive damages for the defamation. He also ordered
Cummins to permanently remove the defamation from the internet. See Exhibit C.
V.

The Appeal

Cummins appealed the judgment to the Second District Court of Appeals. On April 9,
2015 in a 76-page opinion the appellate court affirmed the $6.0 million defamation judgment
against Cummins. See Cummins v. Bat World Sanctuary, 2015 Tex. App. LEXIS 3472 (Tex.
App. Fort Worth Apr. 9, 2015, pet. den.) (Attached as Exhibit D.) The appellate court found that
Cummins "engaged in a persistent calculated attack on Lollar with the intention to ruin both
Lollar's life's work and her standing in the animal rehabilitation community." Id at pp. 72, 73.
The court further held that "clear and convincing evidence supports the trial court's fmding that
Cummins made statements on these matters with actual malice." Id at p. 75. The court rejected
'
Cummins' claim that some of the statements were taken from reports to government agencies

and therefore could not form the basis of a defamation claim. Id. "Cummins was not making a
report to a government agency when she posted the statements on her website." Id.
The court of appeals also affi1med the injunction ordering Cummins to remove the
defamation from the internet but held that, to the extent the injunction could be construed as
prohibiting future speech by Cummins, it was held to be an unconstitutional prior restraint. See
Cummins, 2015 Tex. App. LEXIS 3472 at 66. "To the extent that the trial court's order required

Cummins to remove the statements that the court ruled were defamatory, the order is
constitutional.

But the order is unconstitutional to the extent that it pe1manently enjoins

Cnmmins from making similar statements in the future." !d.
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VI.

The Defamation Continued After The Trial

Almost immediately after the judgment was signed by the trial court in 2012, Cummins
began posting a flurry of new defamatory statements about Amanda Lollar. Incredibly, she even
began reposting the same defamatory statements and the same video with defamatory captions
that had been adjudicated by the trial court and, later, the Fort Worth Court of Appeals. See
Exhibit A. Even more incredibly, Cummins posted on the intemet that the court of appeals'
opinion ".;.states I'm fi·ee to post about Amanda Lollar and Bar World Sanctuary; I will be
reposting all of the videos and photos; I am legally allowed to post the (defamatory video) as per
the court opinion; I am free to talk about Amanda Lollar committing animal cruelty, neglect,
animal abuse, killing and murdering mother bats and their babies." Id., Exhibit 27. Apparently
Cummins absurdly misinterpreted the appellate court's ruling conceming potential prior restraint
of speech as a green light to commit the same defamation in the future with impunity.

VII.

Defamatory Statements

Exhibit E contains 2,116 defamatory statements that Defendant has made about Amanda
Lollar. Each of these statements is false. See Exhibit A. Exhibits 1 through 29 are copies of the
pages on the intemet that contain these statements along with the URL addresses where the
pages appear.

Many of these statement are either verbatim or substantially the same as the

following statements which were adjudicated to be defamatory in the first lawsuit:
•

"Vet recommended blood and stool tests. Lollar declined. She just wants
empirical therapy. If that doesn't work, she wants to euth the dog."

•

"The cmTent method she suggests is also inhumane. The bats die of suffocation."

•

"She doesn't even administer the gas legally, humanely, or safely."

•

"He (Amanda Lollar's attorney) should not be working for fi:ee for someone who
commits animal cruelty."
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•

"I doubt he'll (Amanda Lollar's attorney) be speaking about this embarrassing
little case where he is actually representing someone who commits animal cruelty
and neglect."

•

"She took the money that came from the dissolution of Bonnie Bradshaw's group
and bought a new silver Honda Eclipse. That money was supposed to go for
animals. This is what Lollar does with money that is given to Bat World."

•

"Just confirmed that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is illegally obtaining
human and animal rabies vaccinations .... Again, breaking the law. I'm amazed
she admitted to having the vaccine and buying it when she is doing it illegally."

•

"Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing that she and Bat World
Sanctuary are being forced to leave Mineral Wells because of all the complaints
to the City and Health Department."

•

"Lollar is exposing people to rabies by not checldng their cards."

•

"She's been breeding her bats illegally."

•

"Rabies complaint against Bat World Sanctuary. General sanitation laws,
harboring high risk rabies animals, allowing them in downtown."

•

"People have been reporting her smelly building and rabid bats for over 15 years".

•

"She's basically experimenting on bats. The bats are dying because she doesn't
take them to the vet. That's okay because she can just go get more bats."

•

"Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary found guilty of illegally breeding bats at
her facility. It is a violation of her permit"

•

"The complaints going back 18 years were about alleged animal cruelty, animal
neglect, violations of the health code and building and safety regulations."

•

"The complaints stretching back 18 years were about animal cruelty, animal
neglect, violations of the health code, violations of Texas Parks & Wildlife
regulations, violations of the Animal Welfare Act, building violations and a report
about a rabid bat biting a toddler directly next door to Bat World Sanctuary."

•

"Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. In January they gutted
the building, cleaned it and removed her property."
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•

"Amanda who runs bat sanctuary just uses her bare hands. The rabid bats even
bite her."

•

"Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing that they are being forced to leave the
City because of all the complaints to the City and Health Dept."

•

"Update: Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. They gutted her
building, cleaned it and removed her property."

•

"Amanda Lollar commits animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary."

See Exhibits A and C.

VIII. Defamatory Video Captions
In addition to reposting the same video captions that had been adjudicated to be
defamatory, Defendant posted new defamatory captions with the video. Jd. These new captions
included defamatory statements that had been made by a USDA "Big Cat Specialist" who had
viewed the Cummins' original false captions on YouTube. Jd. Cummins posted the episiotomy
video on YouTube along with the following captions that she knew were defamatory:
•

The bat "experienced pain and suffering,"

•

"I have reviewed the U-Tube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat
that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary,"

•

"This is indeed a violation of the A WA (Animal Welfare Act),"

•

"Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the
dystocia,"

•

"It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms.

Lollar realized this was a dystocia requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken
the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian,"
•

"This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering at Ms. Lollar's hand, so
much so it hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure,"
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•

"No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered,"

•

"I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized
and the pup delivered using proper surgical techniques,"

•

"It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly
managed by a veterinarian."

All of these statements in the captions were false. See Exhibits A and F.
Amanda Lollar filed this lawsuit against Defendant to recover damages caused by
Defendant's reposting false statements and a video with false captions that have already been
judicially determined to be defamatory by the 352"d District Court and the Second District Court
of Appeals. Plaintiff also files tltis lawsuit to recover damages caused by Defendant's posting of
new defamatory statements and new defamatory video captions. Plaintiff once again seeks an
injunction ordering Cummins to remove the defamation from the internet.
IX. Argument and Authorities

Defendant, Mary Cummins, has posted over two thousand one hundred defamatory
statements about Amanda Lollm on the internet, including false captions on a video. See Exhibit
A. The defamatory statements concern events, conditions and matters that Cummins claims to

have observed while she was at Bat World. !d. The falsity of these statements and captions is
sworn to by Amanda Lollm in her attached affidavit. !d. The falsity of many of the statements
and the video captions has aheady been adjudicated to be defamatory by the 352"d District Court
and affirmed by the Second District Court of Appeals with petition denied by the Supreme Court
of Texas. See Exhibit D. The Court of Appeals held:
"Cummins engaged in a persistent calculated attack on Lollm with the intention to
both ruin Lollar's life and her standing in the animal rehabilitation community;
Cummins posted innumerable statements about Lollm impugning her honesty and
her competency." And "Lollar showed by clear and convincing evidence that
Cummins acted with malice." Id.
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Not <_mly did Cummins continue reposting the defamatory statements and captions after
losing at trial, she began posting new defamatory statements and new defamatory captions with
the episiotomy video. See Exhibits A and F.

X. Collateral Estoppel
Any defenses Cummins may asse1t in the present case are batTed by the doctrine of
collateral estoppel. The elements of collateral estoppel are: 1) the facts sought to be litigated in
the second action were fully and fairly litigated in the prior action; 2) those facts were essential
to the judgment in the first action; and 3) the parties were cast as adversaries in the first action.
See Eagle Properties, Ltd v. Scharbauer, 807 S.W.2d 714. 721 (Tex. 1990); Bonniwell v. Beech
Aircraft Corp., 663 S.W.2d 816, 818 (Tex. 1984). The first action in the 352"d District Court
litigated whether the statements were false and defamatory, whether the statements were made
with malice, whether Plaintiff was a limited-purpose public figure, whether statements about
Plaintiff, public safety, public health, govenunent action are statements of public concern,
whether the statements were an exercise of the right of fi·ee speech or the right to petition, and
whether Cummins should be ordered to remove the defamation from the internet. See Cummins,
2015 Tex. App. LEXlS 3472. These facts were clearly essential to the judgment in the first
action. Id The only issue to be decided in the present case is the amount of damages that should
be awarded to Plaintiff.

XI. Attorney's Fees
Section 27.009 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code provides that the court
may award court costs and reasonable attorney's fees to the responding party where a motion to
dismiss is frivolous or intended solely to delay. The fact that the statements that are the subject
of this action have previously been found to be defamatory and ordered to be removed from the
PLAINTll'~''S
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internet clearly demonstrates that Defendant's motion is frivolous or intended solely to delay.
Plaintiffs counsel has spent 35 hours preparing a response to Defendant's motion to dismiss and
a reasonable attorney's fee that Defendant should be ordered to pay is $12,250.00. See Exhibit
G.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests the Court to deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and
award reasonable and necessary attorney's fees.

Respectfully submitted,

BAILEY & GALYEN
1901 Airport Freeway
Bedford, TX 76021
(817) 868-5500- Office
(817) 764-6336- Facsimile
rtumer@glayen.com- Email

By:

/S/ RANDALL TURNER
RANDALL E. TURNER
Texas State Bar No.: 20328310

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby cettify that on this the 28th day of September, 2015 the above and foregoing
instrument has been forwarded to counsel of record, in accordance with the TEXAS RULES OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE, addressed as follows:

Facsimile: 310-494-9395 and E-Service
Mary Cummins
645 W. 9th Street, #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640

/S/ RANDALL TURNER
RANDALL E. TURNER
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AFFIDAVIT OF AMANDA LOLLAR
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTYOFPARKER

§
§
§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared AMANDA LOLLAR,
who, being by me duly sworn, deposed and stated as follows:
"My name is Amanda Lollar. I am over the age of eighteen years, of sound mind, and
capable of making this affidavit. Every statement in this affidavit is within my personal
knowledge and is true and correct.
I am the founder and president of Bat World Sanctuary, the world's largest
rescue/rehabilitation/ teaching sanctuary dedicated exclusively to bats. Bat World is the only bat
sanctuary in the world that is "GFAS verified" by the prestigious Global Federation of Animal
Sanctuaries and "ASA accredited" by the American Sanctuary Association I am the author of 7
books, including the definitive medical reference on insectivorous bats that is used worldwide by
veterinarians and wildlife centers. I have been twice nominated for the prestigious Indianapolis
Prize, the world's top award for animal conservation
For over a decade Bat World had an internship program in which interns are trained in
the rescue, care and rehabilitation of bats. Veterinarians, zoologists, biologists, USDA wildlife
specialists, and other animal care professionals from around the world have attended Bat World's
internship. In 2010 Mary Cummins applied for an internship at Bat World. At that time Bat
World did not do background checks on applicants and was unaware of all the blogs and
websites about Ms. Cummins and the numerous lawsuits she had been involved in, both as a
plaintiff and as a defendant. Cummins was accepted as an intern. Mary Cummins came to Bat
World in 2010 and began a two-week internship. However, she became disgruntled and left the
internship early.
Almost immediately after returning to California from her internship Mary Cummins
began posting false statements as well as copyrighted photos and proprietary information on the
internet without Bat World's permission and in violation of her internship contract. When she
refused to remove the false statements and proprietary material from the internet Bat World filed
suit against her in the 352nd District Court of Tarrant County, Texas. Cummins was outraged
that she had been sued and retaliated by inventing monstrous lies about me and posting them all
over the internet, falsely accusing me of being cruel to animals, practicing veterinary medicine
without a license, getting sanctioned by animal regulatory agencies, murdering my baby, and
many other horrific lies. She also posted to Youtube a video of me performing a life-saving
episiotomy on a bat to which she had added false captions. I performed the emergency
episiotomy the way I had been taught by a veterinarian. Cummins edited the video and added the
following captions which were then posted to YouTube to make a lifesaving procedure appear as
though it was an act of cruelty:
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•

"This bat was about to give birth. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary decided to
do an episiotomy. She did not give the bat pain relief. She is not a veterinarian.
GRAPIITC ANIMAL CRUELTY!!!"

•

"Amanda cuts the bats vagina with scissors three times Bat convulses near the end
then passes out from schock (sic.)"

•

"She can't tell the difference between a foot and baby's head Amanda pulls too much
and bats vagina, uterus prolapse."

•

"Mom bat passes out from shock (sic) She later dies."

•

"Baby is pink yet dead. It had just died."

•

"Amanda tries to glue the incisions closed. She accidentally glued her vagina shut.
Mom later died. Report Amanda Lollar for animal cruelty and neglect."

All of these captions are false except for my not being a veterinarian, the bat about to
give birth, and my decision to do an episiotomy. I gave the bat pain relief in the form of topical
and oral anesthetics. General anesthesia may not be used on a bat giving birth. The bat's vagina
and uterus did not "prolapse." The vagina was not glued shut. The pup was stillborn. The mother
bat, in fact survived, and was later released into the wild
As a result of Cummins' relentless defamation campaign, fundraising for Bat World nearly
dried up, forcing Bat World to the brink of bankruptcy after being in existence for almost 20
years.
A three and a half day non-jury trial was held in the 352nd District Court in June, 2012
before visiting Judge William Brigham. Highly trained veterinarians, wildlife rehabilitators, and
other experts from around the United States testified in my favor. After listening to all of the
witnesses, viewing videos, and scientific literature Judge Brigham announced from the bench
that not only were Cummins' statements about me defamatory but also that her lies were
"egregious as well as malicious as well as intentional." He further announced on the record that I
am to bats what Jane Goodall is to primates. Judge Brigham ordered Mary Cummins to pay $3.0
million to me in actual damages and $3.0 million in punitive damages for the defamation. He
also ordered Cummins to immediately remove the defamation from the internet. Exhibit C
attached hereto is a true and correct copy of the final judgment signed by Judge Brigham.
Almost immediately after the judgment was signed Mary Cummins began posting many
more false and defamatory statements about me. These included many of the same statements
and the same edited video with captions that had been found to be defamatory by the trial court
and, later, the Court of Appeals. Exhibit E attached hereto is a list of 2,116 false statements that
Mary Cununins has posted on the internet. Exhibit E references Exhibits 1 through 29 which are
attached hereto. Exhibits 1 through 29 are true and correct copies of blogs, websites, and
postings on the internet where Mary Cununins has made the false statements listed in Exhibit E.
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along with the URL's where those statements appear. The 2,116 statements in Exhibit E are
false. Many of these 2,116 statements are either verbatim or substantially the same as the
following statements which were adjudicated to be defamatory in the first lawsuit:
•

"Vet recommended blood and stool tests. Lollar declined. She just wants empirical
therapy. If that doesn't work, she wants to euth the dog."

•

"The current method she suggests is also inhumane. The bats die of suffocation."

•

"She doesn't even administer the gas legally, humanely, or safely."

•

"He (Amanda Lollar's attorney) should not be working for free for someone who
commits animal cruelty."

•

"I doubt he'll (Amanda Lollar's attorney) be speaking about this embarrassing little case
where he is actually representing someone who commits animal cruelty and neglect."

•

"She took the money that came from the dissolution of Bonnie Bradshaw's group and
bought a new silver Honda Eclipse. That money was supposed to go for animals. This is
what Lollar does with money that is given to Bat World."

•

"Just confirmed that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is illegally obtaining human
and animal rabies vaccinations .... Again, breaking the law. I'm amazed she admitted to
having the vaccine and buying it when she is doing it illegally."

•

"Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing that she and Bat World
Sanctuary are being forced to leave Mineral Wells because of all the complaints to the
City and Health Department."

•

"Lollar is exposing people to rabies by not checking their cards."

•

"She's been breeding her bats illegally."

•

"Rabies complaint against Bat World Sanctuary. General sanitation laws, harboring high
risk rabies animals, allowing them in downtown."

•

"People have been reporting her smelly building and rabid bats for over 15 years".

•

"She's basically experimenting on bats. The bats are dying because she doesn't take them
to the vet. That's okay because she can just go get more bats."

•

"Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary found guilty of illegally breeding bats at her
facility. It is a violation of her permit"

•

"The complaints going back 18 years were about alleged animal cruelty, animal neglect,
violations of the health code and building and safety regulations."
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•

"The complaints stretching back 18 years were about animal cruelty, animal neglect,
violations of the health code, violations of Texas Parks & Wildlife regulations, violations
of the Animal Welfare Act, building violations and a report about a rabid bat biting a
toddler directly next door to Bat World Sanctuary."

•

"Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. In January they gutted the
building, cleaned it and removed her property."

•

"Amanda who runs bat sanctuary just uses her bare hands. The rabid bats even bite her."

•

"Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing that they are being forced to leave the City
because of all the complaints to the City and Health Dept."

•

"Update: Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. They gutted her
building, cleaned it and removed her property."

•

"Amanda Lollar commits animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary."

In addition to reposting the same video captions that had been adjudicated to be
defumatory, Mary Cummins posted new defamatory captions with the episiotomy video. These
new captions included false statements that had been made by a USDA "Big Cat Specialist."
Cummins posted the episiotomy video on YouTube with the following comments the day after
the Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's judgment:
•

The bat "experienced pain and suffering,"

•

"I have reviewed the U-Tube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that
was mishandled by Ms. Amanda Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary,"

•

"This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act),"

•

"Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the dystocia,"

•

"It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar
realized this was a dystocia requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to
her attending vet or a local veterinarian,"

•

"This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering at Ms. Lollar's hand, so
much so it hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure,"

•

"No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered,"

•

"I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and
the pup delivered using proper surgical techniques,"
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•

"It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly
managed by a veterinarian."

All of these statements in the captions were false.
As a result of the publication of the 2,116 false statements and edited video I suffer from
insomnia, a nervous eye tick, lack of appetite, and distrust of people. I also feel so much
humiliation that it is difficult for me to go out in public."
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

AMANDA LOLLAR

<""~SCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME
'::::>,
2015.

1Zivlh£
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BEGINNING OF REQUESTED EXCERPT

1

2

(June 14,

3

THE COURT:

2 012,

10 : 3 5 a.m. )

The evidence is complete.

4

The summation is complete.

There will be no more

5

evidence and no more summation.

6

rule.

The Court is about to

In this case, the Court is of the opinion

7

8

that plaintiff is entitled to recover.

I think the

9

plaintiff has clearly proven that a defamation in this

10

case was egregious as well as malicious as well as

11

intentional.

12

in this case, had a worldwide reputation in the proper

13

care of bats similar to that of Jan Goodall in the care

14

of primates.

15

primates.

I think that Amanda Lollar,

the plaintiff

Jan Goodall went to Africa to find

16

Amanda Lollar in Palo Pinto County,

17

Texas, where it probably has maybe one of largest

18

concentration of bats in Texas, at least, maybe Austin

19

has a few more.

20

bats in the old Crazy Well Hotel,

21

Hotel that shut the Crazy Well Hotel down years ago,

22

bats have been there forever.

23

defendant did,

24

excellent expert testimony point after point after

25

point.

I don't know.

in fact,

ALLIED REPORTERS *

The concentration of
now known as the Baker
the

The Court finds that the

sign the contract proven by

(817)

335-5568 *

(800)

562-7055
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So,

1

2

final

3

defendant,

Mr.

Turner,

if you will prepare a

judgment in this case and mail a copy of it to the
Mary Cummins,

at - -

Los Angeles,

4

California

and

5

in that final

6

$3 million;

exemplary damages of an additional

7

$3 million;

a permanent injunction on items Plaintiffs'

8

17 and 18;

9

$176,700.

10

judgment compensatory damages of

liquidated damages and then attorney fees of

Mail it to her for her review.

11

signature is not necessary.

12

will be signed by the Court.

13

in recess.

Upon proper submission,
Thank you.

MR.

15

(End of requested excerpt.)

Thank you,

it

We will stand

14

TURNER:

Her

Your Honor.

16
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18
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20
21
22
23
24
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1

STATE OF TEXAS

2

COUNTY OF TARRANT

3
4

I,

Carolyn Hawks-Gayaldo,

Deputy Official Reporter

5

in and for the 352nd District Court of Tarrant County,

6

State of Texas,

7

foregoing contains a true and correct transcription of

8

all portions of evidence and other proceedings requested

9

in writing by counsel for the parties to be included in

do hereby certify that the above and

10

this volume of the Reporter's Record in the above-styled

11

and numbered cause,

12

or in chambers and were reported by me.

13

all of which occurred in open court

I further certify that this Reporter's Record of

14

the proceedings truly and correctly reflects the

15

exhibits,

if any,

admitted by the respective parties.

16

I further certify that the total cost for the

17

preparation of this Reporter's Record is $50.00 and has

18

been paid by Plaintiffs.

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
ALLIED REPORTERS*

(817)

335-5568 *

(800)

562-7055
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1
WITNESS MY OFFICIAL HAND on this the 14th day of

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

June 1

2012.
Is/Carolyn H. Gayaldo
CAROLYN H. GAYALDO CSR 7181
EXPIRATION DATE 12/31/13
Deputy Official Court Reporter
352nd District Court
Tarrant County, Texas
Allied Court Reporters
5208 Airport Freeway, Suite 105
Fort Worth, Texas 76117
(817) 335-5568

9
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11
12
13
14
15
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18
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CAUSE NO. 352-248169-10
BAT WORLD SANCTUARY and
AMANDA LOLLAR
Plaintiffs,

§
§

v.

§
§
§
§

MARY CUMMINS,
Defendant

IN

TJffi

COURT

DISTRICT

§
§
OF

TARRANT

COUNTY,

TEXAS

352Nn JUDICIAL DISTRICT

JUDGMENT
ON the ll 1h day of June this cause came on to be heard. Amanda Lollar, Plaintiff whose last
three digits of her Texas driver's license mnnber are 000, appeared in person and by her attorney
and annmmced ready for trial. Bat World Sanctuary, Plaintiff, appeared by and through its
attorney and announced ready for trial. Mary Cummins, Defendant whose last three digits of her
California driver's license number are 781 appeared prose and announced ready for trial. No
jury having been demanded, all questions of fact were submitted to the Court.
After hearing the evidence and arguments of counsel and the defendant the Court finds that
the plaintiffs, Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary, are entitled to recover from the
defendant, Mary Cummins.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Amanda Lollar recover from Mary Cummins actual
damages in the amount of THREE MILLION DOLLARS ($3,000,000.00).
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that Amanda Lollar recover from Mary Cummins exemplary
damages in the amount of THREE MILLION DOLLARS ($3,000,000.00).
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Bat World Sanctuary recover from Mary Cununins actual
damages in the amount ofTEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000.00}.
l'J' IS J!URTHER ORDERED that Bat World Sanctuary recover from Mary Cummins
attorney's fees in the amount of ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($176,700.00).
IT IS ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is ORDERED to
immediately and permanently r~fo:ve from the internet the following statement• which currently
appear at http://www.animalad/ ocates.uslbatWorldLawsuit/:
I. They breed animals in the facility.
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2. Pretty ironic for this group to certify Bat World Sanctuary when the health department
told her to leave town and they had to gut the building and remove her belongings.
3. Vet recommended blood and stool tests. Lollar declined. She just wants empirical
therapy. It that doesn't work, she wants to euth the dog. She refused treatment. When I
was at Bat World June 19, 2010 to June 28,2010 I saw her use her fmgers to pull out one
of the dog's teeth, I.e. oral surgery on dogs.
4. The current method she suggests is also inhumane. The bats die of suffocation. She also
forgets to mention that the drugs she suggests must be used under the direction of a
veterinarian. She doesn't even administer the gas legally, humanely, or safely.

5. He should not be working for free for someone who commits animal cruelty.
6. I doubt he'll be speaking about this embarrassing little case where he is actually
representing someone who commits animal cruelty and neglect.
7. She took the money that carne from the dissolution of Bonnie Bradshaw's group and
bought a new silver Honda Eclipse. That money was supposed to go for animals. This is
what Lollar does with money that is given to Bat World.
8. Lollar never even washed her hands before surgery, you can see dirty finger nails in the
photos, no surgical gmments, no mMk, hnt, nothing. Night nnd day.
9. Just confirmed that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is illegally obtaining human
and animal rabies vaccinations ... .Again, breaking the law. rm amazed she admitted to
having the vaccine and buying it when she is doing it illegally.
10. She does not state that it died from neglect of care. She also chose to euth it instead of
treating it as her vet suggested. She'd previously turned down care which her vet
suggested.
11. When I was at Bat World she told me the place where she buys her rabies vaccine thinks
she's a doctor.
12. Earlier in the year the vet noted the dog had major dental issues yet she didn't have the
vet treat them. You know how painful it would be to have a mouth full of rotten teeth?
That's animal neglect.
13. BREAKING NEWS!Il Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary admits in writing that she
and Bat World Sanctuary are being forced to leave Mineral Wells because of all the
complaints to the City and Health Department.
14. The dogs rear claws are super long. There is no way she could stand, ... She has to drag
herself on cement.
15. She tells people to use lsoflurane illegally, inhumanely and nnsafely in her book.
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16. He didn't care that she admitted to illegally having the human rabies vaccination,
admitted to using drugs not according to the label m· that she "proudly" admitted to
performing surgery.
I 7 .In the video Lollar takes tweezers and just pulls out the molars of a conscious bat that is
fighting and biting her while it bleeds. Lollar is proud of this and posted this video in her
book and online. Bat experts know that bats must be unconscious and intubated to
remove molars. Can you imagine the pain that bat felt?
18. Pulling molars out of conscious bats is not "cutting-edge" though cutting open conscious
bats might fall into that "category." Operating on bats using the drop anesthesia technique
or amputating wings instead of pitmlng them is also not cutting edge but cave man
veterinary practice.
19. Lollar is exposing people to rabies by not checking their cards.
20. Her recent story about the episiotomy at the depo was that, that was not the bat's vagina
and uterus being pulled out. It was the "placenta separating." It clearly was not.
21. She'd already yanked out the placenta which is what helped cause the prolapse, besides
cutting way too much and pulling too hard. She really needs to get her vision checked.
Someone with very bad vision is the last person who should be slicing into micro bats.
22. Yeah, I look like crap in the videos but at least there are no videos of me hacldng an
animal to death.
23. She's been breeding her bats illegally. She's committing fraud asking for money for a
project she carmot fUid will not do.
24. She said she would use the bag for the trip then return it to Walmart for a refund. She
admitted to me with an evil laugh that she does this frequently.
25. Rabies complaint against Bat World Sanctuary. General sanitation laws, harboring high
risk rabies animals, allowing them in downtown.
26. Amanda Lollar and her buildings have been written up so many times for building
violations, safety issues, rabies, histoplasmosis, no address, unsightly building, build up
. of guano 6-8 feet ... People have been reporting her smelly building and rabid bats for
over 15 years.
27. She's basically experimenting on bats. The bats are dying because she doesn't take them
to the vet. That's okay because she can just go get more bats.
28. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary found guilty of illegally breeding bats at her
facility. It is a violation of her permit.
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29. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is now sending threats of extortion from Mineral
Wells, Texas. Because she's sending it over the computer it's a Federal crime,

30. She has violated the following regulations listed on her permit. "I 5 a. Permit holder is
prohibited from a. Propagating, selling or bartering animals or animal remains received or
held under authority of this permit." She is allowing the bats to breed.
31. The complaints going back 18 years were about alleged animal cruelty, animal neglect,
violations of the health code and building and safety regulations.

32. The complaints stretching back 18 years were about animal cruelty, animal neglect,
violations of the health code, violations of Texas Parks & Wildlife regulations, violations
of the Animal Welfare Act, building violations and a report about a rabid bat biting a
toddler directly next door to Bat World Sanctuary.
33. Here is the disgusting photo of my face which they photosl10pped semen onto. They then
added the caption "Yep, screw you too, Mnunaryl" They named the file "rnmrnm." This
is how disgusting and childish these people arc.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is·
ordered to immediately and permanently remove from the following URL's in their entirety:
1. http://www.anlmaladvocates.uslba!WorldLawsuit/Amanda_Lollar_Bat_World_San

ctuary_Breeding_Bats.pdf
2. http://www.animaladvocates.us/batWorldLawsuit/amanda Iollar 1994 manual ori

ginal.pdf

3.

-

-

-

-

http://www.animaladvocates.uslbatWorldLawsuit/mmmm.jpg

IT IS FURTilER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is
ORDERED to immediately and permanently remove from the internet the following statements
which current!y appear at
http://www.animaladvocatcs.us/mmy cummins sues amanda Iollar bat world sanctuary
I. She's the one who handles rabid bats with her bare hands.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is
ORDERED to immediately and permanently remove from the internet the following statements
which currently appear at https://www.faccbook.com/marycummins:

I. Update: Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. In January they gutted
the building, cleaned It and removed her property.
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2. Amanda who runs bat sanctuary just uses her bare hands. The rabid bats even bite her.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanerdly enjoined and she is
ORDERED to immediately and permanently remove from the internet the following statements
which currently appear at https:/lwww.facebook.com/Anima!AdvocatesUSA:
1. Update: Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. In January they gutted
the building, cleaned it and removed her property,
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is
ORDERED to immediately Wld permanently remove from the internet the following statements
which currently appear at https://plus.google.com/107575973456452472889:
1. Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing they are being forced to leave the City because of
all the complaints to the City and Health Dept.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is
ORDERED to immediately and permanently remove from the internet the following statements
which currently appear at http://twltter.com/MMMARYinLA:

l. Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing that they are being forced to leave the City
because of ull the complaints to the City and Health Dept.
2. Update; Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. They gutted her
building, cleaned it and removed her property.
3. Amanda Lollar commits animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary http://goo.gl/fb/t:IV4x
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be permanently enjoined and she is
ORDERED to immediately and permanently remove from the internet the following statements
which currently appear at http://www.myspace,com/mmmarylnla:

l. Health Dept. forced Bat World Sanctuary to leave town. They gutted her building,
cleaned it and removed her property.
2. Bat World Sanctuary admits in writing they are being forced to leave the City because of
all the complaints to the City and Health Dept.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mary Cummins be pennanently enjoined and prohibited
from posting on the internet or publishing to any person any video recording of any episiotomy
that was recorded or made at Bat World Sanctuary.
· IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the total amount of the judgment here rendered will bear
interest at the rate of five percent (5%) per year from the date of this judgment until paid.
All costs of court spent or incurred in this cause are/ adjudged against Mary Cummins,
defendant.
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All writs and processes for the enforcement and collection of this judgment or the costs of
court may issue as necessary.

au,# r

All other relief not expressly granted in this judgment is denied.
SIGNED this

~ 1-J day of

0 or 9 711112012 2:59:3-t PM [Central Daylight Time)
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COURT OF APPEALS
SECOND DISTRICT OF TEXAS
FORT WORTH

NO. 02-12-00285-CV

MARY CUMMINS

APPELLANT

v.
BAT WORLD SANCTUARY AND
AMANDA LOLLAR

APPELLEES

FROM THE 352ND DISTRICT COURT OF TARRANT COUNTY
TRIAL COURT NO. 352-248169-10

MEMORANDUM OPINION 1

I. Introduction
Appellee Amanda Lollar and Appellee Bat World Sanctuary (BWS), a
corporation operating as a nonprofit of which Lollar is president, sued Appellant
Mary Cummins for defamation and breach of contract.

1

After a bench trial at

See Tex. R. App. P. 47.4.
~

PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

i ---1[)1.#'---·---.,.

which Cummins represented herself and for which Lollar and BWS had pro bono
representation, the trial court signed a judgment in favor of Lollar and BWS. The
trial court awarded BWS $10,000 in breach of contract damages and $176,700 in
attorney's fees, and it awarded Lollar $3 million in actual damages for defamation
and $3 million in exemplary damages.

It further ordered that "Cummins be

permanently enjoined and she is ORDERED to immediately and permanently
remove from the internet" certain statements that she had made. 2
In ten issues, Cummins, pro se, challenges the judgment on both the
breach of contract and the defamation claims.

Because we hold that Lollar

produced legally sufficient evidence to support the trial court's finding that
Cummins published with actual malice statements that were defamatory per se,
that Cummins did not challenge the sufficiency of the evidence to support
noneconomic damages, that Cummins did not preserve her challenge to the
exemplary damages award and did not adequately challenge the award on
appeal, we affirm the trial court's judgment in part. Because we conclude that
BWS did not produce sufficient evidence on the breach of contract claim and that
the award of attorney's fees therefore cannot stand, we reverse the judgment in
part.

2

This court received two friend of the court briefs in this case-one on
behalf of Public Citizen and one filed jointly by The Cambodia Wildlife Sanctuary
and ElephantsinCrisis.org.

2

II. Background
Lollar became interested in the care of bats in 1989, after she found and
sought treatment for an injured bat. She began rescuing injured bats, and she
and a local veterinarian worked together to learn how to treat bats for various
injuries and ailments. In 1994, Lollar liquidated her furniture business to create
BWS. She bought a building in Mineral Wells, Texas in order to protect a wild
bat colony that lived in the top of the building. The wild colony is still housed in
the building, and BWS also has a captive colony offruit bats and a captive colony
of insectivorous bats. It also operates a rehabilitation center to treat injured bats
for re-release.
In 2000, BWS began offering internships for people to come to BWS to
learn about bat rehabilitation. Cummins visited BWS as an intern in 2010 but left
early before completing the internship. To participate in the program, Cummins
signed an internship contract.
In July 2010, shortly after leaving the internship and returning to her home
in California, Cummins emailed someone at the United States Department of
Agriculture to ask whether BWS had a USDA permit to operate. She alleged that
"conditions [at BWS] were less than optimal" in that the smell of bat guano was
noticeable outside the building housing the wild colony, that the wild colony
included rabid bats, that Lollar did not quarantine sick bats from the wild colony
before taking them in with the indoor colony for treatment, with the result that the
indoor colony had mites, and that Lollar had failed to notice when a bat fell into a

3

trash can. Cummins also posted online videos that she had shot while at BWS,
photographs she had taken there, and statements asserting that Lollar neglected
her pet dogs.
In September 2010, Lollar and BWS sued Cummins for defamation and for
breach of the intern contract. In March 2011, the trial court held a hearing on a
plea to the jurisdiction filed by Cummins (which the trial court later denied). After
that, in the same month, Cummins escalated her complaints to government
agencies, reporting Lollar for illegal possession and use of controlled substances
and for animal cruelty. Cummins made reports to the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department, the federal Department of Justice, the Texas Veterinary Board, the
City of Mineral Wells, the Texas State Department of Health, the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service, the Mineral Wells Health Department, and the Texas
Attorney General. She made allegations to the IRS that Lollar was committing
fraud. And Cummins also posted derogatory comments on AnimaiAdvocates.us,
a website she ran, on Twitter, and on her Facebook page.

The comments

accused Lollar of donor fraud, tax fraud, animal cruelty, practicing veterinary
medicine without a license, and illegal possession of controlled substances.
Cummins made a number of other statements on the internet that were
critical of Lollar but did not accuse her of any crime.

For example, Lollar

obtained her GED when she was fifteen years old and spent years learning about
the care of bats under the supervision of a veterinarian.
comments,

however,

portrayed

Cummins's internet

Lollar as someone too
4

uneducated and

unintelligent to be considered an expert on wildlife rehabilitation.

Cummins

repeatedly made statements to the effect that Lollar "has not gone past the ninth
grade," "admits she has no education, didn't even finish high school, is not a
veterinarian, has never taken any classes in animal care," and "admits she is
uneducated yet she performs surgery on bats [that] die." Cummins speculated
about Lollar's reasons for not finishing high school, stating that "I'm going to
wager that she had poor grades.

Good students don't drop out so they can

become a fork lift operator, welder and a maid. 3

Oops, I mean a cleaning

service." Cummins mentioned in only one of her numerous postings on the topic
that Lollar had earned her GED.
Cummins also posted

negative statements about Lollar's attorney

(accusing him of being unethical), a court reporter present at a deposition
(accusing him of perjury and corruption), and the trial judge (accusing him of
ruling for Lollar as a favor to Lollar's attorney). After her own attorney failed to
corroborate one of her accusations against Lollar's attorney, she accused him of
falling asleep during the deposition and called the Tarrant County Bar
Association to question his competence, prompting him to withdraw from
representing her.
Lollar amended her petition to include the statements that Cummins had
posted about her after the suit was filed.

3

Lollar alleged that Cummins's acts

These are all jobs that Lollar had held before founding BWS.

5

constituted common law defamation as well as libel under section 73.001 of the
civil practice and remedies code 4
After a four-day trial to the bench, the trial court rendered judgment for
Lollar and BWS on the defamation and breach of contract claims, and Cummins
now appeals.

Ill. Standards of Review
Legal Sufficiency
In each of her issues, Cummins challenges the sufficiency of the evidence
to support the judgment. A trial court's findings of fact have the same force and
dignity as a jury's answers to jury questions and are reviewable for legal and
factual sufficiency of the evidence to support them by the same standards. 5 We
may review conclusions of law to determine their correctness based upon the
facts, but we will not reverse because of an erroneous conclusion if the trial court
~endered the proper judgment.

6

A party will prevail on its legal-sufficiency challenge of the evidence
supporting an adverse finding on an issue for which the opposing party bears the
4

See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 73.001 (West 2011 ).

5

Catalina v. Blasdel, 881 S.W.2d 295, 297 (Tex. 1994); Anderson v. City of
Seven Points, 806 S.W.2d 791, 794 (Tex. 1991 ); see also MBM Fin. Corp. v.
Woodlands Operating Co., 292 S.W.3d 660, 663 n.3 (Tex. 2009).
6

City of Austin v. Whittington, 384 S.W.3d 766, 779 n.1 0 (Tex. 2012) (citing
BMC Software Belgium, N. V. v. Marchand, 83 S.W.3d 789, 794 (Tex. 2002));
H.E.B., L.L.C. v. Ardinger, 369 S.W.3d 496, 513 (Tex. App.-Fort Worth 2012, no
pet.).

6

burden of proof if there is a complete absence of evidence of a vital fact or if the
evidence offered to prove a vital fact is no more than a scintilla. 7 More than a
scintilla exists when the evidence as a whole rises to a level enabling reasonable
and fair-minded people to have different conclusions. 8 We regard evidence that
creates a mere surmise or suspicion of a vital fact as, in legal effect, no
evidence. 9
In conducting a legal-sufficiency review, we consider the evidence in the
light most favorable to the judgment, crediting evidence that a reasonable fact
finder could have considered favorable and disregarding unfavorable evidence
unless the reasonable fact finder could not. 10

We indulge every reasonable

inference that supports the trial court's findings. 11 If a party is attacking the legal
sufficiency of an adverse finding on an issue on which the party had the burden
of proof, and there is no evidence to support the finding, we review all the

7

Waste Mgmt. of Tex., Inc. v. Tex. Disposal Sys. Landfill, Inc., 434 S.W.3d
142, 156 (Tex. 2014).

81d.
9

Burbage v. Burbage, 447 S.W.3d 249, 259 (Tex. 2014).

10

Waste Mgmt., 434 S.W.3d at 156.

111d.
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evidence to determine whether the contrary proposition is established as a
matter of law. 12
Actual Malice

In a defamation case in which actual malice is required and is found, the
First Amendment requires appellate courts to conduct an independent review of
the evidence supporting the finding. 13 The Texas Supreme Court has described
the review we must conduct and the deference we must give to factfinder's
determinations of credibility.
The independent review required by the First Amendment is
unlike the evidentiary review to which appellate courts are
accustomed in that the deference to be given the fact finder's
determinations is limited. Indeed, the [United States] Supreme Court
has stated that "[t]he question whether the evidence in the record in
a defamation case is sufficient to support a finding of actual malice is
a question of law." On questions of law we ordinarily do not defer to
a lower court at all. But the sufficiency of disputed evidence to
support a finding cannot be treated as a pure question of law when
there are issues of credibility.

[A]n independent review of evidence of actual malice
should begin with a determination of what evidence the jury must
have found incredible. . . . As long as the jury's credibility
determinations are reasonable, that evidence is to be ignored. Next,
undisputed facts should be identified. . . . Finally, a determination
must be made whether the undisputed evidence along with any

12

Dow Chern. Co. v. Francis, 46 S.W.3d 237, 241 (Tex. 2001); Sterner v.
Marathon Oil Co., 767 S.W.2d 686, 690 (Tex. 1989).
13

Bentley v. Bunton, 94 S.W.3d 561, 597 (Tex. 2002).

8

other evidence that the jury could have believed provides clear and
convincing proof of actual malice. 14
IV. Discussion
A. Defamation

Cummins's first five issues challenge the award of damages for
defamation. Her issues are:
1. Are Appellees Amanda Lollar, BWS, limited-purpose public figures
with respect to their voluntary and public participation in animal and
bat care?

2. Are statements about Appellees, public safety, public health,
government action, statements about matters of public concern?
3. Did Appellees present "more than a scintilla" of evidence that any
of the supposed defamatory . statements meets a// four of the
following criteria?
a. is a verifiable statement of fact;
b. is false or not substantially true;
c. is of and concerning Appellees; and
d. is capable of conveying a defamatory meaning about
Appellees?

4. Did the trial court err in granting [Lollar and BWS] judg[]ment
against Appellant for defamation?

5. Were Appellees entitled to the amount of compensatory or
exemplary damages awarded?
We first address Cummins's arguments regarding BWS's entitlement to
judgment for defamation. 15 The record does not disclose when in 2010 BWS

14

/d. at 597-99.

9

incorporated, but before incorporating, BWS was a nonprofit association. Thus,
at all times relevant to this suit, BWS was an entity distinct from Lollar.

16

Although the petition alleged that Cummins made false, defamatory statements
about both Lollar and BWS, BWS did not ask for damages for defamation. 17 And
the trial court awarded BWS only the breach of contract damages it had asked
for. Accordingly, because there is no judgment for BWS for defamation, we do
not address Cummins's arguments about the sufficiency of the evidence to
support the judgment for defamation as to BWS.

1. Law of Defamation in Texas
To prevail on a defamation claim, a plaintiff must prove that the defendant
published a statement that was defamatory concerning the plaintiff and, generally,
that the defendant did so with some degree of fault regarding the truth of the
statement-with actual malice if the plaintiff is a public official or public figure or

15

See Waste Mgmt., 434 S.W.3d at 150 n.35 (noting that a corporation
may sue for defamation but a business may not; the owner of a business may
sue for defamation and a business may sue for business disparagement).
16

See Tex. Bus. Org. Code Ann. § 252.006(a) (West 2012) ("A nonprofit
association is a legal entity separate from its members for the purposes of
determining and enforcing rights, duties, and liabilities in contract and tort.");
Daniels v. Empty Eye, Inc., 368 S.W.3d 743, 752 (Tex. App.-Houston [14th
Dist.] 2012, pet. denied) (observing that a corporation and its president are
distinct entities).
17

See Waste Mgmt., 434 S.W.3d at 150 n.35. See Burbage, 447 S.W.3d
at 261 n.6, for a discussion of the differences between a claim for defamation
and one for business disparagement.
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with negligence if the plaintiff is a private individual. 18 In some cases, the plaintiff
must also prove that the statements were false. 19
"A statement is defamatory when a person of ordinary intelligence would
interpret it in a way that tends to injure the subject's reputation and thereby
expose the subject to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule, or financial injury, or to
impeach the subject's honesty, integrity[,] virtue, or reputation." 20 A defamatory
statement may be classified as either defamatory per se or defamatory per quod.
A statement is defamatory per se if it is injurious to a person's office, business,
profession, or occupation or if it falsely charges a person with the commission of
a crime. 21 A statement is defamatory per se if it is defamatory on its face, that is,
if it is "so obviously hurtful to the person aggrieved" that the law requires no proof
of its injurious character to make it actionable. 22 Statements are defamatory per

18

/n re Lipsky, 411 S.W.3d 530, 543 (Tex. App.-Fort Worth 2013, orig.
proceeding).
19

See, e.g., Hearst Corp. v. Skeen, 159 S.W.3d 633, 637 n.1 (Tex. 2005)

("Proving falsity in a public-figure defamation case is the plaintiff's burden of
proof.").
20

Rehak Creative Servs., Inc. v. Witt, 404 S.W.3d 716, 728 (Tex. App.Houston [14th Dist.]2013, pet. denied) (citing Turner v. KTRK Television, Inc., 38
S.W.3d 103, 114-15 (Tex. 2000), and Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem Code. Ann.
§ 73.001.
21

Morrill v. Cisek, 226 S.W.3d 545, 549-50 (Tex. App.-Houston [1st Dist.]
2006, no pet.).
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quod if they are not obviously hurtful and require the plaintiff to show their
defamatory meanings through extrinsic evidence. 23
Defamation law has evolved substantially since this country's founding. 24
Under the early common law of defamation, no degree of fault was required; a
person was strictly liable for making defamatory statements. 25

And hostile

criticism against the government was actionable even if the critical statements
were true. 26 Over time, the law evolved to provide some privileges, such as the
privilege of "fair comment." 27 Additionally, even in early cases in this country, the
law allowed truth as a defense. 28
23

Hotchkin v. Bucy, No. 02-13-00173-CV, 2014 WL 7204496, at *4 (Tex.
App.-Fort Worth Dec. 18, 2014, no. pet.) (mem. op.); Meisel v. U.S. Bank, N.A.,
396 S.W.3d 675, 680 (Tex. App.-Dallas 2013, no pet.).
24

Curtis Pub. Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. 130, 151, 87 S. Ct. 1975, 1989 (1967).

25

Hurlbut v. Gulf At/. Life Ins. Co., 749 S.W.2d 762, 766 (Tex. 1987); John
E. Hallen, Fair Comment, 8 Tex. L. Rev. 41, 53 (1929); see also John J. Watkins
& Charles W. Schwartz, Gertz and the Common Law of Defamation: of Fault,
Nonmedia Defendants, and Conditional Privileges, 15 Tex. Tech. L. Rev. 823,
825 (1984).
26

Hallen, supra note 25, at 53; see also Curtis Pub., 388 U.S. at 151, 87 S.
Ct. at 1989.
27

Mi/kovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 13-14, 110 S. Ct. 2695,
2703 (1990) (observing that the privilege of "fair comment" was incorporated into
the common law); Cain v. Hearst Corp., 878 S.W.2d 577, 581 (Tex. 1994)
(discussing various privileges); Hallen, supra note 25, at 41-42.
28

See Hallen, supra note 25, at 53-54 (citing Commonwealth v. Clap, 4
Mass. 163, 169 (1808)); see also Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52, 62 (Tex. 2013,
pet. denied) (noting that "[t]he common law and statutes provide certain defenses
and privileges to defamation claims").

12

Significant changes to modern defamation Jaw began with New York Times
v. Sullivan, in which the United State Supreme Court held that, aside from
whatever standards a state might use to determine a defendant's entitlement to
defamation privileges under state law, the First Amendment imposes its own
limits in defamation actions brought by public officials against those who have
criticized their official conduct.

29

In those cases, the First Amendment's

guarantees of free speech and of· a free press prohibit strict liability for
defamatory statements, and a plaintiff must prove that the statements were made
with "actual malice." 30
The term "malice" was already used in defamation law in negating the
availability of privileges under state law, and in that context, malice referred to
spite or ill-will. 31 But in the context of defining the constitutional privilege under
which the plaintiff must prove fault, the Supreme Court used that term to mean
the degree of knowledge the defendant had about the truth of that statement. 32
Specifically, the Court held that a defendant acts with actual malice if the
defendant publishes the statement "with knowledge that it was false or with

29

376 U.S. 254,279,283,84 S. Ct. 710, 726-27 (1964).

30

/d. at 280-81, 84 S. Ct. at 726.

31

See, e.g., Holt v. Parsons, 23 Tex. 9, 20 (1859) (stating that to be
classified as a privileged communication, a statement must have been made free
from malicious intent).
32

New York Times, 376 U.S. at 279-80, 84 S. Ct. at 726.
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reckless disregard of whether it was false or not." 33

Because "'actual malice

concerns the defendant's attitude toward the truth, not toward the plaintiff,"' a
defendant's "free-floating" feeling of ill will toward a plaintiff is generally irrelevant
to proving actual malice. 34
In Curtis Publishing Company, a plurality of the Supreme Court held that
the actual malice requirement applies to defamation actions brought by public
figures. 35

And in Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc., a plurality of the Court

concluded that "[i]f a matter is a subject of public ... interest, it cannot suddenly
become less so merely because a private individual is involved," and therefore

33

1d.; Masson v. New Yorker Magazine, 501 U.S. 496, 510-11, 111 S. Ct.
2419, 2429-30 ( 1991) (describing this standard as requiring proof that the author
"entertained serious doubts as to the truth of his publication or acted with a 'high
degree of awareness of ... probable falsity"') (citations omitted); see also
Watkins & Schwartz, supra note 25, at 870-71 (noting the difficulty courts have
had with the interplay between the ill will malice standard used to defeat a state
law privilege and the "constitutional malice standard" required under the First
Amendment).
34

Freedom Newspapers of Tex. v. Cantu, 168 S.W.3d 847, 858 (Tex.
2005) (quoting New Times, Inc. v. Isaacks, 146 S.W.3d 144, 165 (Tex. 2004) and
stating that "[w]hile a personal vendetta demonstrated by a history of false
allegations may provide some evidence of malice, free-floating ill will does not").
35

388 U.S. at 164, 170, 172, 87 S. Ct. at 1996, 1999, 2000; see Gertz v.
Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 342, 94 S. Ct. 2997, 3008 (1974) (stating that
people may be classed as public figures either "by reason of the notoriety of their
achievements" or because of "the vigor and success with which they seek the
public's attention").
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the constitutional .privilege applies to suits brought by private persons if the
statements forming the basis of the suit were on a subject of public interest. 36
Then, in Gertz, the Court backed off from Rosenbloom's holding,
concluding that a state's interest in compensating private plaintiffs for injury to
reputation requires that a different rule apply to defamation claims they bring. 37
That Court did, however, reaffirm application of the New York Times privilege to
public figures. In doing so, it acknowledged that a person may become a public
figure in one of two ways: by achieving such pervasive fame or notoriety that
they may be considered a public figure "for all purposes and in all contexts," and
by injecting his or herself or being "drawn into a particular public controversy,"
"thereby becom[ing] a public figure for a limited range of issues." 38
While the Gertz court held that the New York Times constitutional privilege
is not available to media defendants in suits brought against them by private
individuals, it also held that in such cases, some degree of fault must be
proven-and thus, there can be no strict liability in defamation suits against

36

403 U.S. 29, 43, 91 S. Ct. 1811, 1819 (1971), abrogated by Gertz, 418
U.S. 323, 94 S. Ct. 2997. Justice Marshall dissented, pointing out that the under
that rule, "courts will be required to somehow pass on the legitimacy of interest in
a particular event or subject." /d. at 79, 91 S. Ct. at 1837.
37

418 U.S. at 343, 94 S. Ct. at 3008-09.

38

/d. at 351, 94 S. Ct. at 3012-13.
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media defendants. 39 But the Court left it to the individual states to decide what
degree of fault had to be proven. 40
Gertz also addressed damage awards in such cases, holding that states

may not permit recovery of presumed or punitive damages unless actual malice
is proven. 41 As for Rosenbloom's public concern standard, the Gertz court stated
that using that standard in a suit brought by a private person would force judges
"to decide on an ad hoc basis which publications address issues of 'general or
public interest' and which do not." 42
In summary, after Gertz, a public figure suing a media defendant for
defamation was required to show actual malice. A private figure suing a media
defendant was required to show at least negligence, but unless state law
required it, the plaintiff did not have to show actual malice, even if the defamatory
statements were on a matter of public concern. 43 The private plaintiff would,

39

/d. at 346-47, 94 S. Ct. at 3010.

40

/d.; Neely, 418 S.W.3d at61.

41

Gertz, 418 U.S. at349, 94S. Ct. at3011.

42

/d. at 346, 94 S. Ct. at 3010. In his dissent, Justice Brennan disagreed
with the majority's failure to provide to the media the same level of constitutional
protection when its "reports concern private persons' involvement in matters of
public concern" as it did for reporting about public officials and figures. /d. at 362,
94 S. Ct. at 3019 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
43

/d. at 345-47, 94 S. Ct. at 3010.
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however, have to show actual malice when suing a media defendant in order to
recover either presumed or punitive damages. 44
In Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. v.

Greenmoss Builders, Inc., the Court

considered the First Amendment's application to defamation cases in which the
plaintiff and defendant are both private persons and the speech involved is purely
private speech-that is, speech that does not involve matters of public concern.

45

Dun & Bradstreet involved statements about Greenmoss Builders in a credit
report sent by Dun & Bradstreet to five of its subscribers. 46
In a plurality opinion, the Court discussed Gertz and characterized that
opinion as holding that a plaintiff had to show actual malice to recover presumed
and punitive damages if the plaintiff was a private individual who sued a media
defendant "for a libel that involved a matter of public concern." 47 After discussing
the competing interests involved, the plurality held that when defamation suits
involve only private parties, "[i]n light of the reduced constitutional value of
speech involving no matters of public concern," a state's interest in providing
remedies for defamation "adequately supports awards of presumed and punitive

44

1d. at 349, 94 S. Ct. at 3011.

45

472 U.S. 749,751, 105 S. Ct. 2939,2941 (1985).

46

1d, at 751, 105 S. Ct. at 2941.

471d.
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damages-even absent a showing of 'actual malice."' 48 Thus, a private plaintiff
suing a media defendant had to prove actual malice to recover presumed or
punitive damages, regardless of the subject matter of the statements, but a
private plaintiff suing a private defendant did not have to prove actual malice to
recover presumed or punitive damages if the speech was on a matter of private
concern. The opinion did not set out a standard for recovering such damages in
suits when the plaintiff and defendant are private individuals and the speech is on
a matter of public concern.
In Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, the Court once again brought
up the "public concern" standard. 49 The Court considered New York Times and
its progeny and stated that from those cases, one could discern "two forces that
may reshape the common-law landscape to conform to the First Amendment.
The first is whether the plaintiff is a public official or figure, or is instead a private
figure. The second is whether the speech at issue is of public concern."

50

With these two forces in mind, the Hepps Court added another limitation
on the common law of defamation, this time addressing the common law
presumption that defamatory speech is false. 51

The Court held that "when a

48

/d. at 761, 105 S. Ct. at 2946 (emphasis added).

49

475 U.S. 767, 106 S. Ct. 1558-59 (1986).

50

/d. at 775, 106 S. 'Ct. at 1563.

51

/d. at 768-69, 106 S. Ct. at 1559.
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plaintiff seeks damages against a media defendant for speech of public concern,"
it is not enough to satisfy the First Amendment for a state to allow the defense of
truth; instead, the plaintifF must bear the burden of proving the statements were
false. 52 Hepps involved a media defendant, and the Court expressly declined to
state whether the rule it set out applied equally to nonmedia defendants. 5 3 This
question of in what circumstances, if any, a private figure plaintifF suing a
nonmedia defendant has the burden of proving that a defamatory statement is
false has not been answered by the Supreme Court.
In Texas, with respect to the level of fault that must be proven in
defamation actions, we require a plaintiff who is a public ofFicial or figure to show
actual malice, regardless of whether the defendant is a member of the media or a
private individual. 54 When the plaintifF is a private figure suing a media defendant,
52

/d. at 777, 106 S. Ct. at 1564 (emphasis added).

53

/d. at 779 n.4, 106 S. Ct. at 1565. In his concurring opinion, Justice
Brennan complained that "such a distinction is irreconcilable with the
fundamental First Amendment principle that [t]he inherent worth of ... speech in
terms of its capacity for informing the public does not depend upon the identity of
the source, whether corporation, association, union, or individual." /d. at 780,
106 S. Ct. at 1565 (Brennan, J., concurring) (citations and internal quotation
marks omitted); see also Babbitt v. United Farm Workers Nat'/ Union, 442 U.S.
289,309 n.16, 99 S. Ct. 2301,2314 (1979) ("We have not adjudicated the role of
the First Amendment in suits by private parties against nonmedia defendants.").
54

Neely, 418 S.W.3d at 61; Casso v. Brand, 776 S.W.2d 551, 554 (Tex.
1989) (stating that the court was "reluctant to afFord greater constitutional
protection to members of the print and broadcast media than to ordinary citizens"
and therefore holding that when a public figure sues a private individual, the
plaintifF must prove that the defendant made false and defamatory statements
about the plaintiff with actual malice).

19

the plaintiff must show negligence. 55 Based on Gertz and Dun & Bradstreet, the
Texas Supreme Court has recognized that "in a defamation suit between private
[parties] concerning private speech, recovery of presumed and punitive damages
does not violate the First Amendment," but in even such cases, Texas requires
the plaintiff to prove at least negligence. 56

That court has not addressed,

however, whether the plaintiff must prove fault when the suit is between 'private
individuals, concerns private speech, and is for defamation per quod (and thus
no damages are presumed).
Regarding proof of the truth or falsity of defamatory statements, a plaintiff
in Texas must prove that the statements are false if the defendant is a member of
the media and the statement is a matter of public concern. 57 Neither the United
States Supreme Court nor the Texas Supreme Court has required proof of falsity
by more than a preponderance of the evidence. 58 The Texas Supreme Court
has thus far not abrogated the common law rule that the truth is a defense in

55

Neely, 418 S.W.3d at 61.

56

Hancock v. Variyam, 400 S.W.3d 59, 65, n.7 (Tex. 2013).

57

See Hepps, 475 U.S. at 776, 106 S. Ct. at 1563; Neely, 418 S.W.3d at

58

See Bentley, 94 S.W.3d at 587.

62.
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cases in which the defendant is not a member of the media and the statements
are not on a matter of public concern. 59
Because this case involves defamation posted on the internet, we make
one more observation on the evolution of defamation law. In Gertz, one basis
used by the Supreme Court for distinguishing between public officials and figures
on the one hand and private individuals on the other was the "greater access to
the channels of effective communication" that public officials and figures usually
have compared with private individuals and the resulting "more realistic
opportunity to counteract false statements," with the result that "[p]rivate
individuals are therefore more vulnerable to injury." 60 Today, with the advent of
the internet and the widespread use of social media, this assessment is less true
than it once was.
Furthermore, the ·united States Supreme Court has recognized "the
special and constitutionally recognized role of [the press] in informing and
educating the public, offering criticism, and providing a forum for discussion and
debate," 61 entitling it to special protections under the First Amendment. Though
59

See Casso, 776 S.W.2d at 555 n.3 ("We need not at this time decide
whether every plaintiff in any defamation case, regardless of his status or that of
the defendant, must prove falsity as an element of his cause of action."); see also
Randall's Food Mkts., Inc. v. Johnson, 891 S.W.2d 640, 646 (Tex. 1995)
(continuing to apply the rule that "[i]n suits brought by private individuals, truth is
an affirmative defense to slander").
60

418 U.S. at 344, 94 S. Ct. at 3009.

61

Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153, 189, 99 S. Ct. 1635, 1655 (1979).
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the media still serves that important purpose, private citizens now have a greater
ability to also serve that role, though usually to a lesser degree.
Neither the United States Supreme Court nor the Texas Supreme Court
has seen the need to adjust defamation law in light of the changes in
technology. 62

Thus, for now, we continue to distinguish among categories of

plaintiffs and defendants. 63 With this background in mind, we turn to Cummins's
issues.
2. Sufficiency of the Evidence to Show Defamation

In her first issue, Cummins argues that the judgment is erroneous because
Lollar is a limited-purpose public figure who had the burden to prove that the
statements Cummins made were false, and she failed to meet that burden.
Whether a party is a limited-purpose public figure is a question of law for the
court. 64 In answering that question, courts use a three-part test.
First, there must be a public controversy or issue. 65 In this context, the
term "public controversy" means one that is "public both in the sense that people

62

See Kinney v. Barnes, 443 S.W.3d 87, 100-01 (Tex. 2014).

63

But see Watkins & Schwartz, supra note 25, at 849-50 (acknowledging
that "public opinion is affected each day by the communications between millions
of private persons," and "an individual's attitude toward political issues is formed
not only by the institutional media, but also by communications in family groups,
social groups, work groups, and peer groups in general" (citations omitted)).
64

Neely, 418 S.W.3d at 70.
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are discussing it and [that] people other than the immediate participants in the
controversy are likely to feel the impact of its resolution." 66 The controversy must
· be about some specific question, not merely a general concern or interest. 67 It
does not include every matter in which the public is interested or that has
attracted attention; "it must be a real dispute, the outcome of which affects the
general public or some segment of it in an appreciable way," one that "has
received public attention because its ramifications will be felt by persons who are
not direct participants." 68 We may also look to whether "the press was covering
the debate, reporting what people were saying and uncovering facts and theories
to help the public formulate some judgment." 69
The second part of the test looks at the plaintiffs relation to the
controversy; "the plaintiff must have more than a trivial or tangential role in the
controversy." 70 As the United States Supreme Court has said, people classed as
public figures have usually "thrust themselves to the forefront of particular public
controversies in order to influence the resolution of the issues involved," thereby

67

WFAA-TV, Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 572 (Tex. 1998).

68

Einhorn v. LaChance, 823 S.W.2d 405, 411-12 (Tex. App.-Houston [1st
Dist.]1992, writ dism'd w.o.j.).
69

McLemore, 978 S.W.2d at 572 (quotation omitted).

70

Neely, 418 S.W.3d at 70.
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inviting attention and comment. 71

The Texas Supreme Court has found it

instructive to consider "(1) whether the plaintiff actually sought publicity
surrounding the controversy; (2) whether the plaintiff had access to the media;
and (3) whether the plaintiff 'voluntarily engag[ed] in activities that necessarily
involve[d) the risk of increased exposure and injury to reputation."' 72
Finally, under the third part of the test, "the alleged defamation must be
germane to the plaintiff's participation in the controversy." 73
Cummins asserts that Lollar was "the subject of local and state-wide
debate and discussion years before" Cummins's posting of statements about her
on the internet. She points to numerous books and articles that Lollar had written
in the years prior to Cummins's internship. These materials relate to the care
and treatment of bats. These books do not show that Lollar was the subject of
local and statewide debate.
Cummins does not explain what specific controversy the writings relate to
or how, by writing the material, Lollar played a role in or inserted herself into the
controversy. 74 And from our review of the record, we have found no such public

71

Gertz, 418 U.S. at 344-45, 94 S. Ct. at 3009.

72

McLemore, 978 S.W.2d at 573 (brackets in original).

73

Nee/y, 418 S.W.3d at 70.

74

See Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111, 135, 99 S. Ct. 2675, 2688
(1979) (stating that before defamatory statements were made about the plaintiff,
he had published writings that reached only "a relatively small category of
professionals," that the plaintiff had not "thrust himself or his views into public
24

controversy. Cummins argues "[t]he controversy at issue here had and still has
potentially far-reaching effects throughout the state" because BWS bats have
tested positive for rabies and "[Lollar] also stated [that] she intends to treat bats
with White Nose Syndrome[,] which is also contagious."

But we found no

evidence in the record showing that Lollar's writings about the care and treatment
of bats related to any controversy about bats with rabies, that there is any
specific controversy over the issue into which Lollar has injected herself, or that
treatment of bats with White Nose Syndrome is a public controversy into which
Lollar has involved herself.
We have found no evidence to support Cummins's contention that Lollar is
a limited-purpose public figure. Based on the evidence in the record, we cannot
say that any conclusion that Lollar was not a limited-purpose public figure was
erroneous. We overrule Cummins's first issue.
In her second issue, Cummins argues that her statements were about
matters of public concern because her comments were criticisms of Lollar's care
of bats. For purposes of allocating the burden of proving the truth or falsity of a
statement, 75 speech is on a rnatter of public concern "when it can 'be fairly

controversy to influence others," and that the defendants had "not identified such
a particular controversy; at most, they point[ed] to concern about general public
expenditures," a "concern is shared by most and relates to most public
expenditures" and "is not sufficient to make [the plaintiff] a public figure").
75

See Klentzman v. Brady, No. 01-11-00765-CV, 2014 WL 7205206, at *11
(Tex. App.-Houston [1st Dist.] Dec. 18, 2014, pet. filed) (op. on reh'g) ("Whether
a plaintiff is a limited-purpose public figure who has involved himself in a public
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considered as relating to any matter of political, social, or other concern to the
community,' or when it 'is a subject of legitimate news interest; that is, a subject
of general interest and of value and concern to the public."' 76 Cummins contends
that because her statements were about matters of public concern-and we
agree that all13gations of animal cruelty can be a matter of public concern 77Lollar had to prove that Cummins's statements were false.
As noted above, neither the United States Supreme Court nor the
Supreme Court of Texas has required a private plaintiff to prove the falsity of
defamatory statements in suits against nonmedia defendants, even when the
statements are on matters of public concern. 78 Lollar is not a public figure, and
Cummins is not a media defendant, and therefore the defamatory statements are
presumed false.

But our disposition of this appeal would not change even if

Lollar had to prove the falsity of the statements. As we discuss under Cummins's
controversy and whether an article addresses a matter of public concern are two
separate legal inquiries with their own implications for defamation law.").
76

Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443, 131 S. Ct. 1207, 1216 (2011) (citations
omitted).
77

See Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 42.09 (making cruelty to livestock animals
an offense), § 42.092 (West 2011) (making cruelty to domesticated living
creatures an offense).
78

See Hepps, 475 U.S. at 777, 779, 106 S. Ct at 1564, 1565 n.4. (stating
that "placement by state law of the burden of proving truth upon media
defendants who publish speech of public concern deters such speech" and that
the Court was not considering "what standards would apply if the plaintiff sues a
nonmedia defendant" (emphasis added)); Randall's Food Mkts., 891 S.W.2d at
646.
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third and fourth issues, Lollar met that burden on enough of the statements to
support the trial court's finding of defamation. We overrule Cummins's second
issue. 79
In her third and fourth issues, Cummins asserts that the trial court erred by
granting judgment for Lollar because Lollar did not present more than a scintilla
of evidence that statements Cummins made met the elements of defamation.
Because Cummins's brief argues these issues together, we shall address them
together.
Cummins argues that the statements were not defamatory because ( 1)
most of the statements are not verifiable assertions of fact and (2) they are not
opinions that imply the existence of undisclosed facts because the statements
"are linked to supporting files written by others including government agencies."
She contends some of the statements were taken from reports made to
government agencies, and the other statements are linked to documents written
by government agencies, 80 which show the factual basis of her opinion.
This argument does not merit much discussion. While Cummins did post
statements about her opinion of Lollar, Lollar's claim was based on other
79

The Cambodia Wildlife Sanctuary's brief states that "actual documents
and photographs" proved that Lollar committed animal cruelty. We commend the
Sanctuary for its advocacy for the protection of animals, but if such documents or
photographs exist, they were not included in the appellate record.
80

See Rehak Creative Servs., 404 S.W.3d at 732 (stating that linked
documents were part of the context that had to be considered in addressing what
a website conveyed about the plaintiff).
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statements alleging facts about Lollar. To the extent that Cummins may have
linked to government reports on her website, the record does not indicate to what
documents or websites the hyperlinks in Cummins's online statements were
directed, and the government communications that are in the record do not
support Cummins's version of facts, as we discuss in greater detail below. We
overrule this part of Cummins's third and fourth issues.
Similarly unpersuasive

is Cummins's argument that some of the

statements were taken from reports made to government agencies and therefore
could not form the basis of Lollar's defamation claim. While a privilege can exist
for statements made to government agencies, 81 Cummins was not making a
report to a government agency when she posted the statements on her website.
Furthermore, defamation privileges may be either absolute or conditional, 82 and
Cummins does not tell us which type of privilege applies either to the statements
she made to government officials or to her reposting of those communications, or
why any such privilege applies. 83 We overrule this part of her third and fourth
issues.

81

See Hurlbut v. Gulf At/. Life Ins. Co., 749 S.W.2d 762, 768 (Tex. 1987)
(stating that not all communications to public officials are privileged).
82

/d. (discussing defamation privileges and stating that the conditional
privilege that applies to statements made in the public interest is defeated when
the privilege is abused).
83

See Tex. R. App. P. 38.1(i).
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Cummins argues that one of the videos relied on by Lollar to show
defamation was shared with Lollar's permission and therefore cannot support a
defamation claim.

The video shows Lollar performing an episiotomy on a

pregnant bat in labor.
The argument is unavailing.

Lollar alleged that Cummins had added

captions to the video that mischaracterized what was happening in the video and
in which she accused Lollar of animal cruelty.

Assuming for the sake of this

argument that Cummins had permission to post the raw video footage, she did
not have (and does not argue that she had) permission to post the video as
amended with those added captions. Lollar further testified that the video had
been edited to be misleading in that Cummins removed the part of the video
showing Lollar administering pain medication.

Because it is the captions and

editing that Lollar alleged were defamatory, it is irrelevant whether Cummins had
permission to post the original, uncaptioned, unedited video. We overrule this
part of Cummins's third and fourth issues.
Cummins further argues that ten of the complained-of statements are not
about and do not refer to Lollar and do not meet the requirement that the
defamatory statements point to Lollar and no one else. 84 The trial court admitted

84

Kaufman v. Islamic Soc. of Arlington, 291 S.W.3d 130, 144 (Tex. App.Fort Worth 2009, pet. denied) ('"In order to entitle one to maintain an action for
an alleged defamatory statement, it must appear that he is the person with
reference to whom the statement was made."') (quoting Newspapers, Inc. v.
Matthews, 339 S.W.2d 890, 893 (1960)).
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into evidence an exhibit consisting of hard copies of postings about Lollar on
Cummins's Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube accounts, as well as pages
discussing Lollar posted on Cummins's Animal Advocates website. This exhibit
is nearly 100 pages long, and the statements complained of were primarily from
these pages.
Of the ten statements, one specifically refers to "Defendants," and the rest
were posted on the Animal Advocates website on a page dedicated to talking
about Lollar and her lawsuit against Cummins. When looking at the statements
in their context, it is clear to whom Cummins is referring in her statements. For
example, as we discuss below, two of the statements allege that Lollar's dogs
were neglected and that one of the dogs died from the neglect, and it is clear that
it is Lollar who Cummins is accusing of the neglect. 85 We overrule this part of
her third and fourth issues.
We now turn to the specific statements made by Cummins and her
arguments about the sufficiency of the evidence to support the defamation
finding.

Most of statements fall into one of three categories:

allegations that

Lollar committed animal cruelty, allegations that Lollar committed fraud, and
allegations that Lollar violated a law, rule, standard, or regulation.

85

See Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 42.092 (making it an offense for a person to
intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly fail unreasonably to provide necessary care
for a domesticated animal in the person's care).
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For most of the statements, Cummins argues that Lollar failed to prove that
the statements were false.

And for most of the statements, Cummins either

expressly asserts that she proved the statements are true or points to some
place in the record that she contends shows the truth of the statement. Cummins
further argues that most of the statements are not capable of a defamatory
meaning.
Allegations of Animal Cruelty

Cummins accused Lollar of cruelty to bats and to two of Lollar's pet dogs.
Cummins claimed that one of the dogs had severe periodontal disease because
of Lollar's neglect and that rather than have the condition treated, Lollar had the
dog euthanized. Cummins claimed that another dog could not walk and had to
drag itself around by its front legs and that it had nails so long that it could not
stand.
The gist of Cummins's statements about the dogs is that Lollar's
veterinarian records show that when Lollar's dog had moderate periodontitis, the
veterinarian recommended treatment, but instead, Lollar refused treatment and
considered euthanizing the dog. Lollar then neglected treating her dog until the
dog was in poor condition and was in so much pain it could not eat, at which
point Lollar had the dog euthanized. Cummins asserted that the dog "died from
neglect of care" and that "[i]t's all in her vet records."
In another paragraph, in which Cummins also accused Lollar of letting two
bats die from neglect and impersonating a doctor to illegally obtain rabies
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vaccines, Cummins again asserted that Lollar ignored her veterinarian's advice
to have her dog's teeth cleaned. Elsewhere Cummins made the statement that
"[o]n top of this her old dog that was euthanized was in really bad shape. One
had end stage periodontal disease with tons of tartar. Why didn't she have her
vet clean the dog's teeth instead of letting it get worse?"
Cummins asserted that Lollar's other dog could not walk and could only
drag herself by her front legs and that during pretrial proceedings Lollar kept
changing her story about whether the dog could walk or not. Cummins stated,
"There is something really wrong here for her to make up these stories," and
"Why not get [the dog] a cart?

I would not let my dog drag itself around."

Elsewhere on her website, Cummins stated that Lollar's lying about the matter
"seems pathological."

All of Cummins's statements on the matter are defamatory per se because
they are directed at Lollar, Lollar is a wildlife rehabilitator and conservationist,
and these statements accuse her of, at a minimum, animal neglect.

These

statements do not merely generally disparage her character or reputation; they
ascribe to Lollar "conduct, characteristics[,] or a condition that would adversely
affect [her] fitness for the proper conduct of [her] lawful ... profession," and as
such, they injure her in her profession. 86

86

See Hancock, 400 S.W.3d at 66-67 (citing the Restatement (Second) of
Torts to "more fully define" a statement "that injures one in her profession").
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Cummins argues that some of her statements described what she
witnessed at BWS, and the rest of the information she posted came directly from
veterinary records produced by Lollar in discovery, which Cummins says she
linked to on the webpage on which the statements were posted. But we cannot
say exactly what the veterinarian records contained because Cummins did not
introduce those records into evidence. We may not take Cummins's word for it
that the website linked to the records or that the records say what she contends
they do. 87
Cummins also contends that Lollar's actions "meet the legal definition of
animal neglect" and that her statement to that effect was her opinion, not a fact
on which a defamation claim may be based. But the statements that she used to
explain the basis of her opinion are set out as affirmative facts, and those facts
are defamatory.

Furthermore, Cummins does not cite any authority for the

proposition that Lollar's actions meet a legal definition of animal neglect. 88 The
penal code's definition of cruelty to a nonlivestock animal includes a person's act
of intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly failing "unreasonably to provide
necessary . . . care ... for an animal in the person's custody," 89 but as we
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See Hotchkin, 2014 WL 7204496, at *6 (observing that we generally may
not consider matters outside the appellate record).
88

See Tex. R. App. P. 38.1(i) (requiring citations to relevant authority for
the arguments made in an appellant's brief).
89

Tex. Penal Code Ann.§ 42.092(b)(3).
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discuss next, Lollar produced evidence that she did not fail to provide necessary
care for her dogs.
From our review of the record, the only evidence that supports Cummins's
statements about the dog that could not walk was her own testimony. Cummins
stated that "when I was there, I saw [the dog] dragging herself. I did not see her
run and jump."

And she stated that Lollar's dogs all had long nails, which

Cummins believes is cruel.

Cummins asserts that one of her trial exhibits

includes a photograph of the dog with long rear claws, that she never saw the
dog stand, and that she only saw it drag itself. The exhibit she refers to contains
189 pictures, and she does not tell us to which picture she refers. We found ten
pictures with dogs in them. We cannot tell from the pictures whether any of the
dogs in the pictures have nails so long they would prevent a dog from standing.
None of the pictures show a dog having difficulty walking. As far as the dog she
alleged died from neglect, the only evidence that supports Cummins's statements
is the testimony of Lollar and her veterinarian that the dog did have periodontitis.
Lollar, contrary to Cummins's argument, produced evidence that shQwed
the statements were false. Lollar stated that it was not true that one of her dogs
could not walk and had to drag itself. Lollar acknowledged that one of her dogs
"had a form of periodontitis," but she went on to explain that
[h]e was 19 years old when he was euthanized. It was too late to
have any dental work done on him. Up until that point, he had
maintained a very healthy mouth. But when an animal reaches an
age that they're too old to have anesthesia administered, there is no
way to do any dental work on them because they might not wake up
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from surgery. He was also at the very end of his life.
euthanized after he collapsed a-a few weeks after that.

He was

Dr. Tad Jarrett testified at trial. Dr. Jarrett is a Mineral Wells veterinarian
who worked with Lollar to develop standards of care for bats and whose practice
treats Lollar's dogs.
periodontitis.

Cummins asked him about his treatment of the dog with

He testified that the dog "was nearing the end of his life" and

"probably had some degree of periodontitis." When asked if he advised Lollar to
treat the dog for the condition, he stated, "[y]ou know, that's standard
recommendation for any dog with dental tartar." When Cummins asked if Lollar
had asked him to euthanize the dog, Dr. Jarrett clarified that Lollar had not; she
had at one point asked him to evaluate the dog only to "see if it was time"
because "she didn't know for sure, you know, and she was worried about his
overall health." An associate veterinarian that worked for him was the person
who eventually euthanized the dog, and Dr. Jarrett stated that he was sure his
associate had made the correct decision.
Dr. Janet Messner, a South Dakota veterinarian who visited. BWS in 2011
to be trained by Lollar on bat care, testified by deposition.
Lollar's dog did not drag herself around.

She stated that

She testified that the dog had had

"some repair done, ... probably thousands of dollars worth" and when she was
at BWS in the year after Cummins was there, the dog could walk and run. And
she stated that none of Lollar's dogs seemed neglected or mistreated.
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Sara Kennedy, a BWS volunteer in July 2010, testified by deposition and
was asked about the dog with periodontitis. She stated that he "ate and acted
pretty much normally" for a dog of his age. The dogs she saw at BWS were not
too thin or overweight and did not have overgrown claws.

When asked

specifically about the dog that Cummins claimed had to drag herself around,
Kennedy stated that she walked and ran. All the dogs she saw seemed "happy,
healthy, decently fed, well[-]groomed."
Kay Singleton testified for Cummins. Singleton was an intern at BWS at
the same time as Cummins and left the program early with Cummins. She stated
that she did not have a pleasant experience at BWS.

But despite not being

favorably-minded toward Lollar, she did not testify that the dog Cummins spoke
of could not walk. Asked if she saw the dog run and jump, Singleton only stated,
"I don't think any of them ran and jumped, as I recall they're all old." When asked
if any of the dogs dragged their legs, she stated that she could not recall much
about the dogs. Thus, Singleton's testimony, though not helpful to Lollar, was
also not helpful to Cummins. We hold that the testimony of Lollar, Dr. Messner,
Dr. Jarrett, and Kennedy was sufficient to support a finding that Cummins's
statements about the dogs were false. 90 We overrule her third and fourth issues
as to these statements.

90

See Bentley, 94 S.W.3d at 587 (stating that the preponderance of the
evidence standard applies to reviewing proof of falsity in a defamation case).
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Cummins also made allegations that Lollar committed cruelty toward bats.
She stated that Lollar's attorney was working for someone who commits animal
cruelty, and it is clear from the context of the statements that Lollar is the person
to whom Cummins was referring.

Cummins stated that Lollar's method of

euthanizing bats is inhumane and causes the bats to die of suffocation. Lollar
uses the inhalant anesthetic lsoflurane for anesthesia and for euthanasia, and
Cummins alleged that Lollar's use of the drug is illegal, inhumane, and unsafe.
Cummins further stated that Lollar never washed her hands before
surgery, referencing a picture she took of Lollar that she claimed backed up her
statement, and she alleged that Lollar pulled molars out of a conscious bat.
Cummins then stated that bat experts "know that bats must be unconscious and
intubated." She asked rhetorically, "Can you imagine the pain that bat felt?" She
referred to Lollar's anesthesia technique as "cave man veterinary practice."
Cummins also accused Lollar of experimenting on bats, claiming that "[t]he
bats are dying because she doesn't take them to the vet."

Elsewhere in the

paragraph in which this statement appeared, Cummins stated that Lollar
performs C-sections and amputation on bats even though Lollar is not a
veterinarian. Thus, the "experimenting" that Cummins appeared to be referring
to is performing surgery on bats without a veterinarian license.
In another statement, Cummins accused Lollar of "hacking an animal to
death."

This statement correlates with other statements in which Cummins

disagreed with Lollar's version of what happened during the episiotomy that
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Cummins filmed, and in which she stated that Lollar "really needs to get her
vision checked."
As noted above, Cummins also posted the video of Lollar performing an
episiotomy, to which she added captions accusing Lollar of causing the bat's
uterus to prolapse and of causing the bat to die from the procedure.

On the

YouTube page on which Cummins posted the video, she added text underneath
the video box that states, "A woman performed a double episiotomy on a bat.
The bat had no local anesthesia.

The baby died.

This person is not a

veterinarian." The first frame of video is a page of text stating, "This bat was
about to give birth.
episiotomy.

Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary decided to do an

She did not give the bat pain relief.

She is not a veterinarian.

GRAPHIC ANIMAL CRUELTY!!!" Then during the video, the following captions
were added:
"Amanda cuts the bat's vagina with scissors three times
Bat convulses near the end then passes out from schock [sic]"
"She can't tell the difference between a foot and baby's head
Amanda pulls too much and bat's vagina, uterus prolapse"
"Mom bat passes out from shock
She later dies"
"Baby is pink yet dead. It had just died."
The last frame of the video displays text that states, "Amanda tries to glue the
incisions closed. She accidently glued [the bat's] vagina shut. Mom later died.
Report Amanda Lollar for animal cruelty and neglect."
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These statements

disparaging Lollar's treatment of bats and accusing her of cruelty toward them
are defamatory per se because they injure Lollar in her profession as a bat
rehabilitator and as an expert in bat care. 91
To prove the truth of these statements, Cummins relied primarily on her
own testimony.

Cummins testified that .at BWS, she witnessed unspecified

violations of unspecified provisions of the Health Code, of Texas Parks & Wildlife
regulations, and of "the Animal Welfare Act." She testified that a veterinarian's
prescription is needed to use lsoflurane, that Lollar used lsoflurane "to basically
OD [bats] to euthanize them," and that Lollar "performed surgery with anesthesia
without a veterinarian license or oversight and bats had been dying because of
the violations."
Cummins was asked why she stated online that Lollar had obtained
lsoflurane illegally, and Cummins responded, "[S]he didn't tell me she got it from
her vet, she just told me she that has a source. It didn't sound like it was legal."
She testified that she "would think if it was a veterinarian [Lollar] would have told
[her], so [she] assumed it was another source." Lollar's attorney asked her, "At
the time you posted on the Internet that she was using lsoflurane illegally, you
did not know when you posted that whether she had gotten the lsoflurane from a
vet and was using it under the vet's supervision?," to which Cummins stated,
"Correct." But she also stated that she still believed Lollar was using lsoflurane

91

See Hancock, 400 S.W.3d at 64,66-67.
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illegally because Lollar did not administer it using the nebulizer method listed on
the label, and she believed that Lollar's off-label use of the drug made the use
illegal.
Regarding the episiotomy video, in her brief, Cummins cites a page from
the record as evidence that the captions are true. That page of the testimony
does not contain any evidence relating to the truth or falsity of the captions. She
asserts that Lollar admitted that the video shows Lollar performing an episiotomy.
But Lollar never denied that the video showed her performing an episiotomy; her
disagreement was over the content of the captions.
Cummins admitted that she had never performed an episiotomy and had
never seen one done before she witnessed the one in the video. But she felt that
she was qualified to say what was happening in the video because she had
"done some research and asked questions" before she published the captions.
When asked why she believed that the bat from the episiotomy video had died,
she admitted that she just assumed she had died because she could not find the
bat after the surgery when she looked for her.
We have not found evidence in the record proving by a preponderance of
the evidence the truth of Cummins's captions that she added to the episiotomy
video.

Instead, the record shows that Cummins made assumptions that she

represented as verifiable facts.
Lollar, on the other hand, produced evidence refuting the content of the
captions. Lollar testified that the bat did not pass out from shock; that a person
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cannot use general anesthesia on a bat for this type of procedure and that she
gave the bat appropriate pain relief; that the bat jerked a little because she did
not want to be held, but she was not convulsing; that no prolapse occurred; that
she did not accidentally glue the bat's vagina shut; that the bat pup was stillborn;
that the mother bat did not die and was released a few weeks after the
procedure; and that the method she follows is approved by her veterinarian.
Dr. Jarrett, who trained Lollar to perform episiotomies, testified that he had
seen the video and that the procedure was "textbook" and "as good as it can
get."

He further stated that the anesthetic was used properly and that no

prolapse had occurred.
Dr. Messner testified that she had seen the video, that the episiotomy was
done properly, and that she had "absolutely" no criticisms of how the procedure
had been done. Applying the appropriate standard of review, this evidence is
legally sufficient to show that the captions that Cummins added were false.
As for Cummins's other statements about Lollar's treatment of bats, Lollar
testified that lsoflurane is commonly used in wildlife rehabilitation centers, and
wildlife rehabilitators can procure it through a veterinarian that they work with. It
is not a substance that requires a DEA license. Lollar testified that the method
Cummins claimed was required to humanely and legally administer the drug is
one that is not always recommended or used. She testified that the method that
she uses is one that researchers and professionals in the field use and that the
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American Veterinary Medical Association recommends the method of euthanasia
she uses as a humane method of euthanasia.
Dr. Jarrett testified that Lollar's use of lsoflurane to euthanize bats is not
illegal. Dr. Messner stated that the nebulizer method of administering lsoflurane
is not always recommended for bats and that she uses the same method as
Lollar. The evidence is sufficient to support a finding that Cummins's defamatory
statements about Lollar's use of lsoflurane were false.
Regarding Lollar's method of extracting teeth from bats, Lollar testified that
the method she uses is one that she developed in conjunction with Dr. Jarrett.
The method, which involves applying a powerful topical anesthetic that is used
for dental extractions, was developed to be as pain free as possible. She stated
that microbats cannot be rendered completely unconscious with general
anesthesia for the procedure "because the cone that you would use to place over
their face to knock them out would be directly in your way" and "you wouldn't be
able to extract the tooth." She further stated that "[i]t takes, literally, a second to
extract the tooth," but it takes five to fifteen minutes to render a bat completely
unconscious, so "it's not practical and it's not safe to anesthetize a bat under
general anesthesia just to extract a tooth."
Dr. Jarrett testified that in Texas, a person does not have to be a licensed
veterinarian to perform tooth extractions or episiotomies on bats. And he stated
that he taught Lollar how to perform those procedures. He further stated that he
had never seen Lollar commit animal cruelty.
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Dr. Messner stated that she has never done a tooth extraction on a bat,
but if she did, she would use the same drug that Lollar uses. And she testified as
Lollar had that a person cannot use a cone to completely anesthetize a bat in
that situation; "you couldn't do it.

... [l]t really extends the procedure and it

makes it difficult." This evidence is sufficient to support a finding that Cummins's
statements about Lollar's surgery on bats were false.
In a video played at trial of Lollar treating a bat, she explained that her
hands were dirty in the picture because she had just rescued the bat, which was
a starving orphan bat, and she wanted to get him cleaned up and treated as
quickly as possible. Dr. Messner testified that when she visited BWS, the facility
was clean, the clinic was kept in sterile condition, and the room that Lollar uses
for emergency surgeries was "absolutely" sanitary enough for procedures.
Kennedy testified that the facility was cleaned at least once a day. And Lollar
testified that Cummins's complaints resulted in her being investigated by various
law enforcement and government agencies, and they all reported that they found
no violations at BWS. We hold that Lollar showed by legally sufficient evidence
that the statements that Cummins made that alleged animal cruelty or neglect
were untrue and that Cummins did not produce sufficient evidence to prove that
the statements were true.

We overrule issues three and four as to these

statements.
Cummins further challenges the judgment of defamation as to three
webpages that she was ordered to remove in their entirety.
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In her argument

regarding these three pages, she specifically challenges only one statement on
each page. We cannot determine from the appellate record whether these three
statements appeared on those three particular pages because the judgment
does not explain the contents of those pages and copies of the pages do not
appear in the record before us.

Thus, although the substance of these three

statements was discussed at trial, we cannot tell from the appellate record
whether they appeared on these particular webpages. As to the substance of
these three statements, however, the trial court did hear evidence about whether
they were true or defamatory.
One of these three statements that Cummins argues was neither false nor
defamatory was this statement:

"An email from the warden to Texas Parks &

Wildlife stating that bats are breeding in Lollar's facility." Although we did not find
this particular statement on the copies of Cummins's internet postings that were
introduced at trial, the parties did introduce evidence about whether wardens with
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department had found Lollar guilty of illegally
breeding bats at BWS in violation of its permit.

As we explain in more detail

below, the evidence was sufficient to support a finding by the trial court that
Cummins's statements to that effect were false and defamatory.
The second of these three statements was, "Amanda Lollar's 1994 manual
which she wrote. She stated that she euthanizes bats by freezing them to death
which is illegal and inhumane according to the AVMA and bat experts." One of
the three webpages Cummins was ordered to remove included in the URL
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"amanda_lollar_1994_manual_original.pdf,"

and

the

parties

agreed

that

Cummins posted a copy of a 1994 manual that Lollar wrote about the care of
bats.

And regardless of whether this particular statement appeared on this

particular webpage, the evidence showed that Cummins asserted multiple times
on her website that the method of euthanasia that Lollar recommended in the
book was illegal and inhumane according to experts.

This statement was

defamatory per se because it injured Lollar in her profession, and Lollar
introduced

evidence sufficient to

support the judgment that Cummins's

statements on the subject were false.
The procedure that Lollar recommended involved putting a bat in a
refrigerator to induce torpor and then placing the bat in the freezer.

Cummins

posted online that by the time Lollar published her manual, experts had known
for decades that the method she recommended was inhumane. Cummins made
a number of statements on this subject, all suggesting that Lollar is incompetent,
that she is not knowledgeable about the care of bats, and that her ignorance led
her to use and recommend methods of care that were cruel. Dr. Messner and
Lollar testified that while today the procedure is not recommended except in
certain situations, at the time the book was written, the method Lollar
recommended was not considered inhumane. And Lollar clarified that while the
AVMA finds rapidfreezing of conscious animals to be inhumane, that was not the
method she had previously recommended, and the method that she had
recommended was one that, at the time, had been used by researchers for
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years. Cummins introduced no evidence that contradicted Lollar's evidence on
the matter. Thus, the evidence supports a finding that Cummins's statements
about Lollar's recommended euthanasia methods were not true.
The third statement was a description of an altered photograph, which
Cummins described thusly: "A photo that defendants made of me. They took a
photo of my face and photoshopped semen on my face." Although the judgment
did not specify that this statement had to be removed, and we did not find in the
record the page on which she contends the statement appeared, she was
ordered in the judgment to remove a similar statement. Cummins contends that
the judgment was improper as to this statement because the statement was not
about Lollar, it was about a friend of Lollar's who Cummins claimed had posted
the picture.

But the statement refers to "defendants," and thus this statement

does refer to Lollar. Moreover, the other statement about the photograph that
she was ordered to remove refers to "these people," and it is clear from its
context that Lollar is included in "these people." Thus, Cummins's argument that
her statements about this picture do not refer to Lollar and therefore cannot
support defamation is not persuasive.

Cummins makes no other argument

challenging the judgment as to her statements about the photograph.
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Other than these three statements, Cummins does not challenge the
judgment as to any statements contained in the three webpages that she was
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See Tex. R. App. P. 38.1(i).
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ordered to remove. 93 We therefore do not consider whether the evidence was
insufficient to support a finding that the statements contained on those pages
were false or defamed Lollar. We overrule Cummins's third and fourth issues as
to the webpages she was ordered to remove.
Allegations of Fraud

Cummins made a number of statements alleging that Lollar committed
fraud. At one point, she stated that Lollar took money that BWS had received
from the dissolution of another group and used it to buy a vehicle.

Cummins

stated, "That money was supposed to go for animals. This is what Lollar does
with money that is given to" BWS. In another statement, Cummins stated that
Lollar bought a bag from Walmart and told Cummins she would use the bag and
then return it. Cummins stated that Lollar "admitted to [Cummins] with an evil
laugh that she does this frequently."
These statements are defamatory per se because, since Lollar runs a
nonprofit organization that relies on donations as its primary source of income,
allegations of fraud injure her in her profession.

Neither Cummins nor Lollar

produced evidence that specifically discussed whether Lollar used money that
BWS received from the dissolution of another organization to buy a vehicle. We
therefore disagree with Cummins that she proved that the statements were true.
Cummins argues that Lollar admitted this was true in her deposition, but the only

93

See id.
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citation to the record she supplies to support this statement is Cummins's own
internet postings. Furthermore, although Cummins characterized this statement
as an example of Lollar's misusing funds, even if the money received was used
to buy a vehicle, nothing in the record indicates that this was an improper use of
the funds.
As to the second statement, neither Cummins nor Lollar provided
testimony or other evidence about whether Lollar regularly buys merchandise,
uses it, and then returns it. Thus, this statement was not proven either true or
false. But even were we to hold that Lollar had the burden to prove the falsity of
the statement and it was therefore error for the trial court to order Cummins to
remove it, Cummins has not shown how she was harmed, particularly when,
even without this statement, the evidence is sufficient to support the judgment on
Lollar's defamation claim.
Furthermore, the point of the statements-that Lollar uses donations
fraudulently and engages in unethical behavior-was something that both sides
briefly presented testimony on.

Cummins testified that she told the IRS that

Lollar was using BWS as her own personal piggy bank and was paying personal
expenses out of the nonprofit.

She acknowledged that she had posted online

that Lollar was committing fraud on the BWS donors and that she knew that she
was accusing Lollar of a crime when she said that.
Cummins also acknowledged that she had posted online an accusation
that Lollar might be collecting welfare illegally.
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After seeing a police report

stating that Lollar had called the police for a "welfare check," Cummins stated
online that Lollar owned property, and so if Lollar was receiving welfare, she was
doing so illegally. Cummins stated that she thought the report-which included a
note that said, "Unable to locate. Building locked"-indicated that Lollar had lost
a welfare payment check and called the police to help her find it.
Cummins explained that she "believed [the statement] to be true" when
she said it, that she posted it because she wanted to show what type of person
Lollar is, that she said it was only illegal "if' Lollar was collecting welfare, and that
she took the post down a few hours later when someone online pointed out that
the report probably meant that Lollar had asked the police to check on
someone's welfare.
Lollar testified that she was not paying her personal expenses out of the
nonprofit corporation and that it was not true that she had committed fraud on her
donors. She also stated that she had never committed welfare fraud and had
never been on welfare. The trial court as the fact finder could believe Lollar and
disbelieve Cummins, 94 and, accordingly, Lollar provided sufficient evidence that
Cummins's statements that Lollar commits fraud on her donors, uses BWS funds
for her personal expenses, and was committing welfare fraud were false.

94

See McGalliard v. Kuhlmann, 722 S.W.2d 694, 697 (Tex. 1986) (stating
that when faced with conflicting evidence, the factfinder can believe one witness
and disbelieve others).
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Allegations that Lollar Violated a Law, Rule, Regulation, or Standards

Cummins made numerous statements alleging or implying that Lollar
violated a law, rule, standard, or regulation.

In several of the statements

Cummins was ordered to remove, she stated that Lollar had been found guilty of
illegally breeding bats in violation of BWS's wildlife permit.

Lollar testified,

however, that she does not intentionally breed or intentionally allow breeding of
the bats in the captive colonies at BWS. BWS neuters the fruit bats as soon as
they come of age, but nevertheless, breeding does occasionally take place
accidentally because "[y]ou can't monitor exactly when they're ready to be
neutered." Lollar also stated that she does not have a permit for the fruit bat
captive colony because none is required. Thus, if BWS had been breeding fruit
bats, it would not have been in violation of a permit.
Lollar acknowledged that BWS's permit for its insectivorous colony
prohibits "propagating" bats, but Lollar also testified that accidental breeding is
not considered a violation of the permit.

She stated that she had allowed

breeding in the colony for a study done with a bat conservation organization but
had done so with the knowledge of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.
Lollar further testified that game wardens from the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department had inspected the facility and found no violations from
accidental breeding.

She stated that BWS is periodically inspected by the

agency and that BWS has always passed those inspections, it has never been
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reprimanded by the agency, and its permit has never been suspended or
revoked.
Lollar introduced into evidence a copy of an email exchange that Cummins
had had with a staff attorney at Texas Parks and Wildlife, who informed
Cummins that the agency had found no violations by BWS. In that email, the
attorney stated,
This is to advise you that TPWD will not be responding to any
further allegations from you concerning Amanda Lollar's facility.
Representatives of the TPWD Law Enforcement Division visited that
facility earlier this year and found no violations of the Texas wildlife
laws. In light of this information and your baseless claim that
someone at TPWD is libeling and defaming you, we consider the
matter closed.
Lollar thus produced evidence that she is not breeding the bats in the BWS
captive colonies in violation of BWS's permit and that she has not been found
guilty of violating the permit.
Lollar testified that Cummins's statements were damaging because if the
bat conservation community believed that she had been found to be illegally
breeding bats, "[n]o one would want to work with [her] anymore."

But her

testimony explaining the damaging nature of the statements was unnecessary
because the statements are defamatory per se.

They accuse Lollar of

intentionally violating the permit under which BWS is allowed to keep one of its
captive colonies, and they therefore damage her in her profession.
Cummins did not produce any proof that Lollar had been found guilty of
causing BWS to violate its permit or that Lollar was incorrect in her
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understanding that accidental breeding is not a violation of the permit. Under the
applicable standard of review, this evidence is sufficient to support the trial
court's finding that Cummins's statements about Lollar's breeding bats and
thereby violating BWS's permit were false.
Cummins was also ordered to remove statements that BWS had been
forced by the health department to leave the city because of all the complaints to
the city and the health department, and that the city had had to gut the building
BWS had been in. 95

These statements are defamatory per se because they

injure Lollar in her profession by implying that BWS's premises, where it houses
captive bat colonies and out of which it runs its operation (and where it performs
certain emergency treatment on bats), was so ill-kept that it rendered the building
it was in unfit for habitation. 96
Lollar testified that there was no truth to these statements. Lollar sold the
bottom half of a building she owned, and unneeded items had been stored in that
part of the building, so she contacted a local church to come pick up those items.
The new owner moved those boxes to the sidewalk for the church to pick Lip from
there.

Lollar stated that the police had been called by someone who was

unhappy that the boxes were out on the sidewalk. Lollar stated that the police
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Cummins did not clarify whether she meant the City of Mineral Wells's
health department, the Texas Department of State Health Services, or some
other government entity.
96

See Hancock, 400 S.W.3d at 66-67.
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mistakenly wrote up that the building was being gutted. The police report was
not included in the record, but Lollar testified that there was no truth to
Cummins's statement that BWS was evicted from the building or asked to leave
the city.
Lollar's testimony is evidence that the police report stated the building was
being gutted. The defamatory nature of Cummins's statement arose, however,
not from her publishing the contents of the report-that the building was being
gutted-but from her embellishment of the report.

She stated that the health

department forced Lollar and BWS out of the building and that the building was in
such poor condition that it had to be gutted and cleaned. Lollar's testimony was
evidence that Cummins's statements to that effect were false, and Cummins
provided no evidence to the contrary.
Cummins made various statements about Lollar that related to rabies. She
stated that Lollar was breaking the law by illegally obtaining human and animal
rabies vaccinations and that Lollar had told her that the place where she buys her
rabies vaccine thinks she is a doctor. She stated that Lollar exposed interns to
rabies by not checking their vaccination cards to ensure that they had been
vaccinated against rabies. And she stated that Lollar handled rabid bats with her
bare hands, implying that Lollar was not knowledgeable about how to handle
bats. These statements are defamatory per se because they injure Lollar in her
profession, and at least one accuses Lollar of a crime.
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To prove the truth of these statements, Cummins relied primarily on her
own testimony.

She stated that while at BWS, Lollar told her to give rabies

vaccinations to bats.

Cummins stated that only veterinarians can administer

rabies vaccinations to bats.

Cummins testified that she reported Lollar to

authorities for giving vaccinations to bats. And she reported Lollar for having the
human rabies vaccine because only a doctor, nurse, veterinarian, or pharmacist
may have it. She further stated that Lollar told her that she buys the vaccine
from a company that thinks she is a doctor.
Cummins also testified that while she was there, Lollar held a possibly
rabid bat in her bare hands. She testified that she had always been told never to
touch a bat with bare hands, something "all the bat experts know," yet Lollar told
her not to wear gloves when handling bats. She stated that Lollar told her to hold
in her bare hands a bat that Lollar said was possibly rabid. Cummins testified
that neither Lollar nor anyone else asked for proof that she had been vaccinated
against rabies before beginning her internship.
Kay Singleton testified that Lollar did not tell her to give rabies vaccinations
to bats. She also testified that although she had proof of pre-exposure rabies
vaccination, Lollar did not ask to see it.
Lollar stated that she buys the human rabies vaccination but not the animal
rabies vaccine. She used to buy the animal rabies vaccine when it was legal for
anyone to do so, but at some point in the 1990s, the law changed. Lollar stated
that she is not violating the law by buying the human rabies vaccine. She buys it
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from Novartis, Novartis knows she is not a doctor, and she works with a
veterinarian to legally obtain the vaccine.
Lollar explained that BWS works with a nurse practitioner at a doctor's
office who accepts people from BWS on a walk-in basis and who administers the
vaccine if needed.

She stated that despite the implication from Cummins's

posting that Lollar personally administers rabies vaccinations to people, she does
not. Lollar will give the vaccine to interns to take to a nurse for administering it,
but she does not administer vaccines herself.
Regarding holding rabid bats with her bare hands, Lollar testified that while
Cummins was there, she held in her bare hands a bat pup that was displaying
neurological symptoms that could be the result of either pesticide poisoning or
rabies, and that she was about to euthanize the bat because "[t]here is no way to
save an animal that has those type of symptoms." She explained that bat pups
do not have teeth that can break the skin, so "any researcher might" hold such a
pup in his or her bare hands. According to Lollar, ''[i]t's done all the time" by
researchers, biologists, and other professionals. .Lollar testified that Cummins
made the statements about holding rabid bats in her bare hands to make it look
like Lollar did not know what she was doing, how "dumb [she] must be to be
holding a rabid bat in [her] bare hand."
Regarding proof of rabies vaccinations, Lollar testified that someone else
with BWS coordinated the internships the year that Cummins came. That person
was in charge of checking for proof of rabies vaccinations, and Lollar relied on
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that person's report about whether the interns were vaccinated. Lollar stated that
no one can attend a BWS internship who has not been vaccinated.
Lollar further testified that because of Cummins's allegations, the Centers
for Disease Control called every intern who had been at BWS in the previous
year to talk to them about their experience and about BWS protocols. The only
change to BWS protocols that the CDC recommended was that instead of
recommending that interns wear gloves when working with certain species, BWS
should make it a requirement.
Dorothy Hyatt, vice president of BWS, testified that she had never seen
Lollar administer a rabies vaccine to a person.

Kennedy testified that she

received a rabies booster shot while on her last day at BWS, but it was
administered to her at a doctor's office, not at BWS.
administered any type of shot to her.

Nobody at BWS

Lollar testified that she provided the

vaccine to Kennedy but did not administer it to her-she drove Kennedy to the
doctor's office where the nurse practitioner administered it.
Kennedy stated that she was required to show proof of pre-exposure
rabies vaccination shots before beginning her internship. And Kennedy testified
that she was encouraged to wear gloves while at BWS.

We hold that the

evidence was sufficient to support the trial court's judgment as to statements
relating to Lollar's violations of rules, regulations, standards, and laws, and we
overrule Cummins's third and fourth issues as to these statements.
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Also under these issues, Cummins argues that she was not given a copy
of the specific statements that Lollar and BWS alleged to be defamatory until
after the trial had concluded, and she could not defend the statements without
knowing what they were before trial. Lollar's petition stated that Cummins had
posted and was continuing to post defamatory statements about Lollar online. If
Lollar's petition did not provide enough specificity for Cummins to know which
statements she would need to defend, Cummins could have specially excepted
to Lollar's petition. 97 No such special exceptions appear in the appellate record.
Cummins also challenges the judgment against her based on statements
in exhibit 18, which she contends were made by people other than her. And she
complains that the exhibits containing the defamatory statements were never
authenticated. Cummins did not object to a lack of authentication as to exhibit
18. 98 And, as she acknowledges, none of the statements she was ordered to
remove were in exhibit 18.
Cummins did object that exhibit 17 had not been authenticated, and the
trial court overruled her objections. But she does not argue, nor do we discern
from our review of the record, how she was harmed by any lack of authentication
of the exhibits containing the statements, particularly when she admitted at trial
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SeeTex. R. Civ. P. 90, 91.

98

See Tex. R. App. P. 33.1.
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to making the statements in the exhibits that we have held were defamatory per
se. 99
Finally, Cummins complains about being ordered to remove the episiotomy
video. She asserts that she introduced evidence that the video is the truth ~md
that Lollar did not produce evidence that the contents of the video are false
because Lollar admits that it is a video of her performing an episiotomy. As we
stated above, Lollar did not contend that the video does not depict her performing
an episiotomy. She complained that the video's editing and the added captions
' were defamatory. And, as stated above, Lollar proved that the video as edited by
Cummins was false. We overrule the remainder of Cummins's third and fourth
issues.

3. Defamation Damages
In her fifth issue, Cummins challenges the damages awarded to Lollar for
defamation. Regarding the compensatory damages award, her argument under
this issue relates only to economic damages, and she includes no argument
relating to any of the other categories of damages that Lollar pled and introduced
evidence on. We overrule her issue as to the compensatory damages award. 100

99

See Tex. R. App. P. 44.1(a).

100

See Britton v. Tex. Oep't of Criminal Justice, 95 S.W.3d 676, 681 (Tex.
App.-Houston [1st Dist.] 2002, no pet.) (stating that "[g]enerally speaking, an
appellant must attack all independent· bases or grounds that fully support a
complained-of ruling or judgment"); see also Tex. R. Civ. P. 38.1 (i).
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As for exemplary damages, Cummins argues that Lollar produced no
evidence of malice and that Cummins's net worth does not support the amount of
the award. Cummins did not timely raise these complaints in the trial court, but
because this is an appeal from a bench trial and these complaints challenge the
sufficiency of the evidence to support the damages award, she may raise them
for the first time on appeaJ. 101
Chapter 41 of the civil practice and remedies code provides that generally,
to be entitled to exemplary damages, a plaintiff must show fraud, malice, or gross
negligence by clear and convincing evidence. 102 "Malice" in this context means
"a specific intent by the defendant to cause substantial injury or harm to the
claimant." 103 Additionally, in a defamation action, the Texas Supreme Court has
stated that "recovery of exemplary damages are appropriately within the
guarantees of the First Amendment if the plaintiff proves by clear and convincing
evidence that the defendant published the defamatory statement with actual
malice." 104
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See Te.x. R. App. P. 33.1 (d).
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Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. §§ 41.002{b), 41.003{a) (West 2015).

103

/d. § 41.001(7).

104

Hancock, 400 S.W.3d at 66. After this case was tried, the legislature
enacted a statute providing that a defamation plaintiff may not recover exemplary
damages without first serving a request for a correction, clarification, or
retraction. See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 73.055{c) (West Supp.
2014).
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Clear and convincing evidence is that measure or degree of proof that will
produce in the mind of the trier of fact a firm belief or conviction as to the truth of
the allegations sought to be established. 105 This intermediate standard of proof
falls between the preponderance standard of proof applicable to most civil
proceedings and the reasonable doubt standard of proof applicable to most
criminal proceedings. 106 While the proof must be of a heavier weight than merely
the greater weight of the credible evidence, there is no requirement that the
evidence be unequivocal or undisputed. 107 In evaluating the legal sufficiency of
the evidence under the clear and convincing standard of proof, we must
determine whether the evidence is such that a factfinder could reasonably form a
firm belief or conviction that its finding was true. 108
In determining what amount of exemplary damages to award, the factfinder
must consider any evidence relating to (1) the nature of the wrong; (2) the
character of the conduct involved; (3) the degree of the wrongdoer's culpability;
(4) the situation and sensibilities of the parties concerned; (5) the extent to which
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Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann.§ 41.001(2); Tex. Fam. Code Ann.§
101.007 (West 2014); U-Haullnt'l, Inc. v. Waldrip, 380 SW.3d 118, 137 (Tex.
2b12); State v. KEW, 315 SW.3d 16,20 (Tex. 2010).
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1n re G.M, 596 SW.2d 846, 847 (Tex. 1980); State v. Addington, 588
SW.2d 569, 570 (Tex. 1979).
107

Addington, 588 SW.2d at 570.
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KEW, 315 SW.3d at 20; Columbia Med. Ctr. of Las Colinas, Inc. v.
Hogue, 271 SW.3d 238, 248 (Tex. 2008), cert. denied, 290 SW.3d 873 (2009).
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such conduct offends a public sense of justice and propriety; and (6) the
defendant's net worth. 109

In our review of an exemplary damages award, we

must state our reasons for upholding or disturbing the award, and we must
"address the evidence or lack of evidence with specificity, as it relates to the
liability for or amount of exemplary damages, in light of the requirements of'
chapter 41. 110
The evidence at trial did not show that Cummins had a negative net worth.
After the judgment was rendered, Cummins filed an affidavit of indigency, and
after a contest, the trial court found that she was indigent. But that finding, made
after the trial court had rendered judgment and Cummins had filed her notice of
appeal, was irrelevant to the trial court's earlier determination of the exemplary
damages award.

Furthermore, the other factors that a court considers in

awarding exemplary damages weigh in favor of the award.

As we have

explained, Cummins posted a flood of statements about Lollar accusing her of all
manner 'of serious wrongdoings, including crimes, and she published her
statements to as wide of an audience as she could, including to numerous law
enforcement agencies.

The statements were designed to ruin

professional and personal reputation locally and nationally.
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Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann.§ 41.011(a) (West2015).

110

/d. § 41.013 (West2015).
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Lollar's

As to Cummins's argument that Lollar failed to show malice, we disagree.
From our review of the record, 111 Lollar showed by clear and convincing evidence
that Cummins acted with malice as that term is used in chapter 41 and with the
actual malice required under the First Amendment.

The evidence supports a

conclusion that Cummins engaged in a persistent, calculated attack on Lollar
with the intention to ruin both Lollar's life's work and her credibility and standing
in the animal rehabilitation community. Cummins posted innumerable derogatory
statements about Lollar impugning her honesty and her competency, and she
repeatedly and relentlessly reported Lollar to multiple government agencies. The
comments she made about Lollar leave no doubt that she had a specific intent to
cause substantial injury or harm to Lollar.
Clear and convincing evidence also supports a finding that Cummins
published statements on the internet with actual malice.

For example, with

regard to Cummins's statements about Lollar's dogs, the evidence supported a
finding that Cummins was not telling the truth. The trial court's determination that
Cummins was not credible was reasonable, and, consequently, we are required
to

ignore

her testimony

in

reviewing

111

the

trial

court's

actual

malice

See New York Times, 376 U.S. at 285, 84 S. Ct. at 729 (considering the
proof presented of actual malice and stating that the court "must 'make an
independent examination of the whole record,' so as to assure ourselves that the
judgment does not constitute a forbidden intrusion on the field of free
expression") (citations omitted); see also New Times, Inc., 146 S.W.3d at 165 ("a
personal vendetta demonstrated by a history of false allegations may provide
some evidence of malice, free-floating ill will does not").
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determination.

112

And if the trial court believed that Lollar, Kennedy,

Dr. Messner, and Dr. Jarrett were telling the truth-and it is clear that the court
did believe that-that determination was reasonable. Their testimony supports
the trial court's determination that Cummins published fabricated statements
about Lollar's care of her dogs, and, thus, that the statements were made with
actual malice.
Regarding the episiotomy video, Cummins offered only her own testimony
to support her version. Lollar, Dr. Jarrett, and Dr. Messner all agreed that what
Cummins said occurred did not happen. Cummins admitted that she had never
performed an episiotomy on a bat before, and therefore she had no basis for
asserting as fact what was at best speculation and at worst total fabrication. But
she posted her version as fact, not speculation, and then she spread her version
as far and wide as she possibly could.
The evidence further supports a conclusion that Cummins told as many
people as she could that Lollar was illegally obtaining and administering
lsoflurane and rabies vaccines and that she made these representations as facts,
despite the fact that they were based only on assumptions she had made based
on limited information. As with Cummins's statements about Lollar's dogs, the
trial court's determination that Cummins was not credible was a reasonable one,
and therefore we are required to ignore her testimony in our review. And the trial
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See Bentley, 94 S.W.3d at 597-99.
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court's determination that Lollar, Dr. Jarrett, and Dr. Messner were credible was
a reasonable one.

Based on these credibility determinations, clear and

convincing evidence supports the trial court's finding that Cummins made
statements on these matters with actual malice.

We hold that the record

supports a finding of. malice-both of the malice required for an award of
exemplary damages under Texas law and of actual malice as required for an
award of exemplary damages in defamation actions. 113
And finally under this issue, Cummins argues that the exemplary damages
award was excessive. She includes no argument about why the damages were
excessive other than to say that exemplary damages must be reasonably
proportional to actual damages. She does not include any argument or citations
to authority about why the damages were not proportional in this case.

114

Further, she did not timely raise this complaint in the trial court. 115
And although the civil practice and remedies code's cap on exemplary
damages 116 applied to this case, Cummins neither timely raised this issue in the
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See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 41.001 (7).
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See Tex. R. App. P. 38.1 (i).
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See Flores v. Millennium Interests, Ltd., 185 S.W.3d 427, 436 (Tex.
2005) (stating that proportionality requirements for exemplary damage awards
are based on the constitution); In re D. T.M., 932 S.W.2d 647, 652 (Tex. App.Fort Worth 1996, no writ) ("Even constitutional arguments are waived at the
appellate level if issues were not before the trial court.").
116

See Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 41.008(b) (West 2015).
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trial court nor argued on appeal that the trial court did not apply the cap or did not
apply it correctly.

This court has held that the statutory cap is an affirmative

defense that must be pled and proved. 117 An argument that the trial court failed
to properly apply the cap is therefore not a complaint about the sufficiency of the
evidence to support the award. 118

Because Cummins neither preserved any

complaint about the cap in the trial court nor raised the issue on appeal, we may
not consider whether the trial court failed to properly apply the cap. We overrule
Cummins's fifth issue as to the exemplary damages award.
Cummins included one other argument relating to the part of the relief
awarded to Lollar on her defamation claim. In one sentence in the summary of
her argument, Cummins challenges the permanent injunction included in the
judgment. She argues, with no citation to authority, 119 that "[t]he court's order is
also overly broad. It contains prior restraint[,] which is unconstitutional."

117

See Davis v. White, No. 02-13-00191-CV, 2014 WL 7387045, at *10
(Tex. App.-Fort Worth Dec. 29, 2014, no pet. h.) (mem. op.) (holding that the
statutory cap on exemplary damages is an affirmative defense that must be pled
and proved at trial).
118

See Norra v. Harris Cnty., No. 14-05-01211-CV, 2008 WL 564061, at
*2-3 (Tex. App.-Houston [14th Dist.] Mar. 4, 2008, no pet.) (mem. op.) (holding
that a complaint on appeal from a bench trial that raises a new legal basis or
theory for challenging a damages award that is not a complaint about the
sufficiency of the evidence must be raised in the trial court to preserve the
complaint for appeal).
119

See Tex. R. App. P. 38.1 (i).
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The judgment ordered that "Cummins be permanently enjoined" and
"ORDERED to immediately and permanently remove from the internet"
statements that appeared on specified web pages. To the extent that the trial
court's order required Cummins to remove the statements that the court ruled
were defamatory, the order is constitutional. 120 But the order is unconstitutional
to the extent that it permanently enjoins Cummins from making similar
statements in the future. 121 Though Cummins can be held responsible for any
defamatory statements she may make about Lollar in the future, the trial court
could not issue an order prohibiting her from making them. Thus, to the extent
that the order may be read to permanently enjoin Cummins from making similar
statements in the future, we sustain Cummins's challenge to that part of the
judgment. 122 We overrule the remainder of her fifth issue.
B. Breach of Contract

Cummins's last five issues challenge the judgment for BWS for breach of
contract:
6. Did Appellees present "more than a scintilla" of evidence that any
of Appellant's actions meet all four of the following criteria for breach
of contract?

120

See Kinney, 443 S.W.3d at 93-94.

121

See id.

122

But see Tex. Canst. art. I, § 8 (stating that "[e]very person shall be at
liberty to speak, write or publish his opinions on any subject, being responsible
for the abuse of that privilege" (emphasis added)).
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a. The existence of a valid contract;
b. Performance or tendered performance by the plaintiff;
c. Breach of the contract

~y

the defendant; and

d. Damages sustained by the plaintiffs as a result of the
breach.
7. Did the trial court err in granting Appellee's Oudgment] against
Appellant for breach of contract?
8. Were Plaintiffs entitled to attorneys' fees?
9. Were attorneys' fees reasonable?
10. Were Plaintiffs entitled to liquidated damages?
reasonable, legal?

Were they

Cummins argues that the award of damages on the breach of contract
claim was erroneous as to both Lollar and BWS, but the contract was with BWS
and not with Lollar, and the trial court found that Cummins should pay only BWS
$10,000 for breach of contract.

And only BWS sought and was awarded

damages for breach of contract.

We therefore overrule as moot Cummins's

issues challenging the breach of contract claim as to Lollar.
1. Sufficiency of the Evidence to Show Breach of Contract

In her sixth issue, Cummins argues that BWS did not present legally
sufficient evidence to support the breach of contract claim. To prove a breach of
contract claim, a plaintiff must show "the existence of a valid contract,
performance or tendered performance by the plaintiff, breach of the contract by
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the defendant, and damages sustained as a result of the breach." 123 Cummins
argues that BWS produced no evidence that she breached the contract and
showed no proof of actual or financial damages.
In its petition, BWS alleged that Cummins breached a provision in the
intern contract that stated, "It is understood that the data, techniques, results, and

anecdotal information provided to Trainee during their internship at BWS is
proprietary and is copyrighted as intellectual property by BWS. Trainee agrees
not to distribute, share, publish, or sell this information without obtaining prior
written permission from BWS." [Emphasis added.] BWS alleged that Cummins
breached these provisions in that:
While [Cummins] was on the Bat World Sanctuary's premises
she videotaped and photographed Bat World's techniques, results,
data[,] and anecdotal information, often without the knowledge of Bat
World Sanctuary. After leaving the program [Cummins] began
posting these videotapes and photographs on the internet without
Bat World Sanctuary's permission, thereby breaching her contract
with Bat World Sanctuary. [Cummins] refuses to remove these
videotapes and photographs from the internet where they remain as
of the date of the filing of this suit.

[Cummins]'s conduct as described above constitutes breach
of contract for which [BWS] bring[s] this suit. The breach of contract
was a producing cause of actual damages to [BWS].
Lollar testified that she believed the contract prohibited Cummins from
sharing without permission any photographs or videos taken at BWS, regardless
123

City of The Colony v. N. Tex. Mun. Water Oist., 272 S.W.3d 699, 739
(Tex. App.-Fort Worth 2008, pet. dism'd}.
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of whether the photographs disclosed data, techniques, results, or anecdotal
information provided to the intern.

Much of Lollar's testimony at trial about

Cummins's publishing of photos and videos related to whether Cummins had
permission to publish them and not on whether they included information covered
by the contract.
By its language, however, the provision applies only to data, techniques,
results, and anecdotal information given to intern trainees. It does not prohibit a
trainee from publishing photographs or videos that the trainee took at BWS if
those pictures or videos do not fall within the categories protected by the
contract. 124 As acknowledged by Lollar in her testimony, not all of the pictures
taken and posted by Cummins contained proprietary or copyrighted information.
BWS introduced into evidence various photographs and four videos that
Cummins took during her time at BWS and later posted online. The first video
was of an old Pallid bat. Lollar did not explain what data, techniques, results, or
anecdotal information this video disclosed, and in our review of the video, we
could not determine that any such information was included in it. No one else
testified for BWS on that point.

Accordingly, there was no evidence that

Cummins's publishing of the video was a breach of the contract.

124

See Verhoev v. Progressive Cnty. Mut. Ins. Co., 300 S.W.3d 803, 816
(Tex. App.-Fort Worth 2009, no pet.) (stating that the plain language of a
contract must be given effect when the parties' intent can be discerned from that
language).
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The second video was of orphan red bats hanging from a bat hut. Lollar
testified that the bat hut was a BWS design, but she did not elaborate on whether
the design was proprietary or in what way the video disclosed protected data,
techniques, results, or anecdotal information.

In our review of the video, we

could not determine what information protected by the contract was included in it.
Thus, BWS did not produce sufficient evidence that this video's publication by
Cummins violated the contract.
The third video was the episiotomy video. When the video was played at
trial, it was played without sound. Lollar's attorney attempted to play the video
again later to include the sound, but he and Lollar talked over the beginning of
the video, and almost immediately after they stopped talking, the DVD player quit
working.
The copy of the video included with the appellate record does contain
sound, but even with the sound, we cannot say that the video discloses
information protected by the contract.
portion of the procedure was shown.

The video was edited so that only a
Of the parts that were shown, at times,

nothing but Lollar's hand can be seen due to the angle of the camera and the
small size of the bat. Lollar explained very little of what she was doing in the
procedure.

A person watching the video could glean only a hint of Lollar's

technique for performing episiotomies. From the combination of an incomplete
video, misleading captions, an obscured view of the bat, and a lack of narration
of what was happening, the evidence was not sufficient to show that this video
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disclosed data, techniques, results, or anecdotal information protected by the
contract.
The fourth video was of an orphan red bat being held by Cummins. There
was no testimony about what protected data, techniques, results, or anecdotal
information, if any, was disclosed in the video, and we could discern none from
our viewing of it. Accordingly, BWS produced no legally sufficient evidence of
how the publication of this video breached the contract.
As for the photographs that were published, there was no testimony about
what data, techniques, results, or anecdotal information, if any, was disclosed in
their publication.

Many of the pictures appear to be just pictures of bats, and

some are of Lollar's dogs.

From our review of the photographs produced by

BWS at trial, we cannot determine what protected information, if any, was
included in them.
Cummins produced evidence in the form of an email exchange that for
some of the photographs she published on Facebook, she informed Lollar almost
as soon as she had published them, and Lollar replied, "Thank you Mary!!"
When Cummins asked at trial if Lollar had ever asked her to remove anything
that

Cummins

had

published,

Lollar

stated,

"I

have

never sent

any

communication to you whatsoever after you left our internship." Lollar produced
no evidence refuting Cummins's evidence that she had assented to the
publishing of some of the photographs on Facebook. Cummins thus produced
uncontroverted evidence that Lollar assented to the publication of those
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photographs and did not revoke her assent to the publication of those
photographs before filing suit.
Regardless of whether Cummins's publication of videos and photographs
taken at BWS may have violated some other right of BWS, the evidence at trial
was not legally sufficient to show a breach of the contract's prohibition of the
disclosure of data, techniques, results, and anecdotal information Cummins
learned while at BWS.
The only other provision that BWS arguably alleged that Cummins
breached was a provision that, if breached, provided for liquidated damages. In
closing arguments, Lollar and BWS's attorney stated, "Your Honor, we request
that [BWS] be awarded $10,000 in liquidated damages pursuant to the contract
that was signed by Ms. Cummins." That part of the contract provided,

In the event that Trainee at any time fails to follow, to the
satisfaction of BWS, each and every BWS guideline and procedure
when caring for, treating, or housing bats, then Trainee's Certificate
of Completion of Bat World's training program shall be automatically
revoked without notice or hearing and Trainee may no longer
publish, advertise, or communicate to any person the fact that he or
she was trained by BWS or was certified by BWS. BWS shall have
sole discretion to determine whether or not the Certificate of
Completion should be revoked. In the event that Trainee is notified
in writing that Trainee's Certificate of Completion has been revoked
by BWS and Trainee thereafter publishes, advertises or
communicates to any person the fact that Trainee was trained by
BWS or was certified by BWS, then Trainee agrees to pay BWS
liquidated damages in the amount of $10,000, and all attorney's fees
incurred by BWS in enforcing this contract. [Emphasis added.]
There is no evidence that BWS issued Cummins a certificate of completion that it
subsequently revoked in writing and that Cummins then published, advertised, or
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communicated the fact that she was trained or certified by BWS. Accordingly, no
evidence supports a finding that Cummins breached this provision.
Furthermore, BWS did not produce sufficient evidence of damages.

At

trial, Lollar and her attorney had this exchange on the subject of damages:
Q. [l]f somebody was to take photographs of Bat World and
then publish them without your permission, would there be any way
for you to put an exact dollar value on the photographs that they
published without your permission?

A. [I] could only base it on-on some of the information
that ... might be shared would be valuable. We-l've been hired as
a consultant ... in different capacities, and-and if my knowledge is
freely shared along those lines, then ... it would decrease the
amount of value that my consultation would have.
Q. How much have you charged in the past for consultation?

A. $15,000.
Q. Okay. And is $10,000 your estimate of the approximate
amount that you would charge someone to randomly show these
videos or pictures?

A. Yes. Yes.
So, in your mind, the $10,000 has some bearing to the
actual damages that you would suffer if photographs were published
randomly without your approval?
Q.

A. Yes.
Thus, Lollar's estimate of damages to BWS was based on the extent that
the pictures or videos disclosed information for which she might otherwise be
hired to provide in paid consultations. Assuming that Lollar was testifying about
what she charges for consultations on behalf of BWS, her testimony was that she
has been hired as a consultant "in different capacities," but she did not explain
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how the videos or photographs disclosed information for which she provides
consulting services. The only video that seems to arguably disclose information
that might be covered by the contract was the video of the episiotomy. Thus, the
evidence did not support a finding that Cummins's publication of the other videos
and the photographs caused Lollar to suffer damages. And even assuming the
record supported a finding that Lollar offers consultations on episiotomies, we
have already held that the video in the record did not disclose proprietary
information, and thus BWS did not prove that Cummins's publication of it caused
damages arising from a breach of the contract.
The evidence provided by BWS to support damages is not sufficient to
show that it suffered $10,000 in damages from a breach by Cummins of the
intern contract. We sustain Cummins's sixth issue.
Cummins's seventh issue asks whether the trial court erred by granting
Lollar and BWS judgment against her for breach of contract. Cummins does not
include any new arguments under this issue, and we therefore need not address
it. 125
2. Attorney's Fees for Breach of Contract

Cummins's eighth and ninth issues challenge whether BWS was entitled to
attorney's fees, and if it was, whether the fees awarded were reasonable. She

125

See Tex. R. App. P. 38.1(i); Gray v. Nash, 259 S.W.3d 286, 294 (Tex.
App.-Fort Worth 2008, pet. denied) (determining that issues were waived
because of inadequate briefing).
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argues that attorney's fees should not have been awarded because there was no
breach of contract. BWS's petition requested an award of attorney's fees under
section 38.001 of the civil practice and remedies code.
other basis for attorney's fees.

126

BWS did not plead any

Because we have held that the judgment for

breach of contract was improper, we must also hold that the award of attorney's
fees based on the contract was improper. 127
3. Liquidated Damages

Cummins's tenth and final issue challenges the trial court's award of
liquidated damages for breach of contract.

We have already held that the

evidence was insufficient to show that Cummins breached the contract provision
triggering liquidated damages and that the trial court therefore should not have
awarded liquidated damages to BWS.

Accordingly, we need not address

Cummins's tenth issue.
IV. Conclusion

We affirm the trial court's judgment in part and reverse it in part. Having
overruled Cummins's first, second, third, fourth, and seventh issues, and having
overruled her fifth issue in part, we affirm the trial court's judgment as to the
award of actual damages and exemplary damages for Lollar. We also affirm that
126

Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem Code Ann.§ 38.001 (West 2015).
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See MBM Fin. Corp., 292 S.W.3d at 666 {holding that because the court
rendered a take-nothing judgment on the plaintiffs breach of contract claim, the
party could not recover attorney's fees based on a breach of contract claim under
civil practice and remedies code chapter 38).
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portion of the trial court's judgment ordering Cummins to remove from the
internet the web pages and defamatory statements specified in the judgment.
Having sustained her fifth issue in part, we reverse that part of the trial court's
judgment permanently enjoining Cummins from making similar statements in the
future.
Having sustained Cummins's sixth, eighth, and ninth issues, we reverse
that portion of the trial court's judgment awarding damages to BWS for breach of
contract and attorney's fees and render judgment that BWS take nothing on its
claims.

PER CURIAM

PANEL: DAUPHINOT, MEIER, and GABRIEL, JJ.
MEIER, J., concurs without opinion.
DELIVERED: April 9, 2015
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1. "I can now freely post the videos of Amanda Lollar killing a bat and holding a rabid bat in her bare hands."
Exhibit 1
2. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary committed animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary."
Exhibit I
3. "She was investigated and found to have caused bats pain, suffering and death and violated the Animal Welfare Act as per
the main USDA veterinarian in posted government documents." Exhibit 1, Exhibit 4, Exhibit 8, Exhibit 9
4. "The Texas Veterinary Board stated she committed animal cruelty and is the one who told me to report her."
Exhibit 1, Exhibit 8, Exhibit 10
5. "Texas Health Department and Texas Parks & Wildlife reprimanded her for other violations of!aw." Exhibit I, Exhibit 3,
Exhibit 5, Exhibit 8, Exhibit 9, Exhibit 10
6. "Warning, graphic video, Amanda Lollar killed this bat: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot8n509HcfHY"
Exhibit 1, Exhibit 3, Exhibit 4, Exhibit 5, Exhibit 6, Exhibit 7, Exhibit 8, Exhibit 9
7. "Rabid bats at Bat World Sanctuary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?;=cZL7fioluwM" Exhibit 1
8. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats pain, suffering and death, violated the Animal Welfare Act as per
main USDA veterinarian Dr Laurie Gage. 11 Exhibit 2
9. "Instead I witnessed horrific animal cruelty." Exhibit 2
10. "Amanda Lollar lost her permits." Exhibit 2
11. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary commits aninlal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 3, Exhibit 5, Exhibit 9
12. "The Texas veterinary board stated she committed animal cruelty." Exhibit 3
13. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary commits animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 4, Exhibit 5, Exhibit
6,
14. "I can now state that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary commits animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 4

16. "She was investigated and found to have caused bats pain, suffering and death and violated the animal welfare act."
Exhibit 4, Exhibit 5, Exhibit 6
17. "Amanda Lollar killed this bat" Exhibit 4
18. "Proof of rabid bats at Bat World Sanctua.ty. Exhibit 4
19. "This is not my hand, this is Amanda Lollar's hand playing with a rabid bat at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 4, Exhibit 7
20. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary commits animal cruelty." Exhibit 4
21. "Rabid bats and filth at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 5
22. "She was investigated and found to have caused bats pain, suffering and death and violated the animal welfare act as per
main USDA veterinarian." Exhibit 5
23. "I can now state that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary commits animal cruelty at Bat World

23. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats pain, suffering and death and violated the animal welfare act."
Exhibit 10
24. "Unethical Randy Turner is as crazy as his animal abusiug client." Exhibit 10
25. Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary. Animal cruelty, Texas. Exhibit 11, Bates page 1
26. 11 Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, legal documents, public documents, animal cruelty reports, items of interest to
public concern about public persons." Exhibit 11, Bates page 1

27. "Amanda Lollar continues to cyberstalk me all over the internet." Exhibit 11, Bates page 1
28. "Lollar has been attackiug a loan agent iu Arizona for years now." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2
28. "I told her that Amanda Lollar is most likely mentally ill." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2
30: "He had behavioral issues just like Amanda Lollar." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2
31. "Maybe that is why Amanda Lollar committed animal cruelty against this bat." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2
32. 11 amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, death, Iollar, pain, parker
county, sufering, texas. 11 Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2

33. " Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary profitiug off of Bat World donations personally." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2
34. "She was caught causing bats paiu, sufferiug and death," "violatiug the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit II, Bates pg 2
35. "She is not allowed to help them." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 3
36. "They stated this specifically because she is not an expert and totally uneducated." Exhibit II', Bates pg 3
37. "They don't live in it because Amanda Lollar is so uneducated that she didn't know how to build something that the bats
would use as a home." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 3
38. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary committed animal cruelty as per USDA veteriuarian." Exhibit II, Bates pg 3
39. "USDA veteriuarian stated Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "paiu, suffering and death," "violated the
Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit II, Bates pg 3
40. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated the Animal Welfare Act" as
per main USDA veterinarian Dr Laurie Gage.
41. "Instead I wituessed horrific animal cruelty." Exhibit II, Bates pg 4
42. "She won't because people know it's animal cruelty." Exhibit II, Bates pg 4
43. "Many veterinarians have all stated this is animal cruelty." Exhibit II, Bates pg 4
44. "The bat had no paiu relief, only lube." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 4
45. "Amanda Lollar instantly started slicing up the bat's vagina. Exhibit II, Bates pg 4 & 5

46. "For some stupid reason Amanda Lollar thinks all bat moms that are crowning are having a problem delivery." Exhibit
II, Bates pg 5
47. "Amanda Lollar just likes to pretend to be a vet when she has not gone past the 8th grade." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 5
48. "I would bet as soon as Amanda Lollar grabbed the mom the mom tightened up and tried to keep the baby in." Exhibit II,
Bates pg 5
49. "Then mom passes out from the pain of having her vagina cut numerous times and her baby ripped out of her body while
the umbilicus was still connected." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 5
50. "Amanda Lollar is so uneducated and doesn't have the common sense to realize the horribly evil thing she did to this bat
and her baby. https://www.youtube.com/watch?\=t8n509HcfHY" Exhibit II, Bates pg 5
51. 11 amanda, amanda lollar, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, death, killed,
Iollar, mineral wells, murdered, pain, suffering, texas, wetherford." Exhibit II, Bates pg 5
52. "Amanda Lollar continues to use Bat World money to buy domains with my name in it to honor me" Exhibit II, Bates pg
5,6
53. 11 Amanda Lollar continues to make new fake user names to comment about mybreasts. 11 Exhibit 11, Bates pg 6
54. "I've been told by cyberstalking experts that Amanda Lollar is deeply in love with me and jealous at the same time."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg 6
55. "She is extremely interested in my lady parts which means she most likely has lesbian tendencies." Exhibit II, Bates pg 6
56. "All Amanda Lollar wants to talk about is my body." Exhibit II, Bates pg 6
57. "She is obsessed with my body and looks." Exhibit II, Bates pg 6
58. "I believe she is extremely mentally disturbed." Exhibit II, Bates pg 6
59. "amanda, amanda lollar, animal cruelty,.animal welfare act, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, cancelled, crazy,
death, lesbian, lollar, mentally ill, pain, parker county, permit, randall turner, randy turner, suffering, texas, uneducated, usda,
violations, wetherford." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 6
60. "I'm sure the video is as horrific as the one I posted of Amanda Lollar doing an episiotomy." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 7
61. "Amanda Lollar didn't inject lydocaine, novacaine or anything else." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 7
62. Amanda Lollar animal cruelty Bat World Sanctuary episiotomy video pain suffering death animal welfare act violations."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg 8
63. "The experts at the United States Department of Agriculture Animal Welfare Department saw the video, investigated and
stated that this is animal cruelty." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 9
64. "Later the bat lady in the video lied and said the video was edited." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 9
65. "A bat lady tried to perform surgery on this conscious bat with no pain relief who died." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 9
66. 11 Amanda Lollar so obsessed with me, so desperate for attention that she contacts me at 3:00am her time. 11 Exhibit 11,

Bates pg 10
67. 11 Arnanda Lollar knows I have to approve all comments because of the revolting, obscene, false things she posts on my

videos, photos." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 10

68. "She is still obsessed with me, so badly wants to communicate with me ... that she stays up late at night to make comments
on my videos hoping it'll trigger an email alert" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 10

69. "Amanda Lollar is incredibly jealous of me, wants to be me, pretends to be me." Exhibit 11, Bates pg I 0

70. "Amanda Lollar has no real friends." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 10
71. "She's never gotten along with people which is why she dropped out of school at the age of 12 and never went back."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg 10
72. "She is obsessed with getting the video of her hacking a bat off the internet." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 10
73. "amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, death, mineral wells" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 10
74. "Amanda Lollar pretends to be me because she's extremely jealous." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 11
75. Amanda Lollar is posting on the Internet as "Mary C." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 11
76. "Amanda Lollar states that she did a great procedure in that video even though the main USDA vet Dr Gage said she
caused bats "pain, suffering and death," and "violated the Anhnal Welfare Act." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 11
77. In the current video it's just the video with the USDA letter stating she cased bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit II,
Bates pg 11
78. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, anhnal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 12, 22, 36, 78, 90, 99, 128
79. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, legal documents, public documents, animal cruelty reports, items of interest to
public concern about public persons." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 12, 22, 36, 61, 78, 90, 99, 128
80. "Amanda Lollar violates the law and offers slave labor wages to people." Exhibit II, Bates pg 13
81. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Bat World Sanctuary labor law violation Texas." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 14
82. "Some people who aren't familiar with bats get them confused because Bat World copies and mimics everything that Bat
Conservation International does." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 15, 16
83. "They do this to skim donations, members, attention, traffic and to help their image." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16

84. "Bat World Sanctuary was started in 1994 in Mineral Wells, Texas by Amanda Lollar who has not gone past the eighth
grade." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16
85. "Amanda is the only person on payroll even though she states the organization is all volunteer." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16
86. "They spend most of their money on attorney fees." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16
87. "They are prohibited from giving tours or showing bats because they have had repeat violations of the law and
regulations." Exhibit II, Bates pg 16
88. "It's very clear that Amanda Lollar of Bat World is extremely jealous ofBCI." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16
89. "Lollar actually told me June 2010 "I do all the work and BCI gets all the donations and credit. They don't save ANY
bats at all! It's not fair!" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16

90. "Lollar then told me she hoped to get bats with white nose syndrome so she could tell the world and get money." Exhibit
11, Bates pg 16
91. "She told me June 2010 that for over a year she took repeat hole punches out of bats' wings to send to the lab for testing.
" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 16, 17
92. "Lollar is so uneducated that she did not realize that bats that migrate don't get WNS. 99.99% of the bats at Bat
World are migratory Brazilian/Mexican free-tail bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 17
93. "She was needlessly causing them pain for no reason." Exhibit II, Bates pg 17
94. "Bat World attacks almost all other bat organizations in the world." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 17
95. "She also attacks Universities, bat researchers, USDA, USDA wardens, City of Mineral Wells, Texas A & M
University ... and other bat rescuers." Exhibit II, Bates pg 17
96. "When I was there she had something to say about every board member, volunteer, member of Bat World." Exhibit II,
Bates pg 17
97. "She even attacked every zoo that has bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 17
98. "She said she's the "only one who knows what she's doing." Exhibit II, Bates pg 17
99. "She hated on her ex partner Barbara French." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 17
100. "She hates BCI, Talking Talons, true bat experts ... She even ranted to me about her husband being a mooch who drinks
too much wine every night." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 17
10 I. Bat World is basically run by one totally uneducated person who has not gone past the 8th grade. Exhibit 11, Bates pg
17
102. "If you donate to Bat World Sanctuary, your money will go toward hundreds of hate blogs, legal fees used to harm
innocent people who have reported Lollar to authorities, hate speech in her books, in her website and on Facebook." Exhibit
ll,Batespg 17
103. "Lollar admitted this is deposition. Lollar stated she spent $5,000 of Bat World money on making websites devoted
toward harassing, defaming me." Exhibit II, Bates pg 17
104. "Bat World sure as heck does not conserve bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 18
105. "Amanda Lollar continues to stalk me 24 hours a day She's emailed every person in the world who ever heard my
name." Exhibit II, Bates pg 19
I 06. "This person stated that Amanda Lollar is "fucking psychotic" which she is." Exhibit II, Bates pg 19
I 07. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Bat World Sanctuary evil psychotic animal abuser animal cruelty parker fort worth texas
randy turner." Exhibit II, Bates pg 20
108. "Amanda Lollar admits Bat World Sanctuary building was old, unsafe." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 21
109. Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary USDA permit cancelled! Exhibit 11, Bates pg I, 12, 22, 36, 61, 78, 90, 99, 128,
142,151,182,220,230

110. Dropped out of 8th grade Toddler bitten by rabid sanctuary bat Operates on conscious bats USDA says "caused bats
pain suffering death" "violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 1, 12, 22, 36, 61, 78, 90, 99, 128, 142, 151,
182,220,230
111. "They should have obviously forced Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary out when they originally told her to leave
in 1999." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 24

112. "For over 20 years neighbors, city council members, members of the histori<;.al society ... complained about the horrid
smell and guano all over the place." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 24
113. "Amanda Lollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, 115, ne 1st, ave, mineral wells, texas, 76067, 1899, built, tornado,
collapse, guano, urine, feces, smell, stench, rabies, rabid" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 25, 26, 27
114. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and other violations." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 28

115. "She was investigated and found to have caused bats "pain, suffering and death," and "violated the Animal Welfare Act"
as per the main USDA veterinarian in posted government documents." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 28
116. 11 The Texas Veterinary Board stated she committed "animal cruelty" and is the one who told me to report her. 11 Exhibit
11, Bates pg 28
117. "Texas Health Department and Texas Parks & Wildlife reprimanded her for other violations oflaw." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg28
118. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary frivolously sued me for defamation in retaliation for reporting her to
authorities." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 28
119. "Rabid bats have been found at her facility as per a public article she coauthored." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 28
120. "Our court system is obviously broken for me to lose a defamation case when I posted the absolute truth about someone

whom the USDA and Texas Veterinary Board agreed committed animal cruelty against bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 30
121. "I see Amanda Lollar has been libeling and defaming me in the comments as usual." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 31
122. "Truly evil people to commit fraud upon the court in order to protect someone who commits animal cruelty. Exhibit 11,
Bates pg 31
123. "Nothing will ever change the fact that Amanda Lollar committed animal cruelty and Randy Turner and his wife aid and
abet her cruelty." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 31
124. "She also can't exhibit bats as she lost her permits." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
125. "She sold the building because the neighbors had been complaining for over 20 years." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
126. "The City told her years before I ever heard of Bat World Sanctuary that she must "get the bats out of town." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg 32
127. "Amanda Lollar got away with it by threatening to sue the city and give it bad press." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
128. "She forged a page stating they were protected in some tiny foreign country." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
129. "Bat Conservation International told the City that Amanda Lollar lied and should get the bats out of town." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg 32
130. "Amanda Lollar does not have a USDA permit and can never get one again because she violated the Animal Welfare
Act." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32

131. "The main USDA vet stated Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
132. "Amanda Lollar cannot have visitors at her new place in Parker County." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
133. "All this means that no one will visit Bat World Sanctnary as they legally can't see any bats. Amanda Lollar is very
upset by this. Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
132.

us he also can't lie and state she has internships, gives classes, teaches true bat experts."

133. One sent a young relative who said Amanda Lollar is clueless and runs a horrible "sanctnary." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
134. "This is how all real bat experts feel about Amanda Lollar." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
135. "Amanda Lollar forged the contract." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 32
136. "Amanda Lollar continues to attack head of USDA, USDA Texas wardens, Texas Parks Wildlife in conspiracy theory."
Exhibit II, Bates pg 33
137. "Amanda Lollar keeps posting on the Internet that email from main vet of USDA to head of USDA about her causing
"pain, suffering, death, violating Animal Welfare Act" is fake." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 33
138. "Notice she attacks government agencies will have investigated and found her guilty of killing bats, torturing bats
and violation Texas state and federal regulations." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 34
139. "amanda Iollar bat world sanctnary animal cruelty pain suffering death" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 34
140. "Amanda Lollar spends $431 per tiny bat they rescue. 990 expenses are large and irregular." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 34
141. "They lied in this lawsuit stating I breached a contract when I didu't even sign one." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 35
142. "Looks like Amanda Lollar had to restate these taxes." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 35
143. "Follow "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, animal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 2, 13, 23, 37, 61, 91, 100,
129, 143, 152. 183,220
144. "It's bad enough that Randy Turner and his client Amanda Lollar harass, defame, threaten me." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 39
145. "They were things which Randy Turner and his client Amanda Lollar have been posting on their over 400 websites and
blogs devoted solely to attacking me for years." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 42
146. Looks like I will be busy making sure everyone knows about this corruption and Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctnary's animal cruelty." Exhibit II, Bates pg 45, 46
147. "The fact that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctnaty caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated the Animal
Welfare Act," and committed animal cruelly while killing bats is now part of the public legal record." Exhibit 11, Bates pg
46,47
148. "So is the fact that she's not an expert, can't treat bats with White Nose Syndrome, can't have an assurance colony, does

not have proper permits ... is also patt of the public legal record." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 46
149. "Had Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctnary not sued me, no one would have known abont all these horrible things
which Amanda Lollar has done to bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 46
!50. "No one would have known that Amanda Lollar is completely uneducated." Exhibit II, Bates pg 46

151. "Not only that but it turns out Lollar does not have a GED and connnitted perjury and fraud to the court." Exhibit I I,
Bates pg 49
!52. "If anything she should be upset that Lollar lied about her education besides everything else." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 49
153. "What is worse is they are protecting a woman whom the main USDA vet stated caused bats "pain, suffering and death."
They say they are animal lovers yet they support a major animal abuser and killer." Exhibit I 1, Bates pg 54
154. In order to get male judges against me Randy Turner and his client Amanda Lollar made up totally false stories about
me saying I attacked their parents, kids, spouses, judges, the state ... Turner lied to judge jeffrey walker and said I caiied him
a "good ole boy." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 55
155. "Amanda Loiiar admits she is uneducated in trial and depositions." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 58
156. "Amanda Lollar lied to the court." Exhibit II, Bates pg 58
!57. "Amanda Lollar committed fraud and perjury upon the court." Exhibit II, Bates pg 58
158. "Amanda Lollar continues to use non-profit Bat World Sanctuary as her personal piggy bank." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 60
159. "She had Bat World Sanctuary pay her legal fees for her court ease." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 60
160. "Court ruled I never harmed Bat World Sanctuary so they get no court fees." Exhibit II, Bates pg 60
161. "Amanda Lollar owes Bat World money." Exhibit II, Bates pg 60
162. "Amanda Lollar was forced by the IRS to restate taxes twice." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 60
163. "First she took money from Bat World Sanctuary to fix up her personal residence and property." Exhibit II, Bates pg 60
I 64. "Then she took a $14,000 donation from Bonnie Bradshaw's group and bought a car for herself." Exhibit I 1, Bates pg
60
165. "She put the car in her name then had Bat World depreciate it." Exhibit II, Bates pg 60
I 66. "Seems the board members also took money from Bat World illegally." Exhibit II, Bates pg 60
167. "They had to restate and make up bullshit loans to Bat World when Bat World was raking in the dough by lying and
telling people they save millions of bats and were the victim of a smear campaign." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 60
168. "Kate Rugroden told me that Amanda Lollar said she could have a big salary if she brought in enough donations to
cover it." Exhibit 1I, Bates pg 60
169. 11 TPWD states Amanda Lollar is not an expert, is violating the law, cannot have volunteers, cannot have exhibit
animals, can't exhibit bats, can't have visitors, can't have an assurance colony, can1t have bats with White Nose Syndrome."

Exhibit II, Bates pg 61
170. "She also causes bats "pain, suffering and death" which is animal cruelty besides a crime. She "violated the Animal
Welfare Act." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 62
I 71. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary defies court order and files fake order to Google." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 62
I 72. 11 1 am free to talk about Amanda Lollar committing animal cruelty, animal neglect, animal abuse, killing and murdering
mother bats and their babies. Exhibit I I, Bates pg 62
I 73. "Amanda Loiiar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty neglect abuse murder kill dead dying." Exhibit I I, Bates pg 62

174. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty neglect abuse murder kill dead dying rabies rabid wetherford texas
mineral wells evil mentally ill pain suffering death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 63, 64
175. "Amanda Lollar Appeal Court throws out court order yet Lollar still lies about it." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 66
176. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, animal cruelty, opinion." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 66, 67
177. "Below is the video which Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary told me to take of her operating on a
conscious bat with no pain relief." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 67
178. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary lost their permit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 67
179. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, murder, usda violations" Exhibit II, Bates pg 68
180 "!have reviewed the U-Tube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 68, 74, 136, 209 , Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
181. "This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act)." Exhibit II, Bates pg 68, 74, 136, 209, Exhibit 17, Bate
pg2
182. "Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the dystocia." Exhibit II, Bates pg 68, 74, 136,
209, Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
183. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 68,
74, 136, 209, Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
184. "This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much so it hat it appeared to lose
consciousness during the procedure." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 68, 74, 136, 209, Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
185. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 68, 74, 136, 209,
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
186. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical techniques." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 68, 74, 136, 209, Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
187. "It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a veterinarian." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg 68, 74, 136, 209, Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
188. amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats,
death, died, kill, Iollar, murder, rabid, rabies" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 69
189. "USDA doctor states Amanda Lollar caused pain, suffering, death, animal cruelty." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 69
190. "Below is video of Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary causing bats "pain, suffering and death," violating the
"Animal Welfare Act" and killing a bat mother and baby." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 69
191. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death, violated the animal welfare act" per the
main USDA doctor, veterinarian. She lost her permit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 70
192. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary committing animal cruelty, murder on video" Exhibit 11, Bates pg 70, 71
193. "Below is video which Amanda Lollar instructed me to take of her trying to perform surgery on a conscious bat with no
pain relief. 11

194. "Mom and baby both died." Exhibit II, Bates pg 71
195. "You can see the mom kicking, screaming, bleediug, convulsiug then passiug out iu shock." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 71
196. The main USDA vet stated that Amanda Lollar caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit II, Bates pg 71
197. "She violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit II, Bates pg 71
198. "Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary caused bats paiu, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 71

199. 11 amanda, amanda lollar, animal cruelty, bat world, bat world sanctuary, fort worth, lollar, mineral wells, texas,
wetherford" Exhibit II, Bates pg 71
200. "Texas Appeals Court rules I can post video of Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary killing a bat, animal cruelty."
Exhibit II, Bates pg 71
20 I. "I am allowed to post photos and videos of Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary committing animal cruelty,
murdering bats." Exhibit II, Bates pg 72
202. "Amanda Lollar sued me to keep me from posting this video she told me to take of herself." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 72
203. "In this video she slowly, painfully murders a mom bat and her baby." Exhibit II, Bates pg 72
204. "Mom bat had no pain relief." Exhibit II, Bates pg 2
205 "Notice mom bat bite, kick, scream then pass out in shock and die while her baby is ripped out of her.
https://www.indybay.org/uploads/2011/05/09/amanda-lollar-bat-worldsanctuary.
mp4." Exhibit II, Bates pg 72
206. "Below is the video which Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary told me to take of her operatiug on a
conscious bat with no pain relief. Exhibit II, Bates pg 73
207. "Dr Laurie Gage of the USDA saw the video above and reported this to the head of the USDA. Amanda Lollar, Bat
World Sanctuary lost their pe1mit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 73
208. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, murder, usda violations." Exhibit II, Bates pg 74
209. "Amanda Lollar personally responsible for rabid bat biting a toddler on the cheek." Exhibit II, Bates pg 74
210. "Instead of excluding the bats as she was told by the City Health Dept, she; turned the building into one big bat house."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg 75
211. "She encouraged more and more bats to give birth, raise their young and live in the property on 115 NE ls.t St. 1999 iu
the building directly adjacent a toddler was bit on the cheek by a baby bat which tested positive for rabies." Exhibit II, Bates
pg75
212. "As Amanda Lollar's "breeding colony" of Mexican fi·ee tail bats were in the adjacent building that is where the bat
came from." Exhibit II, Bates pg 75
213. "Amanda Lollar is personally responsible for almost killiug a child." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 75
214. "If the child had gotten rabies, the mother and others would have most likely been infected." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 75
215. "Amanda Lollar then suckered another clueless attorney who sent a letter to the city threatening to sue them if they
didn't ignore the complaint." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 75

216. "Amada Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary personally responsible for rabid bat biting a toddler." Exhibit II, Bates pg 75
217. "After the toddler was bitten by Amanda Lollar's rabid bat the mother filed a complaint." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 75
218. "Amanda Lollar then suckered another clueless attorney who sent a letter to the city threatening to sue them if they
didn't ignore the complaint." Exhibit II, Bates pg 75
219. "The City Health Dept along with Palo Pinto County health dept still wanted Amanda Lollar to get the bats out of the
building." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 76
220. "Amanda Lollar then decided to forge some more documents." Exhibit II, Bates pg 77
221. "Amanda Lollar lied again to city officials." Exhibit II, Bates pg 77
222. "BCI told the City to tell Amanda Lollar to exclude and deter the bats." Exhibit II, Bates pg 77
223." Imagine someone leaves holes in their buildings and allows mice, rats, roaches to infest it, That is exactly what
Amanda Lollar did." Exhibit II, Bates pg 77

224. "Amanda Lollar continues to commit animal cruelty, amputating parts of dogs in Texas" Exhibit II, Bates pg 78
225. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary debarked ALL her dogs." Exhibit II, Bates pg 79
226. "Her dogs were of many different breeds. She debarked them all." Exhibit II, Bates pg 79
227. "This means she severely injured and traumatized all of them trying to trim their coats, demat and trim their nails. 11
Exhibit II, Bates pg 79

228. "EVERY SINGLE ONE OF HER DOGS must go to the groomers and some even sedated." Exhibit II, Bates pg 79
229. "They have to tie up her dogs, mnzzle them just to groom." Exhibit II, Bates pg 79
230. "Amanda Lollar really effed up these dogs by mutilating them." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 79
231. "Amanda Lollar debarked all of her dogs, inhumane, cruel, unnecessary, shows she hates animals." Exhibit 11, Bates pg
81
232. "She debarked all her dogs." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 81
233. "She lets them piss and shit in her house and the sanctuary." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 81, 82
234. "Amanda Lollar also doesn't give proper veterinary care to her animals." Exhibit II, Bates pg 82
235. "Instead of taking her bats to the vet she just lets them die or kills them herself with Isoflurane and experiments."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg 82
236. "She let her old dog have a mouth full of infected teeth and gums." Exhibit II, Bates pg 82
237. "Lollar then took the dog back to the vet and demanded that she be euth'd." Exhibit II, Bates pg 82
238. "amanda) amanda lollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, cruel, debark, devocalization, dog, evil, inhumane, lollar, soft
bark, texas" Exhibit II, Bates pg 82

239."Amanda Lollar stole her mother, father, brother's property out from under them" Exhibit II, Bates pg 82
240. "Amanda Lollar is a long time thief." Exhibit II, Bates pg 82

241. "Seems the only money she's made in her life is fi"om robbing her mother, father and brother blind." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg82
242. "Immediately before mom dies somehow mom's furniture property is given to Amanda Lollar for $10." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg 82
243. "Luther didn't a·ust Amanda to be the power of attorney!" Exhibit II, Bates pg 82
244. "Amanda then takes every piece of property they have for $10." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 83
245. "What a thief. She needs to be io prison." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 83
246. "No wonder Amanda Lorraine Lollar forge~ so many documents." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 83
247. She's used to forging documents and getting away with it for years. Exhibit 11, Bates pg 83
248. "She even had two accomplices to convince a notary that her dad signed something when he was unable to hold a pen,
write, feed himself or even talk." Exhibit II, Bates pg 83
249. "Makes me wonder if she caused her mother and father to die more quickly so she could get Ibeir money and property."
Exhibit II, Bates pg 83
250. "Amanda Lollar commits tax, donor fraud AGAIN!" Exhibit II, Bates pg 83
251. "Amanda Lollar steals from charity" Exhibit II, Bates pg 83
252. "Amanda Lollar bought !be car with Bat World Sanctuary's funds then put it in her personal name." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg83
253." So far Bat World has had to restate taxes Ibree times because of all the lies they have been caught in." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg 83,84
254. "It's owned by Amanda Lollar who is stealiog from the nonprofit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 84
255. "Bat World Sanctuary or should I say the stupid idiots who give money to Amanda Lollar so she can use it to torture
bats to dealb." Exhibit II, Bates pg 84
256. "The entire board of directors is on the hook for donor ft·aud, Ibeft and tax evasion." Exhibit 11, Bates pg 84, 85
257. "She's used Bat World as her own personal piggy bank." Exhibit 11, Bates 85
258. "She has never had a payiogjob ever." Exhibit 11, Bates 85
259. "She's never made a penny in her life" Exhibit 11, Bates 85
260. "She has always lived off mommy and daddy even living with them as a full grown 50 year old adult." Exhibit II,
Bates 85
261. "When she was married at 16 she lived with her husband for a few months until he kicked her out." Exhibit 11, Bates 85

262. " amanda lollar, animal abuse,animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat world, bat world sanctuary, donor fraud, :fi·aud, jail,
larry crittenden, mentally ill, mineral wells, mooch, prison, rabid, rabies, texas, theft, wetherford11 Exhibit 11, Bates 85
263. "Amanda Lollar was either iojuvenile hall or a mental institution from 13-16 years of age" Exhibit 11, Bates 85
264. "Amanda Lollar claims she finished the eighth grade." Exhibit 11, Bates 85

\

265. "He was in school when Amanda Lollar was in an institution or incarcerated in juvenile hall." Exhibit 11, Bates 85

266. "Amanda Lollar did not even get aGED." Exhibit 11, Bates 85
267. "Amanda Lollar lies about getting a GED." Exhibit II, Bates 85
268. "I would bet Amanda Lollar stole all their money." Exhibit II, Bates 86
269. "Amanda Lollar had no possessions at all." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
270. "She lived with her mommy in a tiny room atop the furniture store." Exhibit II, Bates 86
271. "As soon as her ri:wm died Amanda Lollar sold all of her MOTHER'S property because she was too lazy and didn't
know how to run a furniture store." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
272. "Amanda Lollar would rather play with bats making them a bat doll house with ramps so they could drop their wingless,
legless bodies around after she'd cut off their wiugs, legs, feet." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
273. 11 Bat World "sanctuary" is the equivalent of the movie "Misery." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
274. "Amanda Lollar lops off bats' limbs so they can't leave." Exhibit 11, Bates 86 Exhibit !!,Bates 86
275. "Before her mother was even in the dirt Lollar sold all her morn's property and kept everything for herself." Exhibit 11,
Bates 86
276. "Amanda Lollar then shut down her mother's furniture store and let bats live in there with her." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
277. "Amanda Lollar then lived off the money her mother gave her." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
278. "Amanda Lollar had no job and did not work." Exhibit II, Bates 86
279. "Instead of taking care of her dad at home she tossed him into a convalescent hospital.". Exhibit II, Bates 86
280. "She stole the money is more like it." Exhibit 11, Bates 86
281. "Amanda Lollar took advantage of her father." Exhibit II, Bates 87
282. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freeze bats to death, inhumane, illegal" Exhibit 11, Bates 87
283. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freezing an animal to death is illegal and inhumane according to the American
Veterinary Medical Association." Exhibit 11, Bates 87
284. "Amanda Lollar admitted in trial that she froze bats to death." Exhibit 11, Bates 87 ,
285. "She tells people to freeze bats to death." Exhibit 11, Bates 87
286. "Evidence submitted at trial proved she froze bats to death." Exhibit 11, Bates 87
287. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freeze bats to death, inhumane, illegal." Exhibit II, Bates 87
288. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda, Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Bat, World, Sanctuary, Bat World, lawsuit, complaint, animal
cruelty," Exhibit II, Bates 87
289. "reprimand, restraining order, TRO, crazy, mentally ill, 5150, uneducated, #amandalollar #batworld #batworldsanctuary

#texas #bat #bats #animalcruelty #animalabuse #animal neglect #mineralwells #rabies rabies" Exhibit 11, Bates 88
290. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board." Exhibit 11,
Bates 88
291. "Violations were found." Exhibit 11, Bates 88
292. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates 88
293. "She lost her USDA permit." Exhibit 11, Bates 88
294. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 11, Bates 88
295. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 11, Bates 88
296. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief' Exhibit 11, Bates 88
297. "amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, dead, dying, inhumane, kill, mineral
wells, murder, pain, sanctuary, suffering, texas, wetherford11 Exhibit 11, Bates 88

298. "Facebook removes Amanda Lollar's defamatory post about me as TOS violation" Exhibit 11, Bates 88
299. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary her false and defamatory post about me has been removed." Exhibit 11, Bates
88
300. "She'll also lose her account and the Bat World accouut." Exhibit 11, Bates 88
301. "Then Cynthia told me a ton of horrible things about Amanda Lollar and Bat World." Exhibit 11, Bates 91
302. Cynthia told me she has major social issues, In fact every person who knew Lollar told me the same thing." Exhibit 11,
Bates 91
303. urjust didn't realize how major her interpersonal issues were. 11 Exhibit 11, Bates 91

304. "Amanda Lollar at that time didn't realize Cynthia was giving me info and telling me to report Amanda Lollar to all the
agencies which I did." Exhibit 11, Bates 91
305. nThen one day I posted about a "welfare check" which I saw mentioned in a police report about Amanda Lollar. rr

Exhibit 11, Bates 91
306. "Cynthia told me she feared Amanda Lollar because she's been attacking someone or another for the past 20 years."
Exhibit 11, Bates 91
307. "Cynthia told me how mean, nasty, crazy Amanda Lollar could be and had indeed been." Exhibit 11, Bates 91
309. "Lollar caught forging the head of USDA's official communications." Exhibit 11, Bates 92
310. "The one Amanda Lollar posted is a forgery." Exhibit 11, Bates 92
311." The main thing is that she thinks Amanda Lollar is completely crazy and off her rocker." Exhibit 11, Bates 92
312. "She also talked about her being totally uneducated and being obsessed with certain people." Exhibit 11, Bates 92
313."She also said she's jealous of people who are educated." Exhibit 11, Bates 92

314. "Amanda Lollar killed most of her sanctuary bats aud wild bats in Mineral Wells, Texas" Exhibit 11, Bates 92
315. "Amanda Lollar moved rabid bats across the county line which is illegal." Exhibit 11, Bates 92
316. "I guess they all died because of Amanda Lollar not having basic cmmnon sense or abiding by the laws." Exhibit II,
Bates 93
317. "I guess she killed those bats as well." Exhibit 11, Bates 93
318. ''I will bet they froze to death in the new bat enclosure." Exhibit 11, Bates 93
319. "Legally she was not allowed to move them." Exhibit II, Bates 93
320. 11 She was told to release them, move to new facility, take in new bats. 11 Exhibit 11, Bates 93

321. "She was not allowed to transport the bats across county lines, She did so anyway as Peekaboo is still there." Exhibit II,
Bates 93
322. "Amanda Lollar violating state health code regulations, TPWD regulations, USDA regulations." Exhibit II, Bates 93
323. "Amanda Lollar now states she's not doing anything which would need a USDA permit. You need a USDA permit to
keep mauunals, exhibit mammals, allow mammals to breed ... " Exhibit II, Bates 93
324. "She still told the media that the new sanctuary is so people can come and visit and learn about bats." Exhibit II, Bates
93
235. "No one is allowed to come and visit. 11 Exhibit 11, Bates 93
236. "She can't even have interns or volunteers legally unless they can't see, touch bats. n Exhibit 11, Bates 93

237. "Amanda Lollar continues to break the law." Exhibit 11, Bates 93
238. "Amanda Lollar lies about her education AGAIN, bat world sanctuary, bat bats rabies, rabid" Exhibit II, Bates 94
239. "Amanda Lollar posted that she had to drop out of school at the age of 16 due to a "family health emergency." Exhibit
11, Bates 94
240. "I believe she's saying she was with child then she either "ended" it or gave it away." Exhibit II, Bates 94
241. "By then she was too embarrassed to go back to school." Exhibit 11, Bates 94
242. "Amanda Lollar supports Camille Hankins who was convicted of animal cruelty, birds of a feather" Exhibit 11, Bates 95
24 3. "If! post about someone committing animal cruelty, Amanda Lollar immediately supports and defends the animal
abuser." Exhibit II, Bates 95
244. "Amanda Lollar supports them, supports animal cmelty." Exhibit II, Bates 95
245. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cmelty bat bats, rabid rabies murder kill, texas"." Exhibit 11, Bates 96
246. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty bat bats, rabid rabies murder kill, texas"." Exhibit II, Bates 96
247. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty bat bats, rabid rabies murder kill, texas" Exhibit II, Bates 97
248. "Amanda Lollar says she is the ONLY bat sanctuary in the country. Totally false." Exhibit II, Bates 97

249. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary was a member ofBCI, then tumed on them." Exhibit II, Bates 97
250. "Then she was jealous ofBCI and started attacking them." Exhibit II, Bates 98
251. "Amanda Lollar loses Eagle Rare Life- They didn't want an uneducated animal abusing liar" Exhibit 11, Bates 98
252. "Lollar posted was a complete fabrication. She lied about herself and me." Exhibit 11, Bates 98
253. "Amanda Lollar has a criminal rap sheet." Exhibit 11, Bates 9
254. "Amanda Lollar didn't go past the eighth grade even though she FORGED a yearbook!" Exhibit II, Bates 98
255. "She later admitted she didn't go past the eighth grade." Exhibit 11, Bates 98
256. "She probably should have removed her forged lOth grade yearbook at that time." Exhibit 11, Bates 98
257. "Amanda Lollar also forged emails with the USDA" Exhibit 11, Bates 98
258. "Amanda Lollar FORGES head of USDA's email to try to clear herself of charge of murdering bats" Exhibit 11, Bates
99
259. "Amanda Lollar forged the email above." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 100
260. "USDA didfmdAWA violations." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 100
261. "Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 100
262. ttamanda, amanda lollar, animal welfare act, awa, bat, bats, death, forgery, fraud, killer, liar, lollar, murder, pain, rabid,
rabies, suffering, texas, torture, uneducated, usda, violations" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 100
263. "Amanda Lollar taking money from Bat World Sanctuary- fraud, theft Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 100
264. "Amanda Lollar is just a nasty, mean, obsessed, mentally ill person who loves to stalk, harass and defame me." Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 100
265. "Bat World had to restate their tax returns because they lied and committed fraud." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 101
266. "She had to disclose that in her 990 form but didn't. Liar, cheat, fraud, theft." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 101
267. "amanda, amanda Iollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, fraud, irs, Iollar, taxes, texas, theft" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 101
268. "Amanda Lollar admits the bldg where I was injured was dangerous, falling apart, mn down-" Exhibit II, Bates pg.
101
269. "Amanda Lollar admits her building was falling apart and dangerous for occupants." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 101
270. "Amanda Lollar admits she let the building hecome dangerous to people, people like me who was injured in the
building." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 101
271. "amanda lollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, building, dangerous, rabid, rabies, stupidn Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 103
272. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, reprimanded many, many times by TPWD" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 103
273. "Amanda Lollar stated that USDA is a liar." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104
274. "Below are more emails which show all the true bat experts reprimanding Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary over
and over." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104

275. "TPWD states Amanda Lollar is not an expert, doesn't have proper pennits, cannot allow her bats to breed, does not
have a permit for the new facility, cannot have an assurance colony, cannot have exhibit bats, caru10t treat bats with WNS,
cannot bring bats in from out of state." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104
276. "Obviously Amanda Lollar has been violating the law for years." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104
277. "TPWD states Amanda Lollar is not an expert, is violating the law, cannot have volunteers .... " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104

278. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary are not experis." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104
279. "They can't bring in bats from out of state even though they've done this publicly." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. I 04
280. "Subject: RE: Bat World Sanctuary forced out of Mineral Wells due to health complaints" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 104,
105
281. 11 We have received recent reports that the Bat World Sanctuary is operating without a pennit in a new location and may
be breeding bats without a permit" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 117
282. 11 atnanda lollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat world, bat world sanctuary,
bats, batworld.org, criminal, department, dropout, facebook, guilty, license, permit, regulation, reprimand, school, texas,
twpd, uneducated, usda, violation, wildlife" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 123

283. "Amanda Lollar, Kim Keister, so original, stalking, harassing, defaming people" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 123
284. "Amanda Lollar started yet another user name posting "her attomey's" false, defamatory link all over the internet
again." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 123
285. "Time to go back to posting the truth about this person who perfmms surgery on conscious bats when she hasn't gone
past the eighth grade." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 123
286. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death, violated the animal welfare act" per the
main USDA doctor, veterinarian. She lost her penni!" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 124
287. " amanda, amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, bats, cancelled, cruelty, death, killer, Iollar, murder, pain,
permit, suffering, texas, torture, uneducated Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 124
288. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World lie about legal documents- bats, animal cruelty, murder" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 124
289."Arnanda Lollar says the USDA email is a lie, so is everything else the govemment, others and myself have said about
her." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 124
290."Lollar is one the stalking people.'' Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 124

291. "amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, killer, murderer, rabid, rabies,
randy tumer, texas, torturer" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 126
'
292. "The problem is Amanda Lollar lost her USDA permit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 126
293. "They lost their permit. USDA stated they violated the Animal Welfare Act and caused bats "pain,
suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 126
294. "Amanda Lollar kills bats and admits it in the book she mainly plagiarized. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 126

295. "Amanda Lollar drinks alcohol at night, sits in her cave all by herself and types all night long ONLY about me." Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 127
296. "She's madly in love with me, obsessed with me, jealous of me, wants to be me but can't. 11 Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 127

297. "She gets "excited" talking about my breasts and crotch all night." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 127
298. "She has no other life besides experimenting on bats and causing them pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
127
299. "Here is the USDA email which Amanda Lollar tells everyone is forged." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 127
300. "Amanda Lollar tells everyone that every document I've ever posted about her is forged." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 127
301. "Amanda Lollar has a long history of forging documents." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 127
302. "Because she's not very bright and completely uneducated she's been caught quite a few times." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
127
303. 11 animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, crazy, cruel, death, evil, inhumane, insane, murder, rabid, rabies,
sanctuary, texas, torture, usda, wildlife, amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, attorney,

babies, bailey, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, crazy, criminal record, cyberstalker, dead, debark, defamation, dying,
evil, galyen, harassment, killerer, law firm, lawyer, Iollar, menacing, mental institution, mineral wells, murderer, nuts,
obsessed, parker county, police, rabid, rabies, randall turner, randy turner, restraining order, sanctuary, stalker, texas, torturer,

tpwd, twisted, usda, vicious, wetherford" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 127
304. "Amanda Lollar continues to have psych meltdown, continues to lie about absolutely everything." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
128
305. "Her permit was CANCELLED by USDA because of violations." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
306. "Her permit was cancelled because Dr Laurie Gage stated Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
307. "Yes, Amanda Lollar intentionally murdered, tortured bats to death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
.308."Dr Laurie Gage said Amanda Lollar violated the "Animal Welfare Act." Dr. Laurie Gage said that is Amanda Lollar
took the animals to the veterinarian as she legally must the bats would still be alive." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
309. "Amanda Lollar has committed gross animal cruelty, abuse and neglect. She's violated the state animal cruelty laws."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
310. "She's violated USDA regulations, Texas Parks & Wildlife, animal control, health dept .... regulations. She's been
reprimanded and warned many times over the past 20 years." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 129
311."! don't think there is one law which she has followed." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
312."She has NO permits whatsoever for the fruit bats." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 129
313."She is begging for a major rabies outbreak." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
314. "The worst thing is she NEVER quarantines the animals." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
315."We picked up wild bats with symptoms of rabies and she instantly put them in with the other bats." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 129

316."She'd inject rabies vaccinations which is illegal for her to do." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
317."I think when the bats get rabies she just stuffs them in the freezer then goes gets more bats. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 129
130
318. "When you have a colony of 30,000 bats in your house you can kill a 100 a day directly, indirectly and no one would
notice." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130
319. "She doesn't send the bodies to health dept as she should." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 130

320. "Nobody knows how many rabid bats she's had there." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130
321. "It's ve1y telling that the one time someone is bitten next door to her sanctuary that one bat was
rabid." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130

322. "In one project Lollar collected dead and dying bats from her sanctuary, 74% tested positive for rabies." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 130
323. "That means 74% of the bats we picked up from her infected "wild sanctuary" had rabies." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130
324. "I bet she's had major rabies die offs and just never told anyone." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130
325. "She just threw all the dead bats into the trash like she had us do when I was there." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130
326. "amanda, amanda lollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, cancelled, cool, county, crazy, death, evil, fort worth,

lollar, mineral wells, pain, palo pinto, parker, permit, rabid, rabies, randy turner, sanctuary, suffering, tarrant, texas, usda,
wetherford" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130
327. "They saw the govermnent documents which state Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering, death," "violated the
Animal Welfare Act," "her USDA permit was cancelled by the USDA." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 130, 131
328. "He also saw the 20 years worth of complaints, the fact that she's uneducated, is not an expert, was reprimanded by
Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks & Wildlife, cannot have bats with white nose syndrome as she is an uneducated untalented
non-expert, cannot have an assurance colony for the same reason, has no exhibit permits, possesses wildlife illegally ... .11

Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 131
329. "Because I don't want Amanda Lollar to attack this guy I won't post his name or exact email." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 131
330. "You just know Amanda Lollar will start calling him nasty names." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 131
331 "See, people realize Amanda Lollar is crazy and a liar." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 131
332. "Amanda Lollar on the other hand has a long histmy of forging documents and getting caught." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 131
333. 11 amanda, amanda lollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat world, bat world sanctuary, batworld.org,
crazy, death, evil, forgery, fraud, liar, lollar, mineral wells, pain, parker county, permit, rabid, rabies, suffering, texas,

uneducated, usda, wetherford" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 131
334. "Amanda Lollar drops out of school at age 12, never returns. Uneducated, Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 131
335. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary admits she didn't go past the eighth grade." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 131

336. "She didn't even go to high school." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 132
337. "Amanda Lollar left school at age 12 and never returned." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 132
338. "Then he dumped her within a year in 1971 and she crawled home divorced." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 132
339. "Amanda Lollar told me that Carlton H Mann Jr physically and psychologically abused her." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 132

340. "Amanda Lollar told me the first day I met her that her husband Larry Crittenden is a mooch who cheats on her." Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 132
341. "She said she doesn't care that he cheats when he goes to see his kids from a previous woman." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
132, 133
342. "She said she hates his kids and in fact all kids." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133
343. "She also said she hates men and can't wait to kick Lany to the curb and divorce him." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 133
344. "She told me she never wants to be with a man again and in fact had a hysterectomy." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 133
345. "Based on Amanda Lollar's obsessed infatuation with me I now think she must be a homosexual." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 133
346. "Amanda Lollar has made over 400 websites, blogs in my name because she's in love with me." Exhibit II, Bates
pg. 133
347. "How revolting and disgusting for 60 year old Amanda Lollar to be so obsessed with me." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 133
348. "It's bad enough that she is a mentally ill uneducated unsocialized stalker with a criminal history." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 133
349. "Soon we will have proof of what she did and didn't do from age 12 to 18, Mental institution, hospital, home for unwed
mothers, junvenile hall, jail, prison, dmg addict, mnaway, prostitute ... ? Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133
350. "Her father and mother must have been so embarrassed for their daughter to have dropped out of school at age 12 to
never return." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133
351. "Instead their daughter never had a job, lived off mom and dad's hard work, made a cave for herself and just played
with and mutilated bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 133
352. "Notice when they died they left everything to Amanda because they knew she couldn't take care of herself." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 133
353. "In fact mom died first so Amanda was left in charge of her very elderly and totally out of it dad in an old folk's home."
Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133
354. "Amanda was using his money while he was still alive." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133
355. "Amanda took advantage of her senile father and took his money." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133
356. "No wonder Amanda Lollar is so mean to everyone she meets." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 133
357. "She spoke poorly of every single person she !mew when I was in Texas." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 133

358. "She put down her entire board of directors, every person with BCI, all her volunteers, her employee, husband, true bat
experts, every other bat rehabber in the entire world, every bat rescue group, Fish & Wildlife, USDA, TPWD, all !be "fat
people" in Texas ... " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 133
359. "There are no photos of Amanda Lollar as a kid. I'm sure the reason is because her parents didn't want to take any
photos of her because of her many problems." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 134

360. "Lollar also says I'm uneducated when I graduated from high school, went to college, grad school, real estate schools,
police academies, humane academies, humane society classes ..... and she never went past the eighth grade, never got her
GED, never went to high school or ever took any class ever again." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 134
361. "No wonder she is so mad at the world and takes it out by hacking bats to death, cutting offlbeir wings with scissors,
trying to mend their broken bones with crazy glue, throwing them in the freezer alive to freeze to death in pain and agony."
Exhibit II, Bates pg. 134
362. 11 amanda, amanda lollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, city, cool, county, crazy, cyberstalker, dropout,
evil, fort worth, lollar, mineral wells, palo pinto, parker, stalker, tarrant, texas, truant, uneducated, wetherford11 Exhibit 11,

Bates pg. 134
363. "Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary lied about a great animal guardian and filed false govermnent complaints to
USDA, Governor of Arizona, USDA, city, county, Fish and Game." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 134
364. "Amanda Lollar made a petition and suckered 2,000 people into believing her totally false accusations about someone."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 13 5
365. "Because Amanda Lollar was jealous that she, Amanda Lollar lost her USDA permit because she caused bats "pain,
suffering and death." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 135
366. "Amanda Lollar lost her permit in 2011." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 135
367. "For the life of me I don't know how anyone can believe a word Amanda Lollar says She lies all the time about
everything." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 135
368. "For instance she tells people the USDA documents about her causing pain suffer and death to animals are fake."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 135
369. "Amanda Lollar also lies to people and states that I made false complaints to govermnent agencies." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 135
370. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary kill bats, lose their USDA permit, reprimanded by Health Dept, Texas Parks &
Wildlife" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 135
371. "Bat World Sanctuary, Amanda Lollar lost USDA permit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 136
372. "Violations found. Dead bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 136
373. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and violations of the Animal Welfare Act."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 136
374. "I gave them a video of Amanda Lollar cutting into a bat with scissors." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 136
375. "After viewing the video a veterinarian for USDA stated that Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 136

376. "USDA then called up Amanda Lollar and told her, her penni! was cancelled. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 136
377. "Randy Turner tried to cover up his client's animal cruelty. Exhibit II, Bates pg. 137
378. "As Bat World already lost their penni!, the investigation was over." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 137
379. "Amanda Lollar decided to lie and state she was cleared of all charges when she clearly was not." Exhibit II, Bates
pg. 138
380. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with their Texas Parks & Wildlife Department permit."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 138
381. "Here is a letter from TPWD to Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary stating she is not a bat expert, she cannot have an
assurance colony, she can't treat bats with White Nose Syndrome, she cannot exhibit bats, she does not have an exhibit
permit, her bats are not approved, she must defer to true bat experts Bat Conservation International and Fish & Wildlife.
http://www.animaladvocates.us/batWorldLawsuitlemail_lollar_wns.pdf' Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 138
382. "Amanda Loilar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with the Texas Health Department." Exhibit II, Bates pg.
138
383. "They give Amanda Lollar specific instructions to follow and she has not followed them." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 138
384. "She still lets people touch bats without gloves even when they have no rabies pre-exposure vaccinations." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 138
385. "I reported Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations ofthe Animal
Welfare Act, violations ofTPWD regulations and violations of the Health code." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 138

386. uabuse, abused, alcohol, amanda, amanda lollar, animal, animal cruelty, animal welfare act, bat world, bat world
sanctuary, "crazy, crime, criminal, cruelty, donor fraud, dropout, ebola, evil, fort worth, horrific, kill, liar, license,
Iollar, mentally ill, mineral wells, murder, neglect, obsessed, palo pinto county, parker county, petjury, permit, revoked,
sanctuary, tarrant county, texas, uneducated, usda, violations" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 138, 139
387. ''Amanda Lollar posts that all government documents about her, government complaints against her are fake. 11 Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 139

388. "On the other hand Amanda Lollar has forged quite a few documents like the fake agreement in Talking Talons
lawsuit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 139
389. "She was caught and had to pay them money." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 139
390. "The video I took of her murdering, ldlling, torturing a bat to death was not altered." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 139
391. "Amanda Lollar lies and says the bat didn't die. Yes, it did." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 139
392. "She states she's "educated" when she dropped out of the eighth grade at age 12." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 139
393. "I think she was in a mental institution or in juvenile hall for some crime." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 139
394. 11 Amanda Lollar operates on conscious bat, no pain relief, animal, cruelty, abuse, no education, mentally ill, mineral
wells, texas, fort worth, client, randy turner, randall turner, randy, randall, turner, bat, bat world sanctuary, bat world,
sanctuary, rabies, rabid, dead, ldll, mmder". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 140
395. 11 amanda, amanda Iollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, cool, crazy, death, fort worth, kill, liar, Iollar,
mentally ill, mineral wells, murder, palo pinto county, parker county, rabid, rabies, sanctuary, texas, torture, weatherford 11
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 140

396. "Amanda Lollar lost her USDA permit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 140
397. "Amanda Lollar spent an hour last night updating all of her ihatemary, actually I mean her iLOVEmary websites."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 141

398. nFor someone to make 400 blogs, websites devoted to me crazy Amanda Lollar is obviously my number one fan. 11

Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 141
399. "If they see anything negative anywhere, like losing her USDA permit, kill bats, operating on conscious bats with no
pain relief, multiple lawsuits, warnings and reprimands from Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks & Wildlife, City of Mineral
Wells, 20 years worth of complaints against her. .. they won't give her the award." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 143
400. "She plagiarizes books." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 144
401. "USDA vet also stated Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 144
402. "She also committed peljury, is in contempt of court orders, threatens to kill people, kills bats ... " Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 144
403. "amanda lollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bourbon, disgualified, eagle rare, eagle rare life, kentucky, lost permits,

restraining order, texas, unqualified, whiskey" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 144
404. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary lies about her address to hide from the law". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 144
405. "She doesn't want people to go to her place to inspect and see her filthy, illegal conditions." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 144

406. "amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, animal welfare act violations, bat, bat castle, bat world, bat
world sanctuary, bats, death, murder, pain, parker county, rabid, rabies, suffering, texas, torture, uneducated, usda,
weatherford" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 145

407. "Guess who has a criminal record? Amanda Lollar AND Larry Crittenden" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 145
408. "Both Amanda Lollar and Larry Crittenden have criminal records." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
409. "They love to call me racist, nasty, misogynist names." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
410. "Larry Crittenden pled nolo contendere which is basically guilty, Two criminals living together." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 146
411. "I wonder if Larry helps with the operations Amanda performs on conscious bats with no pain relief?" Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 146
412. "I will see if she gives him credit for taking part in that misery." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
413. "Amanda Lollar has huge mechanic lien on Bat World property for $245,000." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
414. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary just got a mechanic lien thrown on Bat World Sanctuary property for not
paying $245,000 in construction costs to Santibanez Constmction." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
415. "She also gave two Bat World properties to two individuals for $10." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
416. "She's giving away the assets of Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146

417. "She's making money, stealing? from Bat World left and right." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
418. "I bet she's lying about that fundraising." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 146
419. 11 amanda, amanda lollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, ebola, Iollar, rabid,
rabies" I Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 147
420. "Bat World Sanctuary is paying Amanda Lollar's legal fees." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 148
421. "Amanda Lollar has no job. She lives off of Bat World." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 148
422. "Amanda Lollar thinks and dreams about me every night." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 148
423. "Every night Amanda Lollar sits in her bat cave and edits, reedits her ihatemary page in her lawyer's website." Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 148
424. She tlllnks about me while she chugs her beer by herself in her dark cave ... every night. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 148, 149
425. "She continues to lie, defame, harass, cyberstalk, stalk, pay people to follow me, stalk me ... " Exhibit 11, Bates pg.149
426. "Amanda Lollar is projecting her insecurities about her age, weight, looks, hair, teeth, breasts/ass or lack thereof.... onto
me." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.149
427. "It really is pathetic but then Amanda Lollar is severely mentally ill." Exhibit II, Bates pg.l49
428. "She's had a complete mental breakdown." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.149
429. 11 Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, not an expert, lost her USDA permit, commits animal cruelty against
bats" Exhibit 11, Bates pg.149

430. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, not an expert, lost her USDA permit, commits animal cruelty against
bats, in her failed "Bat Castle" which she uses as storage, all by herself' Exhibit 11, Bates pg.l50
431. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, not an expert, lost her USDA permit, commits animal cruelty against
bats" Exhibit II, Bates pg.l50
432. "Amanda Lollar gets drunk at night and posts about me over and over and over." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.l51, !52
433. "Amanda Lollar is an obsessed cyberstalker" Exhibit II, Bates pg.l51, 152
434. "When I was at Bat World Amanda Lollar the President got drunk every night on beer. " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !52
435. "I saw her drink at least two while she sat in her cave watching DVDs by herself. " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 152
436. "She would drink more after I went to sleep. " Exhibit II, Bates pg. !52
437. "Amanda Lollar violates wildlife rehabilitation regulations, Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit II, Bates pg. !54
438. "As per Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary's wildlife rehabilitation permit she must abide by the regulations set
forth in the minimum wildlife rehabilitation guidelines. She does not." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 154
438. "Because of Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary showing her fruit bats in a pet like manner she has caused people to
buy them as pets." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !54
439. "She is causing more harm to fruit bats than good" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !54

440. "amanda Iollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, mineral wells, parker, peekaboo, rabid,
rabies, randy turner, texas, wetherford" Exhibit II, Bates pg. !56

441. "She kept trapping bats in Mineral Wells, Texas and drove them to Parker County, Texas to release in the castle."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !56
442. "Actually she probably caused many mother bats to miscarry." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 156, !57
443. "She also most likely spread rabies to Parker County". Exhibit II, Bates pg. !57
444. "74% of Bat World's dead and dying bats have tested positive for rabies". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 157
445. "Amanda Lollar was told in email by Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept to NOT move the bats but she did it anyway".
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !57
446. "When Amanda Lollar was building the castle the bat experts and I were talking about all the mistakes she was making".
Exhibit II, Bates pg. !57
447. "I'd posted that bats would never stay there because of the location, smell, lack of crevices ... plus they had a home in
Mineral Wells". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !57
448. "Amanda Lollar wastes donations on her personal legal bills, this worthless "castle" and her new sanctuary". Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 157
449. "Texas Parks & Wildlife told her she is not allowed to have interns". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 158
450. "She cannot give tours like she is doing here. She cannot let members of the public view bats. She can't let them touch
bats especially with their bare hands. This member of the public reporter got a tour and touched the bats with his bare hands".
Exhibit II, Bates pg. !58
451. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated". Violations were found. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 158
452. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 158
453. "She lost her USDA permit. Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 158
454. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 158
455. "Every night Randy Turner, Amanda Lollar edit, re-edit their defamatory page about me" Exhibit II, Bates
pg. 158, 159
456. "Amanda Lollar is obsessed with me". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. !59
457. "She is extremely mentally ill". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 159
458. "She's already had a complete mental breakdown talking about my ass, breasts, crotch". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 159
"She needs to be institutionalized". Exhibit II, Bates pg. !59
459. "amanda lollar, attorney, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, county, crazy, fort worth, lany crittenden, lawyer,

mentally ill, mineral wells, parker, rabid, rabies, randall turner, randy turner, texas, wetherford" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 159

460. "Amanda Lollar projects her mental illness on others. " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 159
461. "I am only blocked from posting the video of her torturing a mom bat to death and killing her baby" Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 15
462. "Instead, I witnessed animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the Health Code, violations of Texas Parks & Wildlife
Regulations-And violations ofthe Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 160
463. "And she has stated under oath that she has not gone past the 9th grade (actually 8th), that she is not a veterinarian, yet
she performs surgery on bats, sufgery sometimes on conscious bats". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 161

464. "She stated that sometimes when she uses anesthesia she doesn't use it properly or legally and sometimes the bats die".
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 161
465. "Now, people have been complaining about Ms. Lollar for about 18 years, ever since she started". Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
161
466. "In her frrst manual in 1994, she recommended freezing bats to death, which is not just illegal butis also inhumane and
animal cruelty. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 161
467. "And also for the past 18 years the Health Department of the City of Mineral Wells and other people in Mineral Wells
have been complaining about her buildings". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 161, 162
468. "Now, I was invited to be an intern at Bat World Sanctuary in 2010, and I witnessed her using drugs improperly"
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 162
469. "I witnessed her possessing, giving rabies vaccinations to bats, which is illegal". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 162
470. "Ifound a one-wing bat that had died under her desk". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 162
471. "It had been dead a couple of days at least". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 162
472. "Legally we must check every bat, every animal every day. She obviously had failed to do so". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 162
473. "I saw a severely malnourished Pallid bat. It was shaking and it crawled out of its roost to beg for food and I gave it
food". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 162
474. "I noticed that she had all of the dogs debarked". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 162
475. "Now, while plaintiffs' lawyer tried to say that they received a clean bill of health, that is not the truth. Exhibit I I,
Bates pg. 163
476. "The agencies did investigate and they did find problems". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 163
477. "They were not cleared of all charges". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 163
478. "In fact, the Health Department for the State of Texas gave them a long laundry list ofregnlations and instructions that
they have to file, changes they have to make". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 163
479. "I have got a stack of complaints from individuals for the past 18 years that have been complaining". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 163
480. "The Health Department for the City of Mineral Wells has been complaining for years, so has the City Manager. "
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 163
481. "And even just recently, in June of 2011, there were more complaints". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 163

482. "Well, she finally sold her building or sold- transferred it in December and the new owner in January had to gut the
entire the building". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 163
483. "Not only have the- the City and the Health Departruent been making complaints for 18 years against Ms. Lollar and
Bat World Sanctuary, but so have bat experts, true bat experts, who have Ph.D.s, who have gone to college, who have
actually taken classes". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 165
484. "They have stated in their books that people should not do what Amanda Lollar says when it comes to anesthesia or
when it comes to gluing broken bones". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 165
485. "While I was there, I instead witnessed animal cruelty, neglect, violations of the Health Code". Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
165
486. " (Amanda Lollar's book is basically plagiarism) " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 167
487. "I also posted her 1994 manual to show that she did recommend freezing bats to death. " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 167
488. "When I was at Bat World Sanctuary, I witne.ssed- Ifound a dead, one-wing bat under the desk". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 169
489. "And I saw her performing surgery without anesthesia". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 169
490. "I saw the animals in pain". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 169
491. "She should have given proper veterinarian care by taking it to her vet, which is right down the street". Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 169
492. "I stated, "I reported AmandaLollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and neglect." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 170
493. "Her building is a public nuisance, a threat to public safety, and it smells horrible." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 170
494. "People have been complaining about the same thing for years, including the health inspector". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 170
495. "She did indeed give the rabies vaccination to Sara Kennedy aka Winged Sonar." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 171
496. "Her vet is credited in the manual which recommends freezing bats to death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 171
497. "Her vet is credited, and it reconunends freezing bats to death". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 171
498. "Guess who was libeled and defaming me on Guide Star and Great Nonprofits? Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctuary." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 171
499. "She is obviously keeping those fruit bats in cramped quarters." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 171
500. "This woman is breeding bats." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 172
501. "She cannot see vety well and lost the needle in the bat in surgery. I had to fish it out even though I wasn't wearing
gloves. Her frrst two stitches ripped out and tore more flesh. The bat almost died from the anesthesia." Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
172
502. "She admitted to me that many have died from the anesthesia". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 172
503. "Holds a rabid bat in her bare hand." Ms. Lollar held a bat in her bare hand". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 172

504. "She told me it most likely had rabies. She then just threw it in the trash". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 172
505. "!just received this from the State Health Department in response to my complaint about rabies and rabies vaccinations
at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 173
506. "She uses the Isoflurane to anesthetize bats while she performs surgery. She also uses it to euthanize them." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 173
507. "And what I witnessed Ms. Lollar do was not humane". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 174
508. "I absolutely believe it was animal cruelty and neglect" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 175
509. "I believe she's really lost her way and cannot see what she's doing and should really being seeking outside expert help
to learn more to take care of the bats hnmanely". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 175
510. "Instead I witnessed animal cruelty and neglect". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 175
511. "As my civil duty, I reported Amanda Lollar to the authorities". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 175
512. "It wasn't until people started making negative comments about her holding a possibly rabid bat in her hand did she start
to get upset". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 175
513. "Anyway, my main purpose for reporting Amanda Lollar was to protect the bats and to protect the public". Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 176
514. "I do believe that her organization- I mean, her personal part of it is a threat to public safety". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 176
515. "MORE FROM THE RESTRAINING ORDER ON AMANDA LOLLAR OF BAT WORLD SANCTUARY" Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 177
516. "I traveled to Mineral Wells, Texas to intern at Bat World Sanctuary. Amanda Lollar is the president of Bat
World Sanctuary which is located in her home". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 177
517. "She was supposed to teach me advance bat care but did not. Instead I witnessed animal cruelty and neglect". Exhibit
11, Bates pg. 177
518. "July 2, 2010 I first reported Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of
the health code, Animal Welfare Act, Texas Parks & Wildlife violations. They were investigated. Violations were found".
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 177
519. "The USDA vet stated that Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain," "suffering," "death'' and she violated the Animal Welfare
Act". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 177
520. "Amanda Lollar has been defaming, harassing, attacking, sparmning me ever since in retaliation". Exhibit 11, Bates

pg. 177
521. "May 12, 2011 Lollar posted a death threat against me online, i.e. "If Karma is paying attention, it needs to strike Ms
Cummins with a mighty blow so that she's no longer here or a vegetable and hatmless" Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 178
522. "March 18, 2013 Amanda Lollar called up my bank pretending to be me." Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 179
523. "She illegally obtained my social security nnmber in discovery". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 179

524. "Her lawyer defied a protective order and illegally shared this with his client". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 179

525. "Lollar used that information to try to access my bank account and the account for my non-profit". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 179
526. "I went into the bank and heard the recorded phone conversations. It was Amanda Lollar's voice". Exhibit II, Bates
pg. 179
528. "July 2010 to the present Amanda Lollar, her husband Larry Crittenden, their friend Rebecca Dmytryk and others have
been harassing and defaming me and my non-profit Animal Advocates online on Google/Blogger, YouTube, Facebook,
GuideS tar and other websites". Exhibit II, Bates
pg. 179
529. "Lollar also makes many personal comments about my physical appearance stating I'm fat, ngly, old, bald, wrinkled,
fugly, nigger nose, dirty mexican .... " Exhibit II, Bates pg. 180
530. "She is completely obsessed with my physical looks". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 180
531. "In her comments she even talks about "stuffmg organs back up through my privates." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 180
532. "Through the results of subpoenas I sent to Google, WordPress, Twitter, Yahoo, Y ouTube, Facebook, Blogger,
GuideStar. .. and website logs I was able to ascertain that the main poster of these items is Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg. 180
533. "She emails these same things to me directly pretending to be someone else even though I've sent many cease and
desists emails to her and her attorney". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 180
534. "Amanda Lollar has not gone past the eighth grade ifthat". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 180
535. "She is completely uneducated and has social issues most likely stemming from dropping out of school at such a young
age". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 180
536. "She's been attacking many other people for at least the last 20 years". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 180
537. "People have also been reporting her to authorities for the same amount oftime". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 180
538. "Amanda Lollar is now making posts on her Facebook page to incite her fans to attack me". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 181
539. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty rabid bats" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 182
540. "I most certainly am not a vexatious litigant. Dean Rocco on the other hand committed fraud upon the court and petjury,
so did Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 190
11

Cummins reported Lollar for animal cruelty, abuse, neglect, violations of the health code and violations of the Animal

Welfare Act. Lollar was investigated, violations were found, Lollar lost her USDA permit and was severely reprimanded by
authorities". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 193, 194
541. "Lollar paid a man to trespass and assault Cunuuins, posted death threats, emailed death threats, threatened to kill
Cummins on the phone, made over 250 websites devoted solely to harass Cummins, commuuicated to Cummins' friends that

Cummins is a "convicted criminal," made over 100 movies out of video from Cummins' deposition edited to the point of
being defamatory, tried to steal money from Cummins' bank accounts by using data illegally gathered in discovery including
her social security number to pretend to be Cummins, filed false reports with govermnent agencies besides other truly horrid
things". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 194

542. "Petitioner believes Lollar to be severely mentally ill besides vicious". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 194
543. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary defamed Cummins by knowingly posting false statements on the Internet
stating
544. Cummins ~'is a convicted felon," "was found guilty of credit card forgery, fraud and theft," "is a criminal," "hacked into
my email," "hacked into our computer" among other honible untrue things". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 195
545. "Lollar admitted in sworn deposition she stated these things and knew they were not true". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 195
546. "Cummins could appeal this case but has chosen not to because Lollar has now found ways to anonymously libel and
defame Cummins". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 195
547. "Her landlord feared Lollar would bum down her house". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 199

548. 11 Lollar then signed Cummins up for spam mail to "Mary Cumstain," ''Mary Scummins," and "Mary Cumbucket"- to that
address besides many other honible and disgusting things". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 199
549. "Lollar has a very long history of lying, committing peljury and not obeying court orders". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 200
550. "BAT WORLD SANCTUARY, AMANDA LOLLAR INVESTIGATED BY AUTHORITIES, LOSE PERMIT"
Exhibit II, Bates pg. 208
551. "Out of the blue Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is attacking me all over again on Facebook and other places".
Exhibit II, Bates pg. 208
552. "She is defaming, harassing, stalking me". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 208
553. "I posted a link to this article about Bat World Sanctuary losing their USDA permit.
http://www.indybay.o'rg/newsitems/2013/04/24/18735756.php" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 208
554. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and violations of the Animal Welfare Act".
Exhibit II, Bates pg. 208
555. "I gave them a video of Amanda Lollar cutting into a bat with scissors". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 208
556. "After viewing the video a veterinarian for USDA stated that Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit
II, Bates pg. 208
557. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, cause bats "pain, suffering" and "death," lose USDA permit". Exhibit II, Bates
pg. 209
558."USDA then called up Amanda Lollar and told her, her permit was cancelled". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 209
559. "Randy Turner tried to cover up his client's animal cruelty". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 210
560. "Randy Turner then told Amanda Lollar to ask the USDA and TPWD for a letter stating she was "cleared of all wrong
doing." They refused". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 210
561. "Amanda Lollar decided to lie and state she was cleared of all charges when she clearly was not". Exhibit II, Bates pg.
210
562. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with their Texas Parks & Wildlife Department permit.
Here is an article. http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2013/03/I0/18733386.php" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 210
563. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with the Texas Health Department". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg.210

564. "They give Amanda Lollar specific instructions to follow and she has not followed them". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 210
565. "She still lets people touch bats without gloves even when they have no rabies pre-exposure vaccinations". Exhibit II,
Bates pg. 210
570. "I reported Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the Animal
Welfare Act, violations ofTPWD regulations and violations of the Health code". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 210
571. "LAPD TOLD METODAY THAT AMANDA LOLLAR IS SERIOUSLY MENTALLY ILL" Exhibit II, Bates pg.
212
572. I "told them she's been even crazier since I filed the restraining order". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 213
573. "They told me "Amanda Lollar is obviously seriously mentally ill". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 213
574. "AMANDA LOLLAR, BAT WORLD SANCTUARY BAD MOUTH CALGARY ZOO'S TREATMENT OF BATS"
575. "Amanda Lollar begs zoos for their bats. After she gets them she trashes the group that gave it to her".
576. "Amanda Lollar just likes to trash everyone". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 216
577. "Iu fact Amanda Lollar made a false report against a USDA permitted exhibitor with a bat". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 216
578. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty kills bats" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 217
579. "AMANDA LOLLAR NOMINATES HERSELF FOR A PRIZE, AGAIN, LIES ABOUT ACCOMPLISHMENTS"
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 217
580. "Amanda Lollar rescues the most common pest species of bats Mexican freetail bats". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 218
581. "This shows how truly pathological Amanda Lollar is to make up these huge lies". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 219
"Amanda Lollar is a plagiarist, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 220
582. "AMANDA LOLLAR OF BAT WORLD SANCTUARY IS A PLAGIARIST" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 220
583. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty violates restraining order" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 222
584. "AMANDA LOLLAR CONTINUES TO VIOLATE THE RESTRAINING ORDER BY POSTING BIZARRE
HARASSING THINGS" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 222
585. "Here she is on Facebook violating the restraining order and harassing me". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 222
586. "She's now violated the restraining order over 100 times. Amanda Lollar violating the restraining order by posting
bizarre harassing comments" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 222
587. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Amanda Lollar, Bat World, rabid, rabies, bats" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 224
588. "THOUSANDS OF DOCTORS, EXPERTS, OTHERS ARE AGAINST BAT WORLD SANCTUARY, AMANDA
LOLLAR" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 224
589. "My colleagues and I are not the only ones who know that Bat World Sanctuary does not give bats proper care,
endangers public safety and does not follow the law". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 224
590. "Here is a list of bat experts and doctors who have stated in writing that Amanda Lollar harms bats, endangers the public
and does not follow the law". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 224

591. "Dr. Daniel Jones USDA, Dr. Connor Morris USDA, Dr. Robert Gibbens head of the USDA who acknowledged that
Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 224
592. "Bat World Sanctuary lost their USDA permit". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 224
593. "TPWD: Texas Parks & Wildlife biologist Wendy Connally, Megan Russell Bat World Sanctuary's TPWD inspector,
John Davis, Christopher Maldonado, David Sinclar, Scott Vaca, Michelle Haggerty, Diana Foss, Brett Johnson, Richard
Heilbrun. TPWD reprimanded Bat World Sanctuary in three letters so far telling her she is not a bat expert, cannot allow her
bats to breed, cannot treat bats with White Nose Syndrome, she must defer to true bat experts BCI and Fish & Wildlife, she
does not have an exhibitor permit, she cannot exhibit bats, her unreleasable bats were not approved, she cannot have

interns/volunteers and she cannot have an assurance colony". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 224, 225
594. "City of Mineral Wells: City of Mineral Wells City Manager Lance Howerton who told Amanda Lollar to get out of
town, Bat World's neighbor Sharlet Evans who has complained about the smell and feces for 20 years, Mineral Wells City
Councihnember Margaret Colton who complained about the smell and feces for 20 years, Mineral Wells Historical Society
member Carolyn Hogg who complained about the smell and feces for 20 years, Mineral Wells Health Inspector Donna
Robbins who told Amanda Lollar to get her bats out of town over ten years ago, Mineral Wells Police Department, Mineral
Wells Animal Control Officer Scott Simonton, Dr. Lindley who reported the rabid bat, Megan Stone mother of child
bitten by a rabid bat directly next door to Bat World, many other citizens of the City of Mineral Wells, Texas who have been
complaining for over 20 years about Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary in writing". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225
595. "Texas A & M University who advised the City of Mineral Wells to tell Amanda Lollar to get her bats out oftown after
the child was bitten by a rabid bat directly next door to Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225
596. "American Veterinary Medical Association who stated Amanda Lollar freezing bats to death is inhumane animal cruelty
and should be reported to the police". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225
597. "Bat Conservation International in Texas who are true bat experts comprising of over 30 bat biologists who advised City
of Mineral Wells to tell Amanda Lollar to get the bats out of town after the child was bitten by the rabid bat directly next
door to Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225
598. "BCI also admitted that Bat World was being investigated". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225
599. "Amanda Lollar has been attacking them for years". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225
600. "Texas Veterinary Board made up oflicensed veterinarians who told me Amanda Lollar was committing animal cruelty
and should be reported to police." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 225
60 I. "Texas Department of Health: Dr. Pam Wilson Zoonosis Control Branch of the Texas Health Department, Dr. David
Lakey Texas Health Department Commissioner, Dr. Shelley Stonecipher Zoonosis Control Veterinarian and her staff, Dr.
Tom Sidwa State Public Health Veterinarian, Dr. Susan Rollo Zoonosis Control Veterinarian, Dr. Beverlee Nix, Zoonosis
Control Vterinarian, Lisa Turner Local Rabies Control Authority for Mineral Wells, Janie Widener RN, Dr. Connie Lindley,
Jan Buck, Jay Sabatucci, Paulette Thwing. They stated Amanda Lollar was breaking the law having and administering rabies
vaccinations when she is not a veterinarian.

n

Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 225

602. "Animal rights attorney David Casselman on behalf of The Cambodia Wildlife Sanctuary and Elephants in Crisis.org
who stated the court should have referred Amanda Lollar to be prosecuted for animal cruelty in his amicus brief
written on my behalf. " Exhibit II, Bates pg. 225
603. "And many, many more: Many true bat experts who have stated that Amanda Lollar freezing bats to death is inhumane
and Amanda Lollar suggesting that bones can just be glued together doesn't know what she's talking about." Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 226
604. "At least 1,200 members of the public who sent in complaints about Bat World Sanctuary and posted negative
comments about Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary over the past 20 years". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 226

605. "At least 20 doctors and many other people are against the cruelty committed by Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctnary". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 226
606. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, rabid bats, rabies" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 226
607. "AMANDA LOLLAR USING BAT WORLD SANCTUARY AS HER PERSONAL PIGGY BANK- MARY
CUMMINS, ANIMAL ADVOCATES" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 226
608. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, animal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 226
609. "Amanda Lollar states 100% ofyonr donation, every penny goes to only bats. That is not true". Exhibit 11, Bates
pg.227
610. "Amanda Lollar takes a salary and charges Bat World Sanctuary rent!" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 227
611. "She even charges them her personal legal fees". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 227
612. "Most of the donations go into Amanda Lollar's pocket". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 227
613. "Amanda Lollar takes salary from Bat World Sanctuary. Liar". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 227
614. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary lie about expenses, Lollar charges rent!" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 228
615. It appears Amanda Lollar is using Bat World Sanctuary as her own piggy bank. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 228
616. "2011 expenses, Amanda Lollar uses Bat World Sanctnary as her piggy bank" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 228
"Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, animal cruelty, Texas Sanctuary, Wetherford, Texas, rabies, rabid bats" Exhibit II,
Bates pg. 229, 230
617. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, lawsuits, complaints, rabies, Mineral Wells, Texas" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230
618. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, lawsuits, complaints, lost USDA permit, forced out of Mineral Wells, Texas,
rabies, rabid." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230
619. "MENTALLY ILL AMANDA LOLLAR BELIEVES SHE IS WSTIFIED FILING FALSE GOVERNMENT
REPORTS AGAINST ME AND CALLING ME "FATTY FATTY FATSO" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230
620. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctnary continues to post false, defamatory items about me". Exhibit II, Bates
pg.230
621. "Amanda Lollar continues to file false governrnent reports which is a crime". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 230
622. "Amanda Lollar continues to harass and stalk me". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 230
623. "Amanda Lollar searches my name every day". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230
624. 11 If she sees Pm mentioned somewhere, even just CuteOverload, she will go to that blog, website and post, email false
shit to the site, people to cause me harm". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230

625. "Ever since then Amanda Lollar filed false government reports" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230
626. "What Lollar did is called swatting which is now a major felony crime in Los Angeles". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230

627. "Amanda Lollar says that because I made two 100% honest comments in my own name that she can file false reports,
commit crimes against me and caiJ me "fatty fatty fatso," "butt fugly nigger nosed dirty mexican" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 230,
231
628. "She actually posted that she isjnstified in attacking me". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 231
629. "She seems to tmly get some sort of gross excitement out of harassing and defaming me". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 231
630. "Lollar is incrediblymentaiJyiiJ". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 231
631. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 231
632. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 231
633. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 231
634. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 231
635. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 231
636. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 231
637. "MENTALLY ILL AMANDA LOLLAR CLAIMS I'M TAUNTING HERBY SENDING CEASE AND DESIST
LETTERS TO HER LAWYERS" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 232
638. "Amanda Lollar did NOT write the main bat rehab book she takes credit for". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 232
639. "Lollar removes credit to people who actually wrote the book or added to the book". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 232
640. "The book would carry more weight with citations considering everyone knows Lollar did not go past 8th grade and is
totally uneducated". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 232
641. "Lollar now has a criminal record" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 232
642. "Lollar is a plagiarist". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 232
643. "Amanda Lollar has defmitely lost her mind. She talks in the first person then the third person". Exhibit II, Bates pg.
232
644. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 232
645. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 232
646. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 232
647. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 232
648. "She operates on conscious bats" Exhibit II, Bates pg. 232
649. "AMANDA LOLLAR CONTINUES TO STALK, HARASS AND DEFAME ME". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 233

650. "They in fact put a note in our file that states I have an evil cyberstalker named Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary".
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 233
651. "Bat World Sanctuary is the one committing donor fraud and taking money from a charity to use for personal bills".
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 233
652. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 233
653. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 234
654. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 234
655. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 234
656. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 234
657. "Actually she probably caused many mother bats to miscarry". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 235
658. "She also most likely spread rabies to Parker County". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 235
659. "74% of Bat World's dead and dying bats have tested positive for rabies". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 235
660. "Amanda Lollar was told in email by Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept to NOT move the bats but she did it anyway''.
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 235
661. "When Amanda Lollar was building the castle the bat experts and I were talking about all the mistakes she was making".
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 235

662. "Amanda Lollar wastes donations on her personal legal bills, this worthless "castle" and her new sanctuary". Exhibit II,
Bates pg. 233
663. "Texas Parks & Wildlife told her she is not allowed to have interns". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
664. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
665. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
666. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
667. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
668: "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
669. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
670. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 236
671. AMANDA LOLLAR SPIRALS DEEP INTO MENTAL ILLNESS. SHE'S HAD A COMPLETE MELTDOWN."
Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 237
672. "Amanda Lollar is extremely mentally disturbed. " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 237

673. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda,Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, bat, world, sanctuary, bat world, texas, cruelty" Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 23 7
674. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda, Lollar, bat world sanctuary, bat world, bat, world, texas, cruel, crazy" Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
238
675. "!posted the above pic on my FB page with the caption "Bat lady made a pic of me in her art class in the mental
institution today. Ahhhhh." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 238
676. "Everyone in the comments said Amanda Lollar is totally insane and deeply obsessed and attracted to me." Exhibit II,
Bates pg. 238
677. "She's always talking about my body, boobs and face". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 238
678. "Almost every comment said that Amanda Lollar is seriously mentally ill and obsessed with me". Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
238
679. "They said this showed projection of her own issues with her own insecurity about her looks and body". Exhibit II,
Bates pg. 238
680. "Turner looks at me inappropriately. When he does that Lollar looks at him sad and jealous because he doesn't look at
her that way. Lollar has a crush on her attorney who has no interest in her whatsoever on that level". Exhibit 11, Bates pg.
238
681. "Turner and Lollar are both mentally ill". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 238
682. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations ofthe Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 238
683. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 238
684. "She lost her USDA permit. Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 238
685. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 238
686. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 23
687. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 238
688. "AMANDA LOLLAR, DEAN ROCCO CONTINUE TO LIE TO THE COURT. FRAUD." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 239
689. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations ofthe Texas Health Department, violations ofthe Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240
690. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240
691. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240
692. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240
693. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240

694. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240
695. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 240
696. "AMANDA LOLLAR SAID SHE'S SICK OF PEOPLE COMPLAINING ABOUT THE SMELL AND GUANO.
SHE'S LEAVING MINERAL WELLS" Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 241
697. "Amanda Lollar admits many, many, many people have complained about the smell of the sanctuary and guano all over
the city". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 241
698. "She states she is sick of the complaints and is now leaving". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 241
699. "Amanda Lollar was run out of town, kicked out oftown". Exhibit II, Bates pg. 241
700. "Notice she cc'd her attorney. Her attorney knew about the 20 years of complaints". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 241
701. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, run out of town, kicked out of town because of smell and guano" ,Exhibit 11,
Bates pg. 242
702. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations ofthe Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 242
703. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit II, Bates pg. 242
704. "She lost her USDA permit." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 242
705. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 242
706. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 242
707. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief." Exhibit 11, Bates pg. 242
708. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Rabies, Rabid Bats In Texas." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
709. "74% of dead, dying bats at Bat World Sanctuary have rabies, are rabid, research article." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
710. "Amanda Lollar only picked up and mailed dead, dying bats to the researcher". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
711. "Amanda Lollar did not write the article or do the research". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
712. "Her name is only there because she picked up the dead and dying rabid, rabies bats." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
713. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary knew there is a super high incidence of rabies in her sanctuary". Exhibit 12,
Bate pg 1
714. "She gave her dead and dying bats to the researcher who proved 72% of them had rabies!" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
715. "Here Amanda Lollar lies to the public saying the incidence is extremely, extremely low when it is not". Exhibit 12,
Bate pg 1
716. 11 Northen1 Texas where Bat World Sanctuary is located is number one for rabid bats in the entire United States".

Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1
717. "Amanda Lollar has been illegally moving her rabid bats to Parker County, Texas". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1

718. "TPWD told her specifically in writing she can't do this but she is doing this". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 1

719. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctumy, rabies, rabid, bats, bat" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 2
720. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabies, rabid, bats, Texas Dead and dying Brazilian free-tailed
Tadarida Brasiliensis (actually just Mexican free-tail bats) bats from Mineral Wells, Texas have rabies,
are rabid". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 2
721. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda, Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Bat, World, Sanctuary, Bat World, Mineral Wells,
Texas, lawsuit, complaint, animal cruelty, batworldsanctuary.com, website, official, Mary Cununins, Mary,
Cummins, Animal Advocates, Animal, Advocates, Dorothy Hyatt, Kate Rugroden, Larry Crittenden, John
Hyatt, Martin Rugroden, animal abuse, animal neglect, USDA, permit, Texas Parks & Wildlife
Depatiment, Animal Welfare Act, violations, revoked, reprimand, restraining order, TRO, crazy, mentally
ill, 5150, uneducated, #amandalollar #batworld #batworldsanctuary #texas #bat #bats #animalcruelty" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 2
722. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caught lying about USDA pennit. USDA forced her to remove
false information". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
723. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary has been falsely stating for the last three years that she had a USDA permit".
Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
724. "Amanda Lollar does NOT have a USDA permit because of many, many repeat violations of the Animal Welfare Act".
Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
725. "USDA main vet stated Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
726. "Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3

727. nAfter numerous complaints by government officials Amanda Lollar was forced to remove the false information from
her fake curriculum vitae". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
728. "99% of what Amanda Lollar wrote in her CV is totally false and fake". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
729. "Amanda Lollar was forced by the Federal government to remove her totally false statements". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3

730. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, forced to remove false statements. Current CV. Amanda Lollar, Bat World
Sanctuary, false, fake resume". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
731. "She has NO USDA permit because she violated the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
732. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda, Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Bat, World, Sanctuary, Bat World, Mineral Wells, Texas,
lawsuit, complaint, animal cruelty, batworldsanctuary.com, website, official, Mary Cummins, Mari 1 Exhibit 12, Bate pg 3
733. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctua1y for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations ofthe Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4

734. "A USDA veterinm·ian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
735. "She lost her USDA pennit. Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 12, Bate
pg4
736. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4

737. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4

738. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
739. "amanda, Amanda Lollar, bat, bat world, Bat World Sanctuary, cancelled, crazy, evil, killer, Iollar, murderer, sanctuary,
usda, world" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
740. "Rabid bat at Bat World Sanctuary run by Amanda Lollar bites a toddler". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
741. "Rabid oat at Bat World Sanctuary bites a baby". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
742. "Baby could have died because of Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
743. "A rabies alert was released for the entire county because of Amanda Lollar's rabid bats". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
744. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabid, rabies, bats, bites, infection, baby, toddler, evil" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 4
745. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabid, rabies, bats, bites, infection, dead, death, toddler, baby, evil" Exhibit 12,
Batepg 5
746. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
747. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
748. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
749. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
750. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
751. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
752. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
753. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary LOSE USDA permit because Animal Welfare Act violations Amanda
Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary lost her permit because she caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
754. "Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
755. "Amanda Lollar has no permit". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 6
756. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary violations, no petmit dead bats" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 7
757. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda, Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Bat, World, Sanctuary, Bat World, Mineral Wells,
Texas, lawsuit, complaint, animal cruelty, batworldsanctuary.com, website, official, Mary Cummins, Mary,

Cummins, Animal Advocates, Animal, Advocates, Dorothy Hyatt, Kate Rugroden, Larry Crittenden, John
Hyatt, Martin Rugroden, animal abuse, animal neglect, USDA, permit, Texas Parks & Wildlife
Department, Animal Welfare Act, violations, revoked, reprimand, restraining order, TRO, crazy, mentally

ill, 5150, uneducated, #amandalollar #batworld #batworldsanctuary #texas #bat #bats #anirnalcruelty" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 7
758. "Amanda Lollar's permit was cancelled".

Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8

759. "She's still in trouble with USDA". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
760. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary had their USDA permit cancelled". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8

761. "They didn't provide inventory of animals. You must have a way to !mow which animal is which. They don't". Exhibit
12, Bate pg 8
762. "They also don't check their animals every day. They don't provide proper veterinary care". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
763. "They were allowing their bats to breed without a breeder's permit". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
764. "They had too many bats in too small of a space". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
765. "They were found in violation of the Animal Welfare Act for causing bats 11 pain, suffering and death" which was a

"violation of the animal welfare act." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
766. "More recently they got in trouble with the USDA again". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
767. "Even though they lost their pennit they keep telling everyone they have a USDA permit which is fraud besides an utter
lie". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 8
768. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 12, Bate pgs 8, 9
769. "USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
770. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
771. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
772. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
773. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
774. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
775. "Bat World Sanctuary loses USDA permit. Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
776. "Bat World Sanctuary found in violation of Animal Welfare" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
777. "Amanda Lollar commits animal cruelty at Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 12, Bate pg 9
778. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary has no GED ... " Exhibit 12, Bats pg 9

779. "An old shaky pallid bat at*** ***** ** 11 *****' 11 in*****. The bat crawled out of her roost on her own. I did not take
her out of her bed. She was hungry and I was feeding the other bats. She wanted some worms. I put her back in her bed. This

bat is not under my care but under the care of**** 1**

*'**** * None of my animals are this sickly. n Exhibit 13
1

780. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary information about public figures Shared on Google+ Video of old starving pallid
bat begging for food." Exhibit 13
781. "This bat crawled out of her roost to beg for food. This bat died because she didn't receive proper care from a certain bat
lady." Exhibit 13

782. "This video was evidence in a lawsuit case 11 352-248 I 69-10. It's a public video of Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctumy holding what she claims to be a rabid bat." Exhibit 13

784. "Amanda Lollm·, Bat World Sanctuary information about public figures Shared on Google+ Video of a bat lady holding
a rabid bat then she kills it by suffocating it with isoflurane." Exhibit 13
785. "I did report Amanda Lollar to the authorities. She was investigated and found in violation of regulations and the law."
Exhibit 14
786. "Appellee Amanda Lollar has been harassing, defaming, stalking, cyberstalking Appellant Cummins, her nonprofit
Animal Advocates and her business as a real estate appraiser to lly to cause as mnch physical, emotional and fmancial
harm as possible." Exhibit 14, Bate pg 3
787. "Appellee went so far as to pay a man to follow Cummins, trespass onto private property, videotape Appellant on
private property and hit Appellant". Exhibit 14, Bate pgs 3,4
788. "Appellee and her attorney Dean Rocco ofWilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman and Dicker maliciously and fraudulently
filed the motions for extensions so their client Lollar could continue her relentless harassment, defamation, cyberstalking,
stalking and assaults against Appellant Cmmnins, her business and nonprofit". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 4
789. "Appellee Lollar has continued her reign of terror by making over 400 blogs, websites, Facebook pages devoted solely
to attacking Appellant, her business and nonprofit by posting libel per se and defamation besides truly disgusting things of a
sexual nature". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 4

790. "Most of the Facebook pages were removed as "hate speech," "threats of physical violence," "obscenity," "sharing
private infmmation" and "harassment." Exhibit 15, Bate pg 4
791. "Appellee Lollar went so far as to assume the identity of Appellant to try to access Appellant's bank account and the
account of a nonprofit". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 4
792. "Police reports were filed. Appellee was identified as the perpetrator". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 4
793. "Appellee Lollar has posted that Appellant is a "convicted criminal," who "murdered animals," "commits animal
cruelty," "murdered her neighbor," "sued the Catholic church," "embezzled from her grandmother," "tortures animals,>~ "is
not a legal nonprofit," "is not a legal corporation," "has no Fish & Game permit" and other totally false and truly disgusting
things which are too revolting to even mention here". Exhibit 15, Bate pgs 4
794. "Appellee is a 58 year old female who has not gone past the 8th grade who has a 20 year plus history of severe mental
instability, stalking, defaming, and harassing doctors, scientists, politicians, neighbors, govenunent agencies, officials, peace
officers, exlovers, ex:friends and experts".
Exhibit 15, Bate pg 5
795. "Appellant believes that Lollar is seriously mentally ill besides dangerous". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 5
796. "Lollar for some unknown reason continues to post about Appellant in a sexual manner talking about "owning" her
"tits," "crotch," and "ass." Exhibit 15, Bate pg 5
797. "Appellee Lollar goes so far as to take photos of Appellant and photoshop semen on Appellant's face".
Exhibit 15, Bate pg 5
798. "Lollar has even photoshopped a photo of a Jndgc projectile vomiting on Appellant's face in a court oflaw".
Exhibit 15, Bate pg 5

799. "Appellee also partakes in extremely childish name calling, calling Appellant whose name is "Mary Cummins" such
names as "Mary Scurnmins Dummins," "Mary the dipshitidiot," "Mary Cumbucket," "Mary Cumstain," "FATTY FATTY
FATTY FATSO" and "Mary is a butt fugly nigger nosed dirty Mexican." Exhibit 15, Bate pgs 5,6

800. "Appellee Lollar also attacks Appellant's entire family, all friends, clients, associates and files false reports to
government agencies. All of this revolting juvenile behavior has caused great emotional, financial and physical harm to
Appellant". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 6
801. "Appellee merely filed the extensions so Appellee Lollar could continue her reign of terror, harassment, stalking and
assaults upon Appellant Cummins, her business and nonprofit".
Exhibit 15, Bate pg 7
802. "Appellee has stalked me for the last almost four years, constantly communicates with me online against my wishes,

posts death threats against me, threatens to kill me on the phone and has been posting things which are becoming more
disturbing every day" Exhibit 15, Bate pg 9
803. "Recently Appellee (a female) made a collage of only photos of my breasts which she cut out of other photos of me."
Exhibit 15, Bate pg 10
804. "She photoshops my face on roach bodies and is encouraging people to "stomp the roach" making a Facebook page
entitled "stomp the roach" which was deleted as "hate speech," "threats of physical violence," "harassment" and "obscenity."
Exhibit 15, Bate pg I 0
805. "She has been doing everything in her power to make it impossible for me to find work such as posting completely false
statements stating I'm a convicted criminal, wanted by the law, embezzled from my grandmother, sued the bishop ... when
these things are completely untrue besides extremely bizarre". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 10
806. "Every day her posts are becoming more and more violent and personal". Exhibit 15, Bate pg 10
807. "Appellee constantly posts online about me being killed with "a knitting needle behind the eye," and I should be beaten
until I'm "dead or left a vegetable." Exhibit 15, Bate pg 10
808. "I fear for my personal safety and desperately need a restraining order against this person who is definitely mentally ill".
Exhibit 15, Bate pg 10
809. "They do this to skim donations, members, attention, traffic and to help their linage". Exhibit 16, Bate pg I
810. "Bat World Sanctuary was started in 1994 in Mineral Wells, Texas by Amanda Lollar who has not gone past the eighth
grade. Amanda is the only person on payroll even though she states the organization is all volunteer". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
811. "They spend most of their money on attorney fees". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
812. "They are prohibited from giving tours or showing bats because they have had repeat violations of the law and
regulations". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
813. "It's very clear that Amanda Lollar of Bat World is extremely jealous ofBCI". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
814. "Lollar actually told me June 2010 that she does all the work and BCI gets all the donations and credit when they don't
save any bats at all. Lollar was very upset by this and said it's very unfait·". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
815. "Lollar then told me she hoped to get bats with white nose syndrome so she could tell the world and get donations".
Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
816. "For over a year Lollar took repeat hole punches out of bats' wings to send to the lab for testing". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2

817. "Lollar is so uneducated that she did not realize that bats that migrate don't get WNS". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
818. "Bat World attacks ahnost all other bat organizations in the world". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2
819. "She also attacks Universities, bat researchers and other bat rescuers 11 • Exhibit 16, Bate pg 2

820. "Bat World is small petty organization that harms more bats than they help". Exhibit 16, Bate pg 3
821. "This page has been posted in response to libel and defamation posted by Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 1
822. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and neglect". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 1
823. "In retaliation she sued me for defamation. On top of this she defamed and libeled me". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 1
824. "I will be posting reports that government agencies, City Council members, member of the Historical Society, her
neighbors, members of the public and bat experts have made against her next." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 1
825. "Why Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary no longer have a USDA permit". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 1
826. "A USDA veterinarian writes a report about Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary. This is why Amanda Lollar no
longer has~ USDA permit". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
827. "Another complaint comes in. Her inspector tells USDA that Amanda is "Not happy with us and very glad to be rid of
us." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
828. "The complaint comes in "Bat World dropped their license. We can't do anything to them. Dam." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
839. "Even after she lost her USDA permit she still posts that she has a USDA permit". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
830. "Amanda Lollar is pissed at the USDA and decides to start reporting people with USDA permits. She filed a false
complaint about a USDA exhibitor to USDA. No violations were found". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 2
831. "Funny, she doesn't have a USDA permit because she doesn't want to abide by the act". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 3
832. 11 She just wants researchers to give her the bats when they're done so she can ''rescue'' it". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 3
833. "Do they not realize that Amanda Lollar then experiments on these bats and she's not a doctor and doesn't even have a

USDA permit!" Exhibit 17, Bate pg 3
834. "Fortunately no researcher or the USDA would ever listen to Amanda Lollar's advice". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 3
835. "I believe Amanda Lollar has some deep seated mental issues to send me these emails and make these comments

online. She should know I can easily trace her". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 4
836. "For the last year or so Amanda Lollar has been sending me threatening, disturbing, juvenile emails thinking she was
anonymous. She has never been anonymous 11 • Exhibit 17, Bate pg 4

837. "TPWD, USDA, Health Dept all found violations". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 4
838. "She got a reprimand from Health Dept, TPWD. Her USDA permit was cancelled". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 4
"839. This is the video of her paid thug hitting me with papers while pretending to serve me". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 5
840. "She brags about a video of a crinae being committed". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 5
841. "Amanda Lollar has not gone past the ninth grade". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 6

842. "Breaking news! Amanda Lollar is told by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department she cannot have an assurance colony.
They also state her educational bats don't appear to have been approved on a case by case basis". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 6
84 3. "Pretty crazy for Amanda Lollar to want to do a WNS symposium when she hasn't gone past the ninth grade and has no
degrees". Exhibit 17, Batepg 7
844. "Amanda Lollar also told a TPWD agent that she has an "assurance colony of free-tail bats." Free tail bats can't get
WNS. She is not allowed to have an assurance colony. Amanda Lollar is not abiding by the regulations". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg7
845. "TPWD also specifically states she is not allowed to let the bats breed. Lollar of course brags that she has the only
"captive breeding colony" of bats". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 7
846. "All ofthis'means that Amanda Lollar's "educational bats" were not approved." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 7
847. "In her website Lollar is raising funds to build an assurance colony that she is not allowed to have. Not very honest".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 7
848. "Amanda Lollar is now attacking the group that was going to give her a donation". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 7
849. "I'd just posted moments earlier that what Amanda Lollar is doing is getting close to the RICO level". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg 8
850. "Amanda Lollar via her Facebook user account Bat World Sanctuary and her husband Larry Crittenden, John Hyatt and
others were attacking me all morning on Facebook". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 8
851. "Someone else posted a link to an article about her animal cruelty and of course I get attacked for it". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg 8
852. "Amanda Lollar told her 37,000 "fans" to attack me and also to attack other peoples' pages. I saved those posts. This is
becoming a RICO issue". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 8
853. "Just a reminder that Amanda Lollar sent an email to the City saying she's sick of all of the complaints about her".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 8
854. "Also included is email between her neighbor who's been complaining about her for many years to the City Manager
talking about her building being gutted". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 8
855. "She follows my every move. She even hired a guy to follow me, harass me, batter me and videotape it for her. I bet she
gets off on the videos. Who is stalking whom?" Exhibit 17, Bate pg 8
856. "This proves she ordered the guy to pretend to serve me so he could assault me". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 9
857. "I believe Amanda Lollar is seriously mentally ill". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 9
858. "She ordered the hit from Texas so it's time to call the FBI". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 9
859. "I'm sure Amanda Lollar had to pay extra for that. Amazing she's wasting Bat World Sanctuary's funds on hiring a guy
to assault me halfway across the country. A sick individual. Never would I have ever thought of doing something like this to
her". Exhibit 17,Batepg 10
860. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is still harassing me and now has directed her fans to attack my website host".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg I 0
861. "She is upset that her USDA permit was cancelled". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 10

862. "She's probably also upset that Texas Parks & Wildlife wrote that they are considering limiting the number of bats she
has". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 10
863. "Bat World's USDA permit has been cancelled". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 10
864. "This is probably why she is attacking a person with a USDA penni! who has a perfect record. She is jealous. Probably
why she attacks me as well. I have a perfect USDA record". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
865. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is still defaming and attacking a wildlife educator". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
866. "Lollar is the one not giving proper care". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
867. "Plus, TPWD stated in writing that they fear Lollar has too many bats and they are going to limit the number of bats she
can have". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
868. "Lord only knows if Lollar took that bat it could end up dead under her desk like the one I found when I was at Bat
World". Exhibit 17, Bate pg II
869. "Lollar has way too many bats to not notice a bat that had been dead under her desk for days. She even told me it was
one of her favorites". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
870. "Something is obviously very wrong with Lollar. I personally feel she doesn't care about bats". Exhibit 17, Bate pg II

871. "She only cares about her ego and money. She has a huge chip on her shoulder because she's uneducated and ttue
bat experts call her a joke". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
872. "USDA, F&W did not investigate because they know the person gives their animals proper care. Oddly enough USDA
and TPWD did investigate Amanda Lollar and Bat World. Wbat does that tell you?" Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11

873. "In her pleas for votes she attacks the competition. The competition is other charities for children, animals and the
enviromnent". Exhibit 17, Bate pg II
874. "She is getting fans to hate monger against the charities ahead of her in the contest. Attacking other charities? Amanda
Lollar just loves to attack people. Very classless". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 11
875. "I was talking to a fellow rehabber yesterday about Amanda Lollar's experimental bat surgeries". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg 12
876. "She admitted in writing that sometimes bat die but maybe she's learned something to help the next bat. My friend told
me that during Nazi Germany doctors were doing experiments on Jews and others, generally without anesthesia. They were
later tried for "medical torture." My friend thinks that Amanda Lollar thinks she may be furthering medical care of bats".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 12
877. "More evidence of perjury on the part of Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 13
878. "Plus, she admitted that people in Mineral Wells have hated her for years because ofthe smell and mess of the wild
sanctuary". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 13
879. "They don't realize that Amanda Lollar basically plagiarized what Barbara French wrote". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 13
880. "BCI spends their money helping bats while Amanda Lollar spends thousands buying FB fans, making many ihatemary
websites and blogs, sending out ihatemary press releases". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 13

881. "She also wasted money adding unnecessary extra security to her website because her web guy told her she needed it
because of me. No, she didn't. Her web guy left her website totally open for months". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 13
882. "L~llar is also wasting Bat World money on legal fees for Eric Shupps. He helped her make her hate sites". Exhibit 17,
Bate pg 13
883. "For the last two days Amanda Lollar has been attacking me on Wikipedia. She posted defamation about me June 2012
on the Bat World Sanctuary wiki page. I corrected it yesterday. She then posted even more defamation!" Exhibit 17, Bate pg
13
884. "Amanda Lollar states Bat World is the ONLY group helping bats with white nose syndrome. One, they aren't helping
batwithWNS". Exhibit17,Batepg 14
885. "As I reported a few months back Texas Parks & Wildlife Dept stated that they were going to limit the number of bats
that she can have. They were concerned that she had too many". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
886. "I was talking to a friend today about Amanda Lollar being obsessed with my physical looks". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
887. "I've also found that very insecure women will call other women fat, old, ugly, bald, wrinkly, whore ... That is exactly
what she does to me". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
888. "On top of this she is even more insecure because she is uneducated and bat experts don't want to have anything to do
with her". Exhibit 17,Batepg 14
889. 11 Amanda Lollar thinks I am 11jealous" of her? I would never be jealous of someone who harms animals and people".
Exhibit 17,Batepg 14

890. "Amanda believes if the person does not kiss her ass, she is not providing good care for the bat. She instantly attacked
the woman". Exhibit 17,Batepg 14
891. "Amanda Lollar who has not gone past the ninth grade who operates on bats who die thinks this woman is being cruel".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
892. "Amanda Lollar noticed someone called Lisa's Creatures had a fruit bat. Instead of offering kind, supportive, polite
advise Amanda Lollar told all her fans to attack the woman". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
893. "Lollar forgets she kept her frrst imprisoned bats in a wood cabinet". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
894. "She forgets she performs surgery on bats when she is not a vet". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 14
895. "She forgets that she doesn't pin bats' broken wings so they can fly free. Instead she amputates them dooming them to
life under her "care." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15
896. "Lollar also forgets she recommended freezing bats to death". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15
897. "When Amanda Lollar first started with bats the true experts offered kind supportive advice. Ail Lollar does to
others now is attack them". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15
898. "Amanda Lollar lacks basic social skills and is not a nice person at all. This is probably why she dropped out of junior
high school". Exbibit 17, Bate pg 15
899. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is posting a link about cyberbullying. Very ironic. Amanda Lollar is posting
nasty
posts calling me fat, old, ugly, wrinkly, puffy, bald, crazy.... She posted death threats against me". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15
900. "She extorted me over the Internet". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15

901. "I was copying more of Amanda Lollar's defamation against me when I realized something. She's probably spent at least
$5,000 defaming me on the Internet with her many web sites and such". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15
902. "She is spending Bat World money to do this as she has no income." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 15
903. "Amanda Lollar is still spending Bat World Sanctuaty money to buy fans". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 16
904. "Amanda Lollar is using Bat World donations to place ads to buy Facebook fans. If fans are donating it would make
sense. If they are not, they are just an ego booster for Lollar". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 16
905. "I'm sure he realizes his client is guilty of animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the health code, Animal Welfare
Act, Texas Parks & Wildlife Department not to mention libel, defatnation, yet he is aiding and abetting her". Exhibit 17,
Bate pg 17
906. 11 He is helping someone who violates the law to harm an innocent person, me. I made honest reports with photos and

videos. She was investigated". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 17
907. "She was notfound to be innocent of all charges as she falsely claims." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 17
908. "In a letter to the City she claimed she couldn't stand all the complaints against her so she's moving out". Exhibit 17,
Batepg 17
909. The new owner as per the City Manager and neighbor "gutted" the building and "removed" Lollar's personal belongings.
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 17
910. "People have been reporting and complaining about Amanda Lollar for years". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 18
911. "Amanda Lollar is still posting juvenile nasty comments about me on her websites/blogs. She is extremely concerned
with my physical appearance. I'm starting to think she may be a lesbian". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 18
912. "She did tell me that she can't wait to get rid of her husband Larry. " Exhibit 17, Bate pg 18
913. "She said after she divorces him she has no desire to be with a man again". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 18
914. "And why is she talking about her privates? That's disgusting". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 20
915. "Just got an updated Fish & Wildlife response. Bat World has a F&W permit for the flying fox but they lied on their
application". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 20
916. "This shows that Amanda Lollar lied in court to the Judge". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 21
917. "When I was there she said she was so broke she was going to have to shut down Bat World. Why would she shut down
her money maker?" Exhibit 17, Bate pg 21
918. "I believe Lollar et al were defaming me like crazy this week thinking I would not be able to send subpoenas to get the
identities or add others to the lawsuit". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 22
919. "Just to give people an idea about Amanda Lollar's friends I may post the criminal rap sheet and mug shot of her female
LA attorney friend". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 22
920. "Some pies of Amanda Lollar performing surgery. She is giving the bat oxygen because it stopped breathing because
she gave it too much anesthesia. She tried to .suture the bat but ripped out the stitches. She ended up just putting some glue on
the bat". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 23

921. "Here Amanda Lollar is holding a bat which she told us most likely had rabies in her bare hand. The temporary
injunction said I couldn't post the video. It didn't say anything about stills". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 25
922. "Here she is pinching and pulling the head of a baby bat with her finger nails. Later you would see some blood there.
Baby died though it was born pink". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 25
923. "Amanda Lollar is pulling the baby by its head. Makes you wonder why it died. She said "she's going to prolapse" at this
exact frame". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 25
924. "Amanda Lollar is pulling the baby and the umbilicus. The placenta is still attached to the uterine wall here as you can
see by the tight cord". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 25
925. "The mom is kicking and screaming. You see her convulse then she passed out, thank god". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 25
926. "In Lollar's book she says never pull the umbilicus yet she pulled it. I think she meant to cut it with her fmgemail but she
forgot she was wearing gloves for once". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 25
927. "She wants to hide all the negative things people have said about her over the past 18 years". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 28
928. 11 She wants me to remove her 1994 manual where she recommends freezing bats to death which is inhumane 11 • Exhibit

17, Bate pg 28
929. "Lollar also wrote that she is leaving Mineral Wells because she can't be bothered with all the complaints against her".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 28
930. "Lollar brags about having a captive breeding colony. She posts their genealogy in her book and online". Exhibit 17,
Batepg 28
931. "Her bats have tested positive for rabies". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 28
932. "There are photos of her with dirty nails. She does not wear surgical gear to perform surgery. " Exhibit 17, Bate pg 28
933. "Bat experts have stated in books that her method is inhumane". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 28
934. "The bats suffocate to death." Exhibit 17, Bate pg 28
935. "I posted video of her holding a bat she stated probably has rabies in her bare hand". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
936. "The veterinary board is the one who told me Lollar was committing animal cruelty". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
937. "I witnessed her trying to perform surgery on bats. I saw bats in pain and agony who later died". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
938. "The agencies did NOT find the complaints to be without merit".

Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29

939. "Health dept gave her instructions to follow which she has not followed". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
940. "She told the USDA that only her vet would do open cavity surgeries from now on". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
941. "She had even more problems with the health dept. More complaints were filed so she decided to leave town". Exhibit
17, Bate pg 29
942. 11 As per city communication the new owner gutted it and put her personal belongings on the streee 1• Exhibit 17, Bate pg

29
943. "I go after stock criminals and people who abuse and neglect animals, such as Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29

944. "I witnessed animal cruelty". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
945. "The Texas Veterinary Board told me she committed animal cruelty". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
946. "I found a dead one winged bat under her desk. It'd been dead for days. That is animal neglect". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
947. "One of her pallid bats was extremely malnourished and shaking". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
948. "I saw her giving rabies vaccination which is a violation of the health code". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
949. "I saw her trying to perform surgery on bats. Bats were dying". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 29
950. "The following three people have been complaining about Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctnary for years. They are
Mineral Wells City Councilmember Margaret Colton. Historical Society member Carolyn Hogg. Neighbor Sharlet Evans.
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 30
951. "Every time Lollar gets in trouble she hires an Animal Rights attorney to help her". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 30
952. "If people like a City Councilmember, Historical Society member and her neighbor are complaining, you know there is
something very wrong. I was not the only person complaining". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 30
953. "!showed Amanda Lollar the email she sent to the City stating that she's sick of all the complaints against her". Exhibit
17, Bate pg 30
954. "!questioned Amanda Lollar about the many complaints about her over many years". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 30
955. "As per Fish & Wildlife Services Amanda Lollar lied in her deposition about having a FWS permit for the Indian flying
fox". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 31
956. "Mary Curmnins, a licensed wildlife rehabilitator in Los Angeles, California reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctnary in Mineral Wells, Texas for alleged animal cruelty, animal neglect and health code violations". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg 32
957. "Cununins also stated in her appeal that she posted reports bat experts had made questioning Lollar's procedures on
her website". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 32

958. 11 Lollar recommended freezing bats to death in her original manual which is inhumane according to the American
Veterinary Medication Association Guidelines on Euthanasia". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 32
959. "My website was hacked again. They didn't want me to notice so they merely deleted the complaints made by
government agencies and individuals about Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 33
960. "She does possess the human rabies vaccination which is illegal". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 34
961. "All complaints were not dismissed. The Texas health dept gave her a huge list of instructions that she must follow".
Exhibit 17, Bate pg 34
962. "Mary Cummins an animal rescuer in Los Angeles, California reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for
animal cruelty, animal neglect and health code violations". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 35

963. "Cummins witnessed Amanda Lollar performing surgery on bats when she is not a veterinarian and hasn't gone past the
ninth grade". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 35
964. "Bats were dying under Lollar's care". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 35
965. "Cummins also posted negative reports bat experts had made about Lollar's procedures". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 35

966. "Lollar recommended freezing bats to death in her manual which is illegal and inhumane according to the American
Veterinary Medication Association". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 35
967. "Lollar also recommended the improper use of anesthesia which Lollar admitted caused some bats to die". Exhibit 17,
Bate pg 35
968. "I reported her for animal cruelty and neglect. I provided photos and videos to authorities besides detailed reports. I
believe Lollar just wants to hide these complaints from the public". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 36
969. "The City has written up the building numerous times. The building was gutted and cleaned by the new owner. Her
personal belongings were removed as per the City Manager". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 37
970. "Here are the emails about Amanda Lollar being forced out of town and her building had to be gutted". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg37
971. "Plus, that is where the toddler was bitten by a rabid bat. I doubt the gallery owner wants her patrons to get rabies just
from visiting her store. Thank you, gallery owner for reporting her". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 37
972. "Possibly more forgery by Amanda Lollar. In her supposed police report against me she told the police I sent threatening
emails and letters". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 37
973. "Seems Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary are again in trouble with the City of Mineral Wells". Exhibit 17, Bate
pg38
974. "People were complaining about all the guano under her building". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 38
975. "Her building is a public nuisance, threat to public safety and it smells horrible"! Exhibit 17, Bate pg 38
976. "January 2012 Someone gutted the "wild sanctuary" building. They are removing Lollar's possessions from the building.
I will call and see if the building was sold or if she was foreclosed upon". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 38
977. "Did Amanda Lollar just forge yet another document? Sure seems so". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 39
978. "Amanda Lollar previously forged an email to me. It was an obvious forgery. She was caught forging a contract in the
Talking Talons case because she got cocky". Exhibit 17, Bate pg 39
979. "I'm sure Amanda Lollar had to pay extra for that. Amazing she's wasting Bat World Sanctuary's funds on hiring a guy
to assault me halfway across the country. A sick individual. Never would I have ever thought of doing something like this to
her." Exhibit 18, Bate pg 3
980. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary lose their USDA permit because of violations of Animal Welfare Act" Exhibit
19, Bates page 1
981. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is a public figure. This note is about issues of public concern". Exhibit 19,
Bates page 1
982. "Dr Gage states that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death." She further states
Amanda Lollar 11 Violated the Animal Welfare Act/' and 11 if she took the bat to a veterinarian, it could have survived. 11
Exhibit 19, Bates page 1
983. "I have reviewed the U-Tube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 19, Bates page 1
985. "This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act)." Exhibit 19, Bates page 1

986. "Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the dystocia." Exhibit 19, Bates page 1
989. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring au episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian." Exhibit 19, Bates page 1

990. "This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much so it hat it appeared to lose
consciousness during the procedure. 1' Exhibit 19, Bates page 1

991. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered." Exhibit 19, Bates page I

992. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical techniques." Exhibit 19, Bates page I
993. "It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a veterinarian." Exhibit 19,
Bates page I
994. "Proof that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary had her USDA permit cancelled". Exhibit 19, Bates page I
995. "She violated the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit 19, Bates page I
996. "She lost her permit". Exhibit 19, Bates page 1
997. "She is currently operating without the necessary permits". Exhibit 19, Bates page I
998. "She is not allowed to do anything which would need a USDA permit." Exhibit 19, Bates page 2
999. "She can't give tours, have interns, let anyone look at the bats ... " Exhibit 19, Bates page 2
1000. "Email from Bat World's USDA vet stating bat lady knows she's cancelled". Exhibit 19, Bates page 2
1001. "Mary Cummins Bat lady is now attacking the USDA like crazy". Exhibit 19, Bates page 3
1002. "Bat lady then started a petition to get another bat rescuer's USDA permit cancelled". Exhibit 19, Bates page 3
1003. "USDA person said that bat lady is just upset because she lost her permit and doesn't want anyone else to have bats but

her".
1004. "USDA even said bat lady is crazy". Exhibit 19, Bates page 3
1005. "In fact she claims she has bat world centers around the world. They are actually other private groups mn by others
which she just puts her name on". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1006. "She then counts all their rescues as her own". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1007. "She takes the donations and keeps them". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1008. "She rescues very few bats. Right now she says she's rescuing 100,000 bats in Mineral Wells. She's not rescuing any".
Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1009. "The city refused to work with her". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1010. "The bats are in privately owned Baker Hotel where she is not allowed". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4

1011. "Mary Cummins USDA is sick of bat lady. She's been hounding and threatening them repeatedly just like she threatens
other government agencies and bat rescue organizations. 11 Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4

1012. "She brags that she's still performing surgery on bats. She still does not have an anesthesia machine. Poor bats." Exhibit
19, Bates pg 4

1013. "Here bat lady tries to sutnre a bat sliced by an owl. The slice went through the skin and muscle". Exhibit 19, Bates
pg4
1014. "She can't see very well. Her first stitched ripped out of the skin. So did her second and third". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1015. "Then she dropped the needle iu the bat's wonnd and couldn't fmd it". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1016. "A woman with dirty uugloved hands picked the needle out of the wouud and gave it back to bat lady". Exhibit 19,
Bates pg 4
1017. "After ripping out three stitches tearing more skin she decided to just dump a buuch of Crazy glue gel into the wound".
1018. "She squeezed out regular over the couuter Crazy glue gel iuto the wound". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1019. "She did not hold the wing apart while it dried. Glue everywhere. Wiug was glued to it's body". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 4
1020. "See the bottle ofiso? She puts some on a cotton ball, puts that iu the plastic piece, puts bat's head in there until it
passes out. She starts to operate". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1021. "Bat stops breathing. She yells at us to remove the cone. Bat becomes conscious kicking, screaming. She yells at us
then puts the bat's head back in the cone until it passes out". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1021. "This is why most of the bats she works on can't be released". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1022. "They become a little braiu dead from lack of oxygen and can't feed themselves, fly, move, clean". Exhibit 19, Bates
. pg 5
1023. "She doesn't realized that you have to give iso with oxygen or else they suffocate". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1024. "She euth's bats the same may by suffocating them with iso." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1025. "In her books she admits to doiug all of these things in writing. It's now a bat care manual but a tmture manual".
Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1026 "Instead of pinning wings she just grabs scissors and cuts them off'. Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1027. "She says piuning doesn't work yet all the real bat vets do it successfully." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1028. "She attacks everyone who dares to question her. She's been doing it for years". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1029. "She threatened to sue the City of Mineral Wells when one of her bats bit a toddler directly next door to her sanctuary".
Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1030. "The bat turned out to be rabid. Bat lady iutentionally left her bldg open to the elements so wild bats could live there in
the center oftown." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1031. "City told her to exclude the bats from her building but she l'efused." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 5
1032. "I believe she does more harm than good. She also displays bats in pet like manner". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 6

1033. 11 People in the comments even say 11 where can I get a pet bat?n What she's doing is against rehab rules". Exhibit 19,

Batespg 6
1034. "She doesn't even have any permits whatsoever for her fruit bats". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 6

1035. "She lost her USDA permit March 2012. She can't have a sanctuary, exhibit bats or give tours without it". Exhibit 19,
Batespg 6
1036. "Texas Parks & Wildlife also told her in 2012 she did not have an exhibit permit, her permanent resident bats were not
approved, no fruit bats were approved, she can't have bats with white nose syndrome as she is not a bat expert, she can't have
an assurance colony, she cannot have interns, all volunteers must be on her permit and directly supervised ... Texas Health
Dept told her everyone must show proof of pre-exposure shots before they volunteer". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 6
1037. "She was also written up by building and safety, local health dept... " Exhibit 19, Bates pg 6
1038. "She still does not have a USDA permit. It was cancelled and never renewed". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 6
I 039. "She lives in a teeny tiny town where no one gives a shit. The city told her to exclude her bats". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 7
1040. "County set out a county wide rabies alert because of her bat sanctuary. Everyone excluded except bat world". Exhibit
19, Bates pg 7
I 041. "Bat lady lied and said they were a protected brazilian species of bats". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 7
1042. "Even Bat Conservation Interoational told the city to tell her to exclude the bats. Instead bat lady hired an attorney to
threaten the city. City backed down."
Exhibit 19, Bates pg 7
1043. "Rabies alert issued because of Bat World's bat." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 7
I 044. "My profile is viewable by friends only because of harassment, stalking by Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary"
Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1045. "She was using the information, friends list, check-ins and photos t harass and stalk me, my family, friends,
colleagues, coworkers and anyone who mentioned my name." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1046. "Amanda Lollar has tried to sneak in as a friend many times" Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1047. "She has also tried to have her friends volunteer with our organization as spies ort to plant shit on me". Exhibit 19,
Bates pg 9
1048. "She has been harassing, defaming, stalking me for over three years". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1049. "All the money she spends if donations for bats from Bat World. " Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1050. "She states every penny goes to the bats but that is a total lie based on hearing minutes," Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
I 051. "Amanda Lollar has no job and hasn't gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1052. "!showed the Los Angeles police department, officers, detectives, lawyers some of the things she did and they told me
she is Jt :mentally ill 11 and "dangerous. II I was forced to file three reports against her". Exhibit 19' Bates pg 9

1053. "She illegally used data she received illegally in discovery to try to access my bank account and the account of Animal
Advocates". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9

1054. "She hired a man to trespass and assault me". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1055. "She sent a man to my house to go through my trash, my garage, try to open doors, windows and gates". Exhibit 19,
Bates pg 9

1056. "She took photos of me posted here, cut out the breasts,. and made a collage of only breasts stating that I'm "flat
chested". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1057. "She took some of my baby pies and posted that I was "butt fugly" nigger nosed" "dirty mexican" Exhibit 19, Bates
pg 9
1058. "She makes disgusting sexual comments about me." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1059. "I reported her for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the Animal Welfare Act, Texas Health Department and
Texas Parks & Wildlife." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1060. "She was investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1061. "She was reprimanded by Texas Health Department and Texas Parks & Wildlife". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1062. "She was told by authorities that she is not a bat expert and cannot have bats with White Nose Syndrome". Exhibit 19,
Bates pg 9
1063. "She is not allowed to exhibit bats or have interns as she does not have the proper permits. " Exhibit 19, Bates pg 9
1064. "She holds rabid bats with her bare hands." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
I 065. "I posted a video of Amanda Lollar holding a rabid bat with her bare hand. Lollar admitted this in court". Exhibit 19,
Batespg 10
1066. "Bats are breeding in the facility." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1067. "Amanda Lollar has not gone past the eighth grade and has no training in animal care". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1068. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary lost their permit. " Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1069. "I have reviewed the U-Tube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary. Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1070. "This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act) ". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1071. "Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the dystocia". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1072. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1073. "This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much so that it appeared to lose
consciousness during the procedure. 11 Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10

1074. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered." Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10
1075. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical techniques". Exhibit 19, Bates pg 10

1076. "It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a veterinarian." Exhibit 19,
Bates pg 10
I 077. "#amandalollar of #batworld hasn't gone past eighth grade #uneducated #inherownwords" Exhibit 20, Bates pg I
1078. "#batworld #amandalollar totally #uneducated yet #performs #surgery with no #pain relief #bats #die #animalcruelty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?vot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg I

I 079.

'~#amandalollar #batworld

causes #bats #pain #suffering #death loses #usda #permit" Exhibit 20, Bates pg I

I 080. "#!Truth_2015 supports #amandalollar who commits #animalcruelty per #usda #veterinarian" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 2
I 081. "74% of dead dying #bats at #batworld test positive for #rabies #rabid
http://marycummins. typepad.com/blog/20 14/07/amanda-lollar-bat-world-sanctuary-rabies-rabid-bats-in-texas.html ... "
Exhibit 20, Bates pg 2
I 082. "#amandalollar #batworld commit #perjury #lie about lack of#education
http://www.marycummins.com/amanda_Iollar_bat_world_sanctuary_no_education. pdf ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 2
I 083. "#amandalollar #batworld #operates on conscious #bat no #pain #relief#bat and #baby #die
https://www.youtube.com/watch?vot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 3
I 084. "#amandalollar #batworld connnits #animalcruelty causes bats #pain #suffering #death
https://www.youtube.com/watch?vot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 3
I 085. "# amandalollar #batworld lose #usda permit they stated she caused #bats #pain #suffering #death
http://www.marycummins.com/amanda_Iollar_bat_world_sactuary_usda_cancelled. pdf ... "' Exhibit 20, Bates pg 3
I 086. "#amandalollar #batworld #rabies filth found at #batworldsanctuary
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2011/06/15/18681982.php ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 3
1087. "#amandalollar #batworld are not experts states #tpwd
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2013/03/10/18733386.php ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 3
1088. "#photos of#filth at#batworld #batworldsanctuaty in #texas
... http://amandalollarbatworldsanctuarycruelty.blogspot.com/2015/04/photos-of-filth-guano-urine-dead-bats.html ... "
Exhibit 20, Bates pg 3
1089. "Reports of#animalcruelty about #amandalollar at #batworld in #texas
http://animaladvocates.us/atnanda_Iollar_animal_cruelty_at_bat_world_sanctuary/ ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 4
1090. "#amandalollar #batworld commits #animalcruelty#kills #murders #bats in #texas
... https://amandalollarbatworldsanctuary. wordpress.com" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 4
I 091. "25+ years #complaints against #arnandalollar #batworld from #usda #tpwd #health #bldgsafety #neighbors
#citycouncil http://www.animaladvocates.us/batworldlawsuit/ ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 4
1092. "#amandalollar admits she was chased out of town due to complaints of#batworld
http://www.animaladvocates.us/batWorldLawsuit/sanctuary_gutted.pdf ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 4
I 093. "#batworld #amandalollar admit they perform #surgery #csections #amputations on bats when not #veterinariatrs"
Exhibit 20, Bates pg 4

1094. "#batworld #amandalollar admit they perform #surgery #csections #amputations on bats when not #veterinarians"
Exhibit 20, Bates pg 4
1095. "#amandalollar #batworld in trouble with #tpwd again http://www.animaladvocates.us/tpwd_email_concemed.pdf ... "
Exhibit 20, Bates pg 5
1096. "#amandalollar #batworld in trouble with #tpwd again #repimanded
#warnedhttp://www.animaladvocates.us/email_lollar_wrong. pdf' Exhibit 20, Bates pg 5
1096. "#amandalollar #batworld operating w/o #penni! #breeding #bats
http://www.animaladvocates.us/email_lollar_wrong.pdf ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 5
1097. "#photos #pies of#filthy #batworld #dead #dying #bats
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/+MaryCumminsRea!EstateAppraiserAnimalAdvocates/albums/613 590789177 6028673 "
Exhibit 20, Bates pg 5
1098. "#amandalollar #batworld #batcastle a total #failure because she doesn't know what she's doing" Exhibit 20, Bates
pg 5
1099. "#rabid #rabies #bat found at #batworld 74% of#amandalollar #bats have #rabies" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 6
1100. "#amandalollar #batworld #killed this #bat in #texas" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 6
1101. "#amandalollar #batworld #killed this #bat in #texas" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 7
1102. "#rabid #rabies #bat #bites toddler in #texas at #batworld" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 7
1103. "#amandalollar #batworld #kill #bats in #texas lose their #permit" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 7
1104. "#usda #veterinarian stated #amandalollar #batworld cause #pain #suffering #death of#bats" Exhibit 20, Bates pg 7
1105. "#batworld #amandalollar commit #anima1cruelty in #texas #video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 8
1106. "#amandalollar #batworld commit #animalcruelty #kill #murder #bats in #texas video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 20, Bates pg 8
1107. "#amandalollar of#batworld #posting #lies on #video of her #abusing #bats causing #pain #suffering and #death@ 2
am https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg
1108. "#animalcruelty #reports made against #amandalollar of#batworld in #texas
https://marycununins. wordpress.com/20 13/05/07/animal-cruelty-reports-made-about-amanda-lollar-bat-world-sanctuary/ ... ''
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 1
1109. "#amandalollar of#batworld #killed these #bats #pain #suffering #death #usda
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 1
1110. "#proof #amandalollar #batworld lies and #kills #bats #animalcruelty #texas" Exhibit 21, Bates pg I
1111. "#amandalollar of#batworld who #usda #doctor says caused #bats #pain #suffering #death" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 2
1112. "#amandalollar of#batworld performs #surgery on #bat with no #pain relief#animalcruelty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 4

1113. "#amandalollar #batworld #uneducated commits #petjury she has no #ged
... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v~PeSyQSd4WWs

1114. "#amandalollar #batworld commits #perjury on #video she didn't go past eighth grade yet says tenth #uneducated #liar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?rPeSyQSd4WWs ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 4

1115. "#batworld #amandalollar don't have proper #permits #bats not #approved for #exhibit
http://www.animaladvocates.us/amanda_Iollar_reprimanded_by_tpwd.pdf ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 4
1116. "#amandalollar #batworld operating w/o #permit #breeding #bats
http://www.animaladvocates.us/email_lollar_wrong. pdf" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 4
1117. "#amandalollar #batworld in trouble with #tpwd again #repimanded
#warnedhttp://www.animaladvocates.us/email_lollar_wrong. pdf' Exhibit 21, Bates pg 5
1118. "#amandalollar #batworld in trouble with #tpwd again http://www.animaladvocates. us/tpwd_email_concerned. pdf ... "
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 5
1119. "#amandalollar #batworld causes #bats #pain #suffering #death https://www.youtube.com/watch?v48n509HcfHY ... "
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 5
1120. "Why #youcaring allow #fundraiser for #batworld that causes #bats #pain #suffering #death per #usda #veterinarian?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?rt8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 5
1121. "#amandalollar #batworld commits #animalcruelty causes #bats #pain #suffering and #death per #usda
https://www.youtube.com/watch?rt8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 5
1122. "#djohnl932 supports #arnandalollar #batworld who commit #animalcruelty and #kill #bats
https://www.youtube.com/watch?rt8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1123. "#amandalollar #batworld caught on #video #torturing #bats https://www.youtube.com/watch?v~t8n509HcfHY ... "
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1124. "#arnandalollar #batworld loses #usda permit she caused #bats #pain #suffering #death
http://www.marycummins.com/amanda_Iollar_bat_world_sactuary_usda_cancelled. pdf ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1125. "#free #raw #video #graphic #animalabuse #animalcruelty
http://animaladvocates.us/amandalollarbatworldsanctuaryvideo.rnov ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1126. "#video #amandalollar #batworld causing #bats #pain #suffering #death per #usda #veterinarian
http://animaladvocates.us/amandalollarbatworldsanctuaryvideo.rnov ... "Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1127. "#batworld #amandalollar cause #pain #suffering #death to #bats #video
http://animaladvocates.us/batworldanimalcruelty.rnov ... "Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1128. "#amandalollar #batworld admit #citycouncil #historicalsociety #neighbor #complained for years about #smell #filth"
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 6
1129. "#batworld #amandalollar admit they perform #surgery #csections #amputations on bats when not #veterinarians"
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 8
1130. "#batworld in #texas #smells really #bad #foul #health #code #violation #amandalollar" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 9

1131. "#mineralwells #texas #health inspector says #amandalollar #batworld are #health #threat and #smell really bad"
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 9
1132. "#amandalollar admits she was chased out of town due to complaints of#batworld
http://www.animaladvocates.us/batWorldLawsuit/sanctuary_gutted.pdf ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 10
1133. "25+ years #complaints against #amandalollar #batworld from #usda #tpwd #health #bldgsafety #neighbors
#citycouncil http://www.animaladvocates.us/batworldlawsuit! ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 11
1134. "#amandalollar #batworld filing false #court orders with #google which is a #crime " Exhibit 21, Bates pg II
1135. "#amandalollar #batworld commits #animalcruelty #kills #murders #bats in #texas
... https://amandalollarbatworldsanctuary.wordpress.com/" Exhibit 21, Bates pg II
1136. "Reports of#animalcruelty about #amandalollar at #batworld in #texas
http://animaladvocates.us/amanda_lollar_animal_cruelty_at_bat_world_sanctuary/ ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg II
1137. "#amandalollar #batworld reported investigated for #animalcruelty found #guilty of #violations
http://animaladvocates.us/amanda_Iollar_animal_cruelty_at_bat_world_sanctuary/ ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 12
1138. "#amandalollar of#batworld #kills #bats in #texas #usda #doctor calls it #animalcruelty" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 13
1139. "#arnandalollar of#batworld admits #usda #email is real based on real #video of her killing bats" Exhibit 21, Bates
pg 14
1140. "#amandalollar admits under #oath #video of her #killing #bats is of her and real" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 15
1141. "#amandalollar of#batworld admits #email from #usda where #dr stated she caused #pain #suffering #death is real"
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 15
1142. "#reports of #animalcruelty at #batworld #batworldsanctuary #fair #privileged #reports
http://animaladvocates.us/amanda_Iollar_animal_cruelty_at_bat_world_sanctuary/ ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 17
1143. "#batworld documents showing years of#abuse of#bats http://www.animaladvocates.us/batworldlawsuit! ... " Exhibit
21, Bates pg 18
1144. "#usda #veterinarian stated #amandalollar of #batworld caused #pain #suffering #death #animalcruelty lose #pennit"
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 18
1145. "#amandalollar #batworld #kill this #baby also at #batworldsanctuary in #texas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 20
1146. "#batworld #batworldsanctuary #killed this #bat #baby https://www.youtube.com/watch?;=t8n509HcfHY" Exhibit
21, Bates pg 2
1147. "#usda #veterinarian states #amandalollar caused #pain #suffering #death #animalcruelty against #bats in #texas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?;=t8n509HcfHY ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 2
1148. "#photos of #filth at #batworld #batworldsanctuary in #texas
... http://amandalollarbatworldsanctuarycruelty. blogspot.com/20 15/04/photos-of-filth-guano-urine-dead-bats.html ... "
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 22

1149. "#rabid #rabies #batworld #bat bites toddler in #texas" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 23
1150. "#batworld #amandalollar lost #usda permit #animalcruelty #murder #pain #suffering" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 24
1151. "#amandalollar #batworld are not experts states #tpwd https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2013/03/I0/18733386.php
... " Exhibit2l,Batespg25
1152. "#amandalollar #batworld #rabies filth found at #batworldsanctuary
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2011/06/15/18681982.php ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 25
1153. "#amandalollar #batworld commits #animalcruelty against bats
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2013/02/21/18732538.php ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 25
1154. "#usda #veterinarian stated #amandalollar of #batworldsanctuary caused #bats #pain #suffering and #death" Exhibit
21, Bates pg 26
1155. "#texas #court ruled I can legally post this video of#amandalollar #batworldsanctuary #murdering #bat
https://www.indybay.org/uploads/2011/05/09/amanda-lollar-bat-world-sanctuary.mp4 ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 26
1156. "I can legally post this video of#amandalollar #batworldsanctuary committing #animal cruelty
https://www.indybay.org/uploads/2011/05/09/amanda-lollar-bat-world-sanctuary.mp4 ... " Exhibit 21, Bates pg 27
1157. "#rabies #alert #palopinto #county #texas #batworld #bats test positive for #rabies #toddler" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 28
1158. "#public at #batworld need #rabies #vaccination due to #rabid #bats w/ #rabies #parkercounty#texas #healthdept alert"
Exhibit 21, Bates pg 29
1159. "74% of#bats at #batworld have #rabies are #rabid #amandalollar #texas" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 30
1160. "#amandalollar #batworld test #positive #bats #rabies #rabid" Exhibit 21,Bates pg 31
1170. "#bats at #batworld #rabies #rabid #bite #toddler test #positive" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 32

1171. "#amandalollar #batworld #kill #bats in #texas" Exhibit 21, Bates pg 33
1172. "Bat World Sanctuary allows animals to breed in their facility when they have no breeding permit, never had a
breeding permit and are specifically not allowed to breed animals as per their rehab permit." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 1
1173. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary brags in her book, newsletter, website that yes, she allows animals to breed in
the facility". ." Exhibit 22, Bates pg I
1174. "She brags she has the ONLY captive breeding colony of bats in the world". ." Exhibit 22, Bates pg I
1175. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is extremely jealous of me" ." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 1
1176. "Amanda Lollar freezes bats to death which is animal cruelty" ." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 1
1177. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is extremely jealous of me" Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3
1178. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is not just severely mentally ill and delusional." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3
1179. "Amanda Lollar is the one who photoshopped semen on a photo of my face". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3

1180. 11 1 never stated I "masturbate in fi·ont of my cat." That is the craziest thing I've ever heard. Again, she has to say some
sick sexual thing about me". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3

1181. "Amanda Lollar now has two police reports against her for real crimes". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3
"She is the author of a poorly written children's book, her very poorly written 1994 manual which is full of inhumane advice
and a book about bats in the kitchen." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3
1182. "The rest she plagiarized or someone else actually wrote them". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 3
1183; "She was not "given the title of the Jane Goodall of bats." Jane Goodall did not murder and torture bats". Exhibit 22,
Bates pg 4
1184. "She didn't create an avenue to help cyberstalkers. She is the cyberstalker." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 4
1185. "She follows me around the entire Internet Googling me many times a day so she can post a nasty comment any time
someone mentions my name". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 4

1186. "She pretends to be me and posts crap online". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 4
1187. "She hired a man to follow, trespass then assault me". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 4
1188. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, jealous and mentally ill" Exhibit 22, Bates pg 4
1189. "That is how I was forced to wash, dry Amanda Lollar's bras(?) and underwear". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1190. "This is how I know that she's an A which is why she's so obsessed with my breasts. She can't stop talking about them
or making collages of them". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1191. "Plus, we were washing lice, mite, feces, urine covered bat laundry. 1 wouldn't want to put my underwear in there but
Amanda Lollar does. All! can say is "disgusting!" Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1192. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1193. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1194. "She lost her USDA permit. Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 22,
Batespg 5
1195. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1196. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief' Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1197. "Amanda Lollar freezes bats to death which is animal cruelty" Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1198. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freezing an animal to death is illegal and inhumane according to the American
Veterinary Medical Association. Amanda Lollar admitted in trial that she froze bats to death". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1199. "Evidence submitted at trial proved she froze bats to death. " Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1120. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freeze bats to death, inhumane, illegal." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 5
1121. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1122. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6

1123. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1124. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1125. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighlb grade". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1126. "She operates on conscious bats wilbout pain relief' Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1127. "Amanda Lollar wants my gynecological records, Bat World Sanctuary stalker" Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1128. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1129. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1130. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1131. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1132. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighlb grade". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1133. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief'. Exhibit 22, Bates pg 6
1134. "Appellant's reply brief was filed today in the restraining order case I have against Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctuary". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1135. "When we go back to superior court I will be armed to !be teelb with evidence of her extreme harassment,
cyberstalking and defamation. " Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1136. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of !be Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1137. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1138. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1139. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1140. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighlb grade. "Exhibit 22, Bates pg 7
1141. "Bat lady performed surgery on conscious bat who died with baby Wetherford Texas" Exhibit 23 Bates pg 1
1142. "The evil woman in the video who killed this bat and her baby just made false comments in user name "Mary C·
pretending to be me." Exhibit 23 Bates pg I
1143. "This woman lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 23 Bates pg 1
1144. "She was found guilty of violating !be Animal Welfare Act and of causing bats' pain, suffering and death," Exhibit 23
Bates pg 1
1145. "That is !be legal definition of animal cruelty, She has not gone past the 8th grade and is not a veterinarian". Exhibit23
Bates pg I

1146. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 23 Bates pg I
1147. She was also reprimanded by the Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks and Wildlife, Mineral Wells Health Dept, Mineral
Wells Bldg and Safety Dept and other government agencies." Exhibit 23 Bates pg 1
1148. "I received 1,000 pages of complaints against this woman stemming back over 20 years." Exhibit 23 Bates pg 1
1149. "Many people and government agencies have been complaining for so very long." Exhibit 23 Bates pg I
1150. "!just got a RESTRAINING ORDER on Amanda Lollar. She must stay away from me, can't communicate with me,
can't harass or annoy me 11 • Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1
1151. "It's here Restraining order against Amanda Lollar" Exhibit 24 Bates pg I
1152. "Dropped out of 8th grade Toddler bitten by rabid sanctuary bat Operates on conscious bats USDA says "caused bats
pain suffering death" "violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1
1153. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1

1154. "Amanda Lollar continues to cyberstalk me all over the Internet" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1
1155. "Amanda Lollar Google searches me a few times a day. Then she updates her blogs about me for an hour every night."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1

1156. 11 If she sees the name "Mary Cummins" mentioned anywhere, she instantly must get another "anonymous" profile to
post links to her false and defamatory blogs about me." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1
1157. "Amanda Lollar doesn't even check to see if it's the same "Mary Cummins." Exhibit 24 Bates pg I
1158. "Lollar has been attacking a loan agent in Arizona for years now. It's not me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg I
1159. "I told her that Amanda Lollar is most likely mentally ill". Exhibit 24 Bates pg I
1160. "Actually Dylann Roof the mass murderer also dropped out of the ninth grade. He had behavioral issues just like
Amanda Lollar". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1
1161. "Maybe that is why Amanda Lollar committed animal cruelty against this bat.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?\=JJZDLo3Mdt4" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 1
1162. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 2

1163. 11 amanda, amanda lollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, death, lollar, pain, parker county, sufering,
texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 2
1164. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary profiting off of Bat World donations personally" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 2
1165. "Amanda Lollar claims to be training the USDA in 2014. No, she didn't". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 2
1166. "The USDA hates her. She was caught causing bats "pain, suffering and death," "violating the Animal Welfare Act."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 2
1167. "Amanda Lollar also claims to be working with Fish & Wildlife Services to fight White Nose Syndrome. She is not
allowed to help them". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1168. "They stated this specifically because she is not an expert and totally uneducated". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3

1169. "They don't live in it because Amanda Lollar is so uneducated that she didn't know how to build something tbat the
bats would use as a home. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1170. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary committed animal cruelty as per USDA veterinarian" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1171. "USDA veterinarian stated Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated
the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1172. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated the Animal Welfare Act" as
per main USDA veterinarian Dr Laurie Gage". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1173. "Pain, suffering and death" is of course the legal definition of "Animal Cruelty." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1174. "It's also animal abuse and animal neglect". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1175. "The bat had no pain relief. I was instructed to take this video of Amanda Lollar. I thought I would be videotaping the
happy birth of a baby. Instead I witnessed horrific animal cruelty." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1176. "Amanda Lollar stated in court she was performing a "life saving procedure." If so, why doesn't she post this video on
her website and state she saved these bats' lives? She won't because people know it's animal cruelty. They would attack her
for being so evil". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1177. "Many veterinarians have all stated this is animal cruelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1178. "The bat had no pain relief, ouly lube." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1179. "Amanda Lollar instantly started slicing up the bat's vagina". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 3
1180 "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 4
1181. "USDA veterinarian stated Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated
the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 4
1182. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated the Animal Welfare Act" as
per main USDA veterinarian Dr Laurie Gage". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 5
1184. "Pain, suffering and death" is of course the legal definition of"Animal Cruelty." It's also animal abuse and animal
neglect. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 5
1185. "The bat had no pain relief, ouly lube". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 5
1186. "I was instructed to take this video of Amanda Lollar. I thought I would be videotaping the happy birth of a baby.
Instead I witnessed horrific animal cruelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 5
1187. 11 Amanda Lollar stated in court she was performing a "life saving procedure." If so, why doesn't she post this video on
her website and state she saved these bats' lives? She won't because people know it's animal cruelty. They would attack her
for being so evil". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 5

1188. "Many veterinarians have all stated this is animal cruelty." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 5
1189. "For some stupid reason Amanda Lollar thinks all bat moms that are crowning are having a problem delivery." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 6
1190. "Amanda Lollar just likes to pretend to be a vet when she has not gone past the 8th grade. This proves she knows
nothing about veterinary studies or animals". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 6

1191. 11 See mom kick, yell, scream, fight, bite. Then mom passes out from the pain of having her vagina cut numerous times

and her baby ripped out of her body while the umbilicus was still connected. That is when mom convulses and passes out".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 8
1192. "Amanda Lollar is so uneducated and doesn't have the common sense to realize the horribly evil thing she did to this
bat and her baby. https:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot8n509HcfHY" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 6
1193. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, death, killed, Iollar, mineral wells,
murdered, pain, suffering, texas, wetherford" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 6
1194."Amanda Lollar continues to make ney; fake user names to comment about my breasts". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 6
1195. "I've been told by cyberstalking experts that Amanda Lollar is deeply in love with me and jealous at the same time."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 6, 7
1196. "She is extremely interested in my lady parts which means she most likely has lesbian tendencies". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
7
1197. "All Amanda Lollar wants to talk about is my body. She is obsessed with my body and looks". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 7
1198. "I believe she is extremely mentally disturbed". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 7
1199. namanda, amanda lollar, animal cruelty, animal welfare act, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, cancelled, crazy,
death, lesbian, lollar, mentally ill, pain, parker county, permit, randall turner, randy turner, suffering, texas, uneducated, usda"

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 7
1200. "I'm sure the video is as horrific as the one I posted of Amanda Lollar doing an episiotomy", Exhibit 24 Bates pg 7
1201, "Amanda Lollar didn't inject lydocaine, novacaine or anything else. She just used some lube". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 7
1202. "Oh, how I regret that. I had uo idea what Amanda Lollar was going to do to that bat. Amanda Lollar instantly grabbed
the bat, told Jannette to get her still camera and told me to video. Here's the video". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 7
1203. "Amanda Lollar animal cruelty Bat World Sanctuary episiotomy video pain suffering death animal welfare act
violations", Exhibit 24 Bates pg 8
1204. "The experts at the United States Department of Agriculture Animal Welfare Department saw the video, investigated
and stated that this is animal cruelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 8
1205. "Later the bat lady in the video lied and said the video was edited". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 8
1206. "A bat lady tried to perform surgery on this conscious bat with no pain relief who died. Baby also died. USDA
veterinarian stated it was, pain; suffering, death, animal cruelty',. Exhibit 24 Bates pg 8

1207. "Amanda Lollar so obsessed with me, so desperate for attention that she contacts me at 3:00am her time". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 10
1208. "Amanda Lollar knows I have to approve all comments because of the revolting, obscene, false things she posts on my
videos, photos", Exhibit 24 Bates pg 10
1209. "She is still obsessed with me, so badly wants to communicate with me .. ,that she stays up late at night to make
comments on my videos hoping it'll trigger an email alert". Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 0
1210. "In her post Amanda Lollar included a link to yet another shrine built in my honor. Amanda Lollar is incredibly jealous
of me, wants to be me, pretends to be me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 10

1211. "Amanda Lollar has no real fi'iends. Even the board of Bat World told me that. They told me they leave her be in her
cave because she does not get along with people. Pretty obvious. She's never gotten along with people which is why she
dropped out of school at the age of 12 and never went back". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 10
1212. "amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, bat,bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, death, mineral wells, pain,parker, permit,
rabid, rabies, suffering, texas, usda, wetherford" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 11
1213. "Amanda Lollar pretends to be me because she's extremely jealous" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 11
1214. "Amanda Lollar is posting on the Internet as "Mary C." She pretends to be me. She wants to be me". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg 11
1215. "Amanda Lollar states that she did a great procedure in that video even though the main USDA vet Dr Gage said she
caused bats "pain, suffering and death," and "violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 11
1216. "Why then does Amanda Lollar do everything in her power to try to remove the video or make false comments on it?"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 11
1217. "In the current video it's just the video with the USDA letter stating she cased bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit
24 Bates pg II
1218. "Amanda Lollar violates the law and offers slave labor wages to people" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 12, 13
1219. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Bat World Sanctuary labor law violation Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 13
1220. "They do this to skim donations, members, attention, traffic and to help their image". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 14
1221. "Bat World Sanctuary was started in 1994 in Mineral Wells, Texas by Amanda Lollar who has not gone past the eighth
grade. Amanda is the only person on payroll even though she states the organization is all volunteer." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 14
1222. "They spend most of their money on attorney fees". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 14
1223. "They are prohibited from giving tours or showing bats because they have had repeat violations ofthe law and
regulations". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 14
1224. "They are prohibited from giving tours or showing bats because they have had repeat violations of the law and
regulations." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 14
1225. "It's very clear that Amanda Lollar of Bat World is extremely jealous ofBCI. Lollar actually told me June 2010 "I do
all the work and BCI gets all the donations and credit. They don't save ANY bats at all! It's not fair!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15
1226. "Lollar then told me she hoped to get bats with white nose syndrome so she could tell the world and get money."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15
1227. "Lollar is so uneducated that she did not realize that bats that migrate don't get WNS. 99.99% of the bats at Bat World
are migratory Brazilian/Mexican freetail bats. She was needlessly causing them pain for no reason." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15
1228. "I was there when she got a sample back and it was negative. She was very upset and mad." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15
1229. "Bat World attacks ahnost all other bat organizations in the world." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15
1230. "She also attacks Universities, bat researchers, USDA, USDA wardens, City of Mineral Wells, Texas A&M
University ... and other bat rescuers. When I was there she had something to say about every board member, vohmteer,
member of Bat World". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15

1231. "She even attacked every zoo that has bats. She said she's the "only one who knows what she's doing." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 15
1232. "She even ranted to me about her husband being a mooch who drinks too much wine every night". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
15
1233. "Bat World is small petty organization that harms more bats than they help". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 15
1234. "Bat World is basically run by one totally uneducated person who has not gone past the 8th grade". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
15
1235. "If you donate to Bat World Sanctuary, your money will go toward hundreds of hate blogs, legal fees used to harm
innocent people who have reported Lollar to authorities, hate speech in her books, in her website and on Facebook". Exhibit
24 Bates pg 15
1236. "Amanda Lollar and her attorney Randy Turner have truly lost their minds" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 16
1237. "Amanda Lollar continues to stalk me 24 hours a day She's emailed every person in the world who ever heard my
name" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 16
1238. "Amanda Lollar continues to send the same insane email to every person who has ever had anything to do with me. I
received ten today. Who is stalking whom?" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 16
1239. "She emails, posts death threats all over the internet against me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 16
1240. "amanda Iollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, psychotic, stallcer, texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 16
1241. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Bat World Sanctuary evil psychotic animal abuser animal cruelty parker fort worth texas
randy turner" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 16
1242. "The City told her many times to exclude them but she didn't. She instead said her building wasn't infested with the
most common injurious bat in the world". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 17
1243. "They should have obviously forced Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary out when they originally told her to
·
leave in 1999". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 17
1244. "For over 20 years neighbors, city council members, members ofthe historical society ... complained about the horrid
smell and guano all over the place". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 17
1245. "amanda Iollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, brick, building, city, collapse, destruction,guano, health,
historic, mineral wells, mortar, rot, stone, texas,tornado, urine 11 Exhibit 24 Bates pg 19

1246. "Amanda Lollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, 115, ne 1st, ave, mineral wells, texas, 76067, 1899, built, tornado,
collapse, guano, urine, feces, smell, stench, rabies, rabid11 Exhibit 24 Bates pg 19

1247. "Amanda Lollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, 115, ne 1st, ave, mineral wells, texas, 76067, 1899, built, tornado,
collapse, guano, urine, feces, smell, stench, rabies, rabid" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 19
1248. "Amanda Lollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, 115, ne 1st, ave, mineral wells, texas, 76067, 1899, bnilt, tornado,
collapse, guano, urine, feces, smell, stench, rabies, rabid" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 19
1249. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and other violations". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 20
1250. "She was investigated and found to have caused bats "pain, suffering and death," and "violated the Animal Welfare
Act" as per the main USDA veterinarian in posted government documents". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 20

1251. "The Texas Veterinary Board stated she committed "animal cruelty" and is the one who told me to report her." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 20
1252. "Texas Health Department and Texas Parks & Wildlife reprimanded her for other violations oflaw." Exhibit 24 Bates
pg20
1253. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary frivolously sued me for defamation in retaliation for reporting her to
authorities." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 20
1254. "Rabid bats have been found at her facility as per a public article she coauthored". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 20
1255. "I will also be writing a book about how I reported someone for animal cruelty and was in turn frivolously sued for
defamation". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 21
1256. "Our court system is obviously broken for me to lose a defamation case when I posted the absolute tmth about
someone whom the USDA and Texas Veterinary Board agreed committed animal cruelty against bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
21
1257. "I see Amanda Lollar has been libeling and defaming me in the comments as usual". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1258. "So ironic that she claims that I defamed her when I didn't yet she has most certainly defamed me". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg22
1259. 11 Truly evil people to commit fraud upon the court in order to protect someone who commits animal cruelty". Exhibit

24 Bates pg 22
1260. "Nothing will ever change the fact that Amanda Lollar committed animal cruelty and Randy Turner and his wife aid
and abet her cruelty." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1261. "She also can't exhibit bats as she lost her permits" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1262. "She sold the building because the neighbors had been complaining for over 20 years". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1263. "The City told her years before I ever heard of Bat World Sanctuary that she mnst "get the bats out oftowu." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 22
1264. "The stench from the wild sanctuary was unbearable". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1265. "Amanda Lollar got away with it by threatening to sue the city and give it bad press". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1266. "Bat Conservation International told the City that Amanda Lollar lied and should get the bats out of town". Exhibit 24
Batespg 22
1267. "Amanda Lollar does not have a USDA permit and can never get one again because she violated the Animal Welfare
Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1268. "The main USDA vet stated Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1269. "Amanda Lollar cannot have visitors at her new place in Parker County. She can't show the fruit or insectivorous bats.
She most certainly can never show the rehab bats ever". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1270. "All this means that no one will visit Bat World Sanctuary as they legally can't see any bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1271. "Amanda Lollar is very upset by this. Now other bat people won't visit her. She can't let the public in there for sure
without a USDA pennit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22

1272. "She also can't lie and state she has internships, gives classes, teaches hue bat expetis. No real bat expert would
go there". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1273. "One sent a young relative who said Amanda Loiiar is clueless and runs a hmTible "sanctuary." This is how ail real bat
experts feel about Amanda Loiiar". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22
1274. "Amanda Loiiar forged the contract. She even admitted to altering it".

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 22

1275. "Then his client Amanda Loiiar I believe started spanuning him, posting things about him online blaming me". Exhibit
24 Bates pg 23
1276. "Amanda Loiiar continues to attack head of USDA, USDA Texas wardens, Texas Parks Wildlife in conspiracy theory"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 23
1277. "Amanda Loiiar keeps posting on the Internet that email from main vet of USDA to head of USDA about her causing
"pain, suffering, death, violating Animal Welfare Act" is fake". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 23
1278. "Notice she attacks government agencies wiii have investigated and found her guilty ofkiiiing bats, torturing bats and
violation Texas state and federal regulations". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 23
1279. "amanda loiiar, animal abuse,animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat, bat castle, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, donor
fraud, failure, mineral wells, rabid, rabies,sanctuary, texas, uneducated, wetherford, world Exhibit 24 Bates pg 24
11

1280. "It's bad enough that Randy Turner and his client Amanda Loiiar harass, defame, threaten me." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 26
1281. "Amanda Loiiar is the one responsible for the bats being gone. If they died because they couldn't get in the building as
she previously forecast, then Amanda Loiiar is the one who kiiied them". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 28
1282. "The lies Amanda Loiiar says are trnly mind boggling." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1283. "She is supposedly under contract with the city to move 100,000 bats out of the Baker Hotel to her Bat Castle. A total
lie. There is no contract with the city. The city hates her." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1284. "They ran her out of town because people had been complaining about her for 20 years". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1285. "It's illegal for her to move the bats. It's against the law and a sure way to spread rabies." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1286. "No bats are living in her Bat Castle because she is so uneducated that she didn't put crevices in the building for
crevice bats to live". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1287. "Actuaiiy the true bat experts don't believe a word she says. She was laughed at behind her back when she offered to
house 500 white nose syndrome bats at her building. She can't even take care of the ones she has now". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
29
1288. "Looks like I wiii be busy making sure everyone knows about this corruption and Amanda Lollar ofBat World
Sanctuary's animal cruelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1289. "The fact that Amanda Lollar of Bat W~rld Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death," "violated the Animal
Welfare Act," and conunitted animal cruelty while killing bats is now part of the public legal record." Exhibit 24 Bates pg
29
1290. "So is the fact that she's not an expert, can't treat bats with White Nose Syndrome, can't have an assurance colony,
does not have proper permits ... is also patt of the public legal record". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1291. "All of these things were stated by Federal and State government agencies including the USDA and Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29

1292. "Had Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary not sued me, no one would have known about all these horrible things
which Amanda Lollar has done to bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1293. "I would not have had a reason to post my reports online. No one would have known that Amanda Lollar is completely
uneducated". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 29
1294. "Not only that but it turns out Lollar does not have aGED and conunitted petjury and fraud to the court". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 33
1295. "If anything she should be upset that Lollar lied about her education besides everything else". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 34
1296. "What is worse is they are protecting a woman whom the main USDA vet stated caused bats "pain, suffering and
death."
1297. "They say they are animal lovers yet they support a major animal abuser and killer". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 36
1298. "In order to get male judges against me Randy Turner and his client Amanda Lollar made up totally false stories about
me saying I attacked their parents, kids, spouses, judges, the state ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 37
1299. "I supposedly kept stating that Lollar is uneducated. Amanda Lollar admits she is uneducated in trial and depositions".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 38
1300. "Amanda Lollar lied to the court. She didn't finish the ninth grade. She does not have aGED. 1 checked with Texas
GED department. Amanda Lollar committed fraud and perjury upon the court". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 38
1301. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1302. "Amanda Lollar continues to use nonprofit Bat World Sanctuary as her personal piggy bank". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1303. "She had Bat World Sanctuary pay her legal fees for her court case. Court ruled I never harmed Bat World Sanctuary
so they get no court fees. Amanda Lollar owes Bat World money". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1304. "Amanda Lollar was forced by the IRS to restate taxes twice". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1305. "First she took money from Bat World Sanctuary to fix up her personal residence and property. Then she charged Bat
World Sanctuary rent. She also had Bat World pay the other expenses for her building". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1306. "Then she took a $14,000 donation from Bonnie Bradshaw's group and bought a car for herself'. Exhibit 24 Bates pg
40
1307. "She put the car in her name then had Bat World depreciate it". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1308. "Seems the board members also took money from Bat World illegally". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1309. "They had to restate and make up bullshit loans to Bat World when Bat World was raking in the dough by lying and
telling people they save millions of bats and were the victim of a smear campaign". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1310. "Kate Rugroden told me that Amanda Lollar said she could have a big salary if she brought in enough donations to
cover it. She tried to do that but failed". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1311. "She even admitted to amputating bat wings with scissors. She was proud about it". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 40
1312. 11 Below is proof in the form of official government documents received in public information act requests. TPWD

states Amanda Lollar is not an expert, is violating the law, cannot have volw1teers, cannot have exhibit animals, can't exhibit
bats, can't have visitors, can't have an assurance colony, can't have bats with White Nose Syndrome, she is not an expert, she

must defer to BCI who are experts .... http://www.animaladvocates.us/amanda_lollar_cant_move_facility. pdf' Exhibit 24
Bates pg 40
1313. "She also causes bats "pain, suffering and death" which is animal cruelty besides a crime. She "violated the Animal
Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 41
1314. "! am free to talk about Amanda Lollar committing animal cruelty, animal neglect, animal abuse, killing and murdering
mother bats and their babies". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 41
1315. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty neglect abuse murder kill dead dying rabies rabid wetherford
texas mineral wells evil mentally ill pain suffering death" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 41
1316. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty neglect abuse murder kill dead dying rabies rabid wetherford
texas mineral wells" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 41
1317. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty neglect abuse murder kill dead dying rabies rabid wetherford
texas mineral wells evil mentally ill pain suffering death"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 42
1318. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty neglect abuse murder kill dead dying rabies rabid wetherford
texas mineral wells evil mentally ill pain suffering death" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 42
1319. "Here is the Second Court of Appeals in Texas opinion which states I'm free to post about Amanda Lollar and Bat
World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 43
1320. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, animal cruelty, opinion" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 43
1321. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, animal cruelty, opinion" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 43
1322. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, animal cruelty, opinion" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 43
1323. "! will now post the photos, videos and reports to authorities about Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 44
1324. "Below is the video which Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary told me to take of her operating on a conscious bat
with no pain relief. I am legally allowed to post this video as per the court opinion above".
1325. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary lost their permit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1326. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, murder, usda violations" Exhibit 24 Bates pg44
1327. "!have reviewed the UTube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1328. "This is indeed a violation of the AW A (Animal Welfare Act). Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for
the bat with the dystocia." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1329. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized tllis was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have talcen the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1330. "Apologizing in the video to the bat does not solve the problem. This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering
at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much so that it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1331. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44

1332. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical techniques". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1333. "It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a veterinarian." Exhibit 24
Batespg 44
1334. "USDA doctor states Amanda Lollar caused pain, suffering, death, animal cruelty" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1335. "Below is video of Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary causing bats "pain, suffering and death," violating the
"Animal Welfare Act" and killing a bat mother and baby". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 44
1336. "I have reviewed the UTube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1337. "This is indeed a violation ofti1e AWA (Animal Welfare Act). Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for
the bat with the dystocia". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1338. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1339. "Apologizing in the video to the bat does not solve the problem. This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering
at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much sot hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1340. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1341. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical techniques. It is possible the pup could also have survived ifthis case had been properly managed by a veterinarian."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1342. "Pain, suffering, death" is animal cruelty, abuse, neglect, lack of proper care". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1343. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary,
bats, batworld.org, crazy, death, evil, kill, lollar, mineral wells, murder, rabid, rabies, randall, randall turner, randy, randy
turner, sanctuary, texas, turner, uneducated, wetherford, world11 Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1344. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death, violated the animal welfare act" per
the main USDA doctor, veterinarian". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1345. "She lost her permit" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1346. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary committing animal cruelty, murder on video" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1347. "Below is video which Amanda Lollar instructed me to take of her trying to perform surgery on a conscious bat with
no pain relief. Mom and baby both died". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1348. "You can see the mom kicking, screaming, bleeding, convulsing then passing out in shock". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1349. "The main USDA vet stated that Amanda Lollar caused "bats pain, suffering and death." She "violated the Animal
Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 45
1350. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats pain, suffering and death". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 46
1351. "She violated the Animal Welfare Act". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 46
1352. "Texas Appeals Court rules I can post video of Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary killing a bat, animal cruelty"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 46

1353. "I am allowed to post photos and videos of Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary committing animal cruelty,
murdering bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 46
1354. "Amanda Lollar sued me to keep me from posting this video she told me to take of herself'. Exhibit 24 Bates pg 46
1355. "In this video she slowly, painfully murders a mom bat and her baby. Mom bat had no pain relief'. Exhibit 24 Bates
pg46
1356. "Notice mom bat bite, kick, scream then pass out in shock and die while her baby is ripped out of her". Exhibit 24
Batespg 46
1357. "Here is the video which Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary told me to take of her operating on a conscious bat
with no pain relief." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1358. "Dr Laurie Gage of the USDA saw the video above and reported this to the head of the USDA. Amanda Lollar, Bat
World Sanctuary lost their permit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1359. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, animal cruelty, murder, usda violations" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1360. "I have reviewed the UTube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1361. "This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act). Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for
the bat with the dystocia". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1362. "It would be one thing if she were ouly assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1363. "Apologizing in the video to the bat does not solve the problem. This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering
at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much sot hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure No anesthesia was given to the

bat and no pain management was offered". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1364. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical techniques". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 47
1365. "It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a veterinarian." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 47
1366. "Amanda Lollar personally responsible for rabid bat biting a toddler on the cheek. Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 24
Bates pg 47
1367. "1999 in the building directly adjacent a toddler was bit on the cheek by a baby bat which tested positive for rabies. As
Amanda Lollar's "breeding colony" ofMexican free tail bats were in the adjacent building that is where the bat came from".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 48
1368. "Amanda Lollar is personally responsible for almost killing a child". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 48
1369. "If the child had gotten rabies, the mother and others would have most likely been infected". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 48
1370. "Amada Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary personally responsible for rabid bat biting a toddler" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 48
1371. "After the toddler was bitten by Amanda Lollar's rabid bat the mother filed a complaint". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 48
13 72. "Amanda Lollar then suckered another clueless attorney who sent a letter to the eity threatening to sue them if they
didn't ignore the complaint." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 48
1373. "Amanda Lollar then decided to forge some more documents". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49

1374. "Amanda Lollar lied again to city officials". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1375. "Finally the City and County health inspectors contact Bat Conservation International (BCI). BCI told the City to tell
Amanda Lollar to exclude and deter the bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1376. "Imagine someone leaves holes in their buildings and allows mice, rats, roaches to infest it. That is exactly what
Amanda Lollar did". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1377. "amanda Iollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, high point, mineral wells, parker county, rabid, rabies, texas,
wetherford" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1378. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary rabid bat bites a toddler" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1379. "Amanda Lollar continues to commit animal cruelty, amputating parts of dogs in Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1380. "Debarking, softbarking of dogs has been deemed animal cruelty, surgical mutilation. Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctuary debarked ALL her dogs". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1381. "Her dogs were of many different breeds. She debarked them all". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1382. "She has to take ALL her dogs to the groomer to be bathed, groomed and have their nails trinrmed. This means she
severely injured and traumatized all of them trying to trim their coats, demat and trim their nails". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1383. "EVERY SINGLE ONE OF HER DOGS must go to the groomers and some even sedated. They have to tie up her
dogs, muzzle them just to 'groom. Amanda Lollar really effed up these dogs by mutilating them". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 49
1384. "Amanda Lollar debarked all of her dogs, inhumane, cruel, unnecessary, shows she hates animals" Exhibit 24 Bates pg
50
1385. "Amanda Lollar does not walk her dog. She lets them piss and shit in her house and the sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg50
1386. "She told me if a bat hits the ground her dogs will instantly kill and eat it". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1387. "Amanda Lollar also doesn't give proper veterinary care to her animals". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1388. "Instead of taking her bats to the vet she just lets them die or kills them herself with Isoflurane and experiments".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1389. "She let her old dog have a mouth full of infected teeth and gums". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1390. "Her vet told her dog needed treatment. She declined. Later she told her vet to euth the dog". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1391. "Vet said the dog looked fine and shouldn't be euth'd." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1392. "Lollar then took the dog back to the vet and demanded that she be euth'd". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1393. "Vet killed her dog for her. What a horrible person Amanda Lollar is". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 50
1394. "Amanda Lollar stole her mother, father, brother's property out from under them" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1395. "I believe Amanda Lollar is a long time thief. Seems the only money she's made in her life is from robbing her mother,
father and brother blind". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1396. "Immediately before mom dies somehow mom's furniture property is given to Amanda Lollar for $10. Her brother and
father supposedly just sign off on this". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51

1397. "Luther didn't trust Amanda to be the power of attomey!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1398. "In 2008 out of the blue when Luther is already in a home with advanced Parkinson's he suddenly revokes power of
attomey to Michael and gives it to Amanda only. His signature looks exactly like Amanda's and not like any of his original
signatures". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1399. "Amanda then takes every piece of property they have for $10". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1400. "Oddly enough Luther Lollar who was in a home with advanced parkinson's and can't even write or feed himself yet
he signed his name. His signature is IDENTICAL to Amanda Lollar's."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1401. "What a thief. She needs to be in prison. I wish I uncovered this before her brother died". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1402. "No wonder Amanda Lorraine Lollar forges so many documents. She's used to forging documents and getting away
with it for years". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1403. "She even had two accomplices to convince a notary that her dad signed something when he was unable to hold a pen,
write, feed himself or even talk. What a thief!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1404. "Makes me wonder if she caused her mother and father to die more quickly so she could get their money and property.
All of her dad's mail went to her p.o. box, not to him". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1405. "amanda lorraine Iollar, criminal, forgery, fraud, gladys lorraine kurtz, grand theft, liar, luther stanley Iollar, mineral
wells, oak, perjury, prison, texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1406. "Amanda Lollar commits tax, donor fraud AGAIN!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1407. "Amanda Lollar steals from charity" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1408. "In 2011 Bat World got a donation from Bonnie's group for $14,000. Few days later Amanda Lollar is driving a 2011
car". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1409. "I asked her who owns that car. She said Bat World Sanctuary. Total lie! Amanda Lollar bought the car with Bat World
Sanctuary's funds then put it in her personal name". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1410. "So far Bat World has had to restate taxes three times because of all the lies they have been caught in". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 51
1411. All members of the board of directors are guilty along with their partuers such as Randy Turner attorney at law".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1412. "Bat World Sanctuary is depreciating a car they say they own but they don't. It's owned by Amanda Lollar who is
stealing from the nonprofit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 51
1413. "Bat World Sanctuary or should I say the stupid idiots who give money to Amanda Lollar so she can use it to tortme
bats to death". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1414. "The entire board of directors is on the hook for donor fraud, theft and tax evasion". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1415. "She's used Bat World as her own personal piggy banlc She has never had a paying job ever. She's never made a
penny in her life". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1416. "She has always lived off mommy and daddy even living with them as a full grown 50 year old adult". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 52

1417. "When she was married at 16 she lived with her husband for a few months until he kicked her out". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg52
1418. "amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat world, bat world sanctuary, donor fraud, fraud, jail,
larry crittenden, mentally ill, mineral wells, mooch, prison, rabid, rabies, texas, theft, wetherford" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1419. "It's owned by Amanda Lollar who is stealing from the nonprofit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1420. "Amanda Lollar was either in juvenile hall or a mental institution from 13 16 years of age" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1421. "He was in school when Amanda Lollar was in an institution or incarcerated in juvenile hall". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1422. "Amanda Lollar did not even get aGED. Amanda Lollar lies about getting aGED". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1423. "She said she got it at age 15. Funny, they don't let you take the test until18. Another big lie." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1424. "I would bet Amanda Lollar stole all their money". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1425. "Amanda Lollar said she sold all her possessions including "her" furniture store to start Bat World. Amanda Lollar had
no possessions at all. She lived with her mommy in a tiny room atop the furniture store." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1426. "As soon as her mom died Amanda Lollar sold all ofher MOTHER'S property because she was too lazy and didn't
know how to run a furniture store". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1427. "Amanda Lollar would rather play with bats making them a bat doll house with ramps so they cpuld drop their
wingless, legless bodies around after she'd cut off their wings, legs, feet." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1428. "Bat World "sanctuary" is the equivalent of the movie "Misery." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1429. "Amanda Lollar lops offbats' limbs so they can't leave. This was she had companionship". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1430. "Before her mother was even in the dirt Lollar sold all her mom's property and kept everything for herself''. Exhibit
24 Bates pg 52
1431. "Amanda Lollar then shut down her mother's furniture store and let bats live in there with her. Amanda Lollar then
lived off the money her mother gave her. Amanda Lollar had no job and did not work." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1432. "By then her dad's Parkinson's disease was getting bad. Instead of taking care of her dad at home she tossed him into a
convalescent hospital." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1433. "He lived there until November 2012 when he finally died. Notice this is right after she said she borrowed money from
her dad. Borrowed? Her dad had advanced dementia brought about by Parkinson's. She stole the money is more like it"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1434. "If he can't shower, get dressed, feed himself, how could he do his books and cut her a check? He couldn't. Amanda
·
Lollar took advantage of her father". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1435. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freeze bats to death, inhumane, illegal" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1436. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, fi·eezing an animal to death is illegal and inhumane according to the American
Veterinary Medical Association". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1437. "Amanda Lollar admitted in trial that she froze bats to death. It's even in her first manna!. She tells people to freeze
bats to death" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52

1438. "If it gets too cold, they wake up and try to fly away. Unfortunately they are locked in a sack in the freezer and slowly,
painfully freeze to death. You really have to be pretty stupid to tbink they just go to sleep". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1439. "Evidence submitted at trial proved she froze bats to death". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52
1440. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, freeze bats to death, inhumane, illegal"

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 52

1441. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53
1442. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53
1443. "She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53
1444. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53
1445. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53
1446. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief, BatWorldSanctuary.com" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53
1447. "amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, dead, dying, inhumane, kill,
mineral wells, murder, pain, sanctuary, suffering, texas, wetherford, world" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 53

1448. "Cynthia pm'd me. She told me I should post what happened at Bat World to alert others. Then Cynthia told me a ton
of horrible things about Amanda Lollar and Bat World". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1449. "Cynthia told me she has major social issues. In fact every person who knew Lollar told me the same thing. I just didn't
realize how major her interpersonal issues were 11 • Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54

1450. "Amanda Lollar at that time didn't realize Cynthia was giving me info and telling me to report Amanda Lollar to all the
agencies which I did". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1451. "Then one day I posted about a "welfare check" which I saw mentioned in a police report about Amanda Lollar. The
report stated they looked but couldn't fmd the welfare check. I posted that". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1452. "Cynthia told me she feared Amanda Lollar because she's been attacking someone or another for the past 20 years".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1453. "Cynthia told me how mean, nasty, crazy Amanda Lollar could be and had indeed been". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1454. "Amanda Lollar then forged the head ofUSDA's email saying Lollar was cleared of all wrongdoing". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 54
1455. "No, she wasn't. I in fact emailed the head of USDA Lollar's forged email which she says he wrote". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg54
1456. "He said he didn't write it. That email does not exist. Lollar caught forging the head ofUSDA's official
communications". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1457. "For someone to go to that extreme shows you how crazy she truly is". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1458. "The main thing is that she thinks Amanda Lollar is completely crazy and off her rocker. She also talked about her
being totally uneducated and being obsessed with certain people. She also said she's jealous of people who are educated".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54

1459. "Amanda Lollar killed most of her sanctuary bats and wild bats in Mineral Wells, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1460. "That's because she kept illegally trapping them and moving them a county over to her infamous "bat castle" which
rats won't even live in". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1461. "Amanda Lollar moved rabid bats across the county line which is illegal" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1462. "I guess they all died because of Amanda Lollar not having basic common sense or abiding by the laws". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 54
1463. "I guess she killed those bats as well. I will bet they froze to death in the new bat enclosure". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1464. "Legally she was not allowed to move them. She was told to release them, move to new facility, take in new bats".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1465. "Amanda Lollar violating state health code regulations, TPWD regulations, USDA regulations". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
54
1466. "Amanda Lollar now states she's not doing anything which would need a USDA permit. You need a USDA permit to
keep mammals, exhibit mammals, allow mammals to breed ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1467. "She still told the media that the new sanctuary is so people can come and visit and learn about bats. No one is allowed
·
to come and visit." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1468. "She can't even have interns or volunteers legally unless they can't see, touch bats. No one can touch a bat unless she's
in the room with them". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1469. "Amanda Lollar continues to break the law". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1470. "amanda, amanda Iollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, county, fort worth, kiiier, Iollar, mineral wells,
murderer, no permits, palo pinto, parker county, rabid, rabies, texas, uneducated, usda, wetherford11 Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54

1471. "Amanda Lollar lies about her education AGAIN, bat world sanctuary, bat bats rabies, rabid" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 54
1472. "I finally get it. I believe she's saying she was with child then she either "ended" it or gave it away. By then she was
too embarrassed to go back to school. Instead she got married at 16". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 55
1473. "Amanda Lollar supports Camille Hankins who was convicted of animal cmelty, birds of a feather" Exhibit 24 Bates
pg 55
1474. "Ifl post about someone committing animal cmelty, Amanda Lollar immediately supports and defends the animal
abuser" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 55
1475. "Amanda Lollar supports them, supports animal cmelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 55
1476. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty bat bats, rabid rabies murder kill, texas Exhibit 24 Bates pg 56
1477. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty bat bats, rabid rabies murder kill, texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 56
1478. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary was a member ofBCI, then turned on them" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 56
1479. "She was a member of BCI. Then she was jealous ofBCI and started attacking them". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 56
1480. "Amanda Lollar loses Eagle Rare Life- They didn't want an uneducated animal abusing liar" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57

1481. "Amanda Lollar has a criminal rap sheet". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1482. "Amanda Lollar didn't go past the eighth grade even though she FORGED a yearbook! She later admitted she didn't
go past the eighth grade". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1483. "Amanda Lollar also forged emails with the USDA. She forged an email from the head of the USDA". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 57
1484. "That is a sign of her extreme mental illness". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57

1485. 11 amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, award, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bourbon, eagle rare life, loser, texas, witlller11
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1486. "Amanda Lollar FORGES head of USDA's email to tty to clear herself of charge ofmurderiug bats" Exhibit 24 Bates
pg57
1487. "Amanda Lollar forged the email above." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1488. "Plus that email is iudeed iu Bat World's official file. USDA did fmd AWA violations". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1489."Amanda Lollar caused bats "paiu, sufferiug and death," "violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57

1490. 11 amanda, amanda Iollar, animal welfare act, awa, bat, bats, death, forgery, fraud, killer, liar, Iollar, murder, pain, rabid,
rabies, suffering, texas, totture, uneducated, usda, violations" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1491. "Amanda Lollar taking money from Bat World Sanctuary -fraud, theft" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1492. "Amanda Lollar is just a nasty, mean, obsessed, mentally ill person who loves to stalk, harass and defame me". Exhibit

24 Bates pg 57
1493. "Bat World had to restate their tax returns because they lied and committed fraud". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1494. "Liar, cheat, fraud, theft. Notice she got a new Ford Mustang". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 57
1495. "Amanda Lollar admits the bldg where I was injured was dangerous, falling apart, run down- Bat World Sanctuary"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 58
1496. "Amanda Lollar admits her buildiug was falliug apart and dangerous for occupants." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 58

1497. "Amanda Lollar admits she let the building become dangerous to people, people like me who was iujured iu the
buildiug". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 58

1498. 11 amanda lollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, building, dangerous, rabid, rabies, stupid, uneducated"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59

1499. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, reprimanded many, many times by TPWD" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59

1500. "!don't know why Amanda Lollar and her friends would continue to lie about and defame me, USDA, TPWD, Texas
Health Dept, Texas A & M University, Dr Laurie Gage, my lawyer friends .... and all the many other reputable people".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59

1501. "Amanda Lollar stated that USDA is a liar. Dr Laurie Gage is a liar. ACLU is a liar. Talk about projection." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 59
1502. "Below are more emails which show all the true bat experts reprimanding Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary
over and over. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59

1503. "TPWD states Amanda Lollar is not an expert, doesn't have proper permits, cannot allow her bats to breed, does not
have a permit for the new facility, cannot have an assurance colony, cannot have exhibit bats, cannot treat bats with WNS,

cannot bring bats in from out of state". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59

1504. "Obviously Amanda Lollar has been violating the law for years". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59

1505. "TPWD states Amanda Lollar is not an expert, is violating the law, carmot have volunteers ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 59
1506. 11 batworld.org, criminal, department, dropout, facebook, guilty, license, permit, regulation, reprimand, school, texas,

twpd, uneducated" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 66
1507. "Amanda Lollar, Kim Keister, so original, stalking, harassing, defaming people" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 66
1508. 11 Amanda Lollar started yet another user name posting "her attorney's" false, defamatory link all over the internet
again". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 67
1509. "Time to go back to posting the truth about this person who performs surgery on conscious bats when she hasn't gone
past the eighth grade". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 67
1510. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, bats, cancelled, cruelty, death, killer, Iollar, murder, pain, permit, suffering,
texas, torture, uneducated" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 67
1511. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary caused bats "pain, suffering and death, violated the animal welfare act" per
the main USDA doctor, veterinarian. She lost her permit" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 67
1512. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World lie about legal documents- bats, animal cruelty, murder" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 67
1513. "Lollar is one the stalking people." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 67
1514. 11 amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, killer, murderer, rabid, rabies,

randy turner, texas, torturer" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1515. "The problem is Amanda Lollar lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1516. "They lost their permit. USDA stated they violated the Animal Welfare Act and caused bats "pain, suffering and
death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1517. "Amanda Lollar kills bats and admits it in the book she mainly plagiarized". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1518. "Amanda Lollar drinks alcohol at night, sits in her cave all by herself and types all night long ONLY about me".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1519. 11 She's madly in love with me, obsessed with me, jealous of me, ~ants to be me but can't11 • Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68

1520. "She gets "excited" talking about my breasts and crotch all night. She probably dreams about me, blech! " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 68

1521. "She has no other life besides experimenting on bats and causing them pain, suffering and death". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
68
1522. "Here is the USDA email which Amanda Lollar tells everyone is forged" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1523. "Amanda Lollar has a long history of forging documents". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68
1524. "Because she's not very bright and completely uneducated she's been caught quite a few times." Exhibit 24 Bates pg
68
1525. nanimal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, crazy, cruel, death, evil, inhumane, insane, murder, rabid, rabies,
sanctuary, texas, torture, usda, wildlife amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, attorney, babies,
bailey, bat world, bat" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 68

1526. "Amanda Lollar continues to have psych meltdown, continues to lie about absolutely everything" Exhibit 24 Bates pg
69
1527. "Her permit was CANCELLED by USDA because of violations." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1528. "Her permit was cancelled because Dr Lamie Gage stated Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1529. "Yes, Amanda Lollar intentionally murdered, tortured bats to death". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1530. "Dr Lamie Gage said Amanda Lollar violated the "Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1531. "Dr. Lamie Gage said that is Amanda Lollar took the animals to the veterinarian as she legally must the bats would still
be alive". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1532. "Amanda Lollar has committed gross animal cruelty, abuse and neglect". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1533. "She's violated the state animal cmelty laws. She's violated USDA regulations, Texas Parks & Wildlife, animal
control, health dept .... regulations. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1534. "She's been reprimanded and warned many times over the past 20 years". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1535. "I don't think there is one law which she has followed". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1536. "She has NO permits whatsoever for the fruit bats. She needs a state and local permit for exotic wildlife.
She has no proof of vaccinations for any ofthe bats. She is begging for a major rabies outbreak" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1537. "The worst thing is she NEVER quarantines the animals. We picked up wild bats with symptoms of rabies and she
instantly put them in with the other bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1538. "I think when the bats get rabies she just stuffs them in the freezer then goes gets more bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1539. "When you have a colony of30,000 bats in your house you can kill a 100 a day directly, indirectly and no one would
notice". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1540. "She doesn't send the bodies to health dept as she should". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1541. "Nobody knows how many rabid bats she's had there". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1542. "It's very telling that the one time someone is bitten next door to her sanctuary that one bat was rabid". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 69

1543. "In one project Lollar collected dead and dying bats from her sanctuary. 74% tested positive for rabies". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 69
1544. "That means 74% ofthe bats we picked up fi·om her infected "wild sanctuary" had rabies". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1545. "We held those bats with our bare hands. Lollar never checked our cards". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1546. "We put those bats in with the healthy(?) colony bats. I bet she's had major rabies die offs and just never told
anyone". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1547. "She just threw all the dead bats into the trash like she had us do when I was there". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1548. "Amanda Lollar tells people I forged all those govermnent documents and they shouldn't ask me about it" Exhibit 24
Bates pg 69
1549. They Googled Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary. They saw the govermnent documents which state Amanda
Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering, death," "violated the Animal Welfare Act," "her USDA permit was cancelled by the
USDA." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1550. "He also saw the 20 years worth of complaints, the fact that she's uneducated, is not an expe1t, was reprimanded by
Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks & Wildlife, cannot have bats with white nose syndrome as she is an uneducated untalented
nonexpert, cannot have an assurance colony for the same reason, has no exhibit permits, possesses wildlife illegally ... . 11

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1551. "He decides to ask Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary about this. She states that I forged all of those government
reports and documents! " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1552. "She said she has all her permits. Then she starts ragging on me saying I am a "criminal, have no permits,
uneducated ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1553. "He said he though Amanda Lollar's email sounded crazy. See, people realize Amanda Lollar is crazy and a liar"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 69
1554. "Amanda Lollar on the other hand has a long history offorging documents and getting caught. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
69
1555. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat world, bat world sanctuary, batworld.org,
crazy, death, evil, forgery, fraud, liar, lollar, mineral wells, pain, parker county, permit, rabid, rabies, suffering, texas,

uneducated, usda, wetherford" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1556. "Amanda Lollar drops out of school at age 12, never returns". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1557. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary admits she didn't go past the eighth grade". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1558. "Amanda Lollar left school at age 12 and never returned." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1559. "After this Amanda Lollar got married to Carlton H Mann Jr of Texas at age 16. Then he dumped her within a year in
1971 and she crawled home divorced". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1560. Ama"nda Lollar told me that Carlton H Mann Jr physically and psychologically abused her". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1561. "Amanda Lollar told me the frrst day I met her that her husband Larry Crittenden is a mooch who cheats on her".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1562. "She said she doesn't care that he cheats when he goes to see his kids from a previous woman." Exhibit 24 Bates pg
70

1563. "She said she hates his kids and in fact all kids. That's why she never joins him plus she prefers being by herself".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1564. "She also said she hates men and can't wait to kick Larry to the curb and divorce him". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1565. "She told me she never wants to be with a man again and in fact had a hysterectomy". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1566. "Based on Amanda Lollar's obsessed infatuation with me I now think she must be a homosexual". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg 70
1567. "Amanda Lollar has made over 400 websites, blogs in my name because she's in love with me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
70
1568. "How revolting and disgusting for 60 year old Amanda Lollar to be so obsessed with me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1569. "It's bad enough that she is a mentally ill uneducated unsocialized stalker with a criminal history". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
70
1570. "Soon we will have proof of what she did and didn't do from age 12 to 18. Mental institution, hospital, home for
unwed mothers, junvenile hall, jail, prison, drug addict, runaway, prostitute ... ? Soon we will know. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1571. "Her father and mother must have been so embarrassed for their daughter to have dropped out of school at age 12 to
never return". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1572. "Instead their daughter never had a job, lived off mom and dad's hard work, made a cave for herself and just played
with and mutilated bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1573. "Notice when they died they left everything to Amanda because they knew she couldn't take care of herself'. Exhibit
24 Bates pg 70
1574. "In fact mom died first so Amanda was left in charge of her very elderly and totally out of it dad in an old folk's home.
Amanda was using his money while he was still alive. Amanda took advantage of her senile father and took his
money". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1575. "No wonder Amanda Lollar is so mean to everyone she meets. She spoke poorly of every single person she knew when
I was in Texas". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1576. "She put down her entire board of directors, every person with BCI, all her volunteers, her employee, husband, true bat
experts, every other bat rehabber in the entire world, every bat rescue group, Fish & Wildlife, USDA, TPWD, all the "fat
people" in Texas ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1577. "There are no photos of Amanda Lollar as a kid. I'm sure the reason is because her parents didn't want to take any
photos of her because of her many problems." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1578. "Lollar also states I'm 60 when she is 60. I'm 49. Lollar also says I'm uneducated when I graduated from
high school, went to college, grad school, real estate schools, police academies, humane academies, humane society
classes ..... and she never went past the eighth grade, never got her GED, never weiit to high school or ever took any class

ever again. Truly totally uneducated. What a pathetic individual". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70
1579. "No wonder she is so mad at the world and takes it out by hacking bats to death, cutting off their wings with scissors,
trying to mend their broken bones with crazy glue, throwing them in the freezer alive to freeze to death in pain and agony".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 70

1580. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, animal neglect, city, cool, coWlty, crazy, cyberstalker, dropout,
evil, fort worth, Iollar, mineral wells, palo pinto, parker, stalker, tarrant, texas, truant, uneducated, wetherford" Exhibit 24

Batespg 70
1581. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary lied about a great animal guardian and filed false govermnent complaints to
USDA, Governor of Arizona, USDA, city, county, Fish and Game." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1582. "Amanda Lollar made a petition and suckered 2,000 people into believing her totally false accusations about someone".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1583. "Why did Amanda Lollar do this? Because Amanda Lollar was jealous that she, Amanda Lollar lost her USDA permit
because she caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Amanda Lollar lost her permit in 2011." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1584. "She lies all the time about everything. For instance she tells people the USDA documents about her causing pain
suffer and death to animals are fake". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1585. 11 abuse, amanda, amanda Iollar, animal, animal cruelty, bat world, bat world sanctuary, cool, death, Iollar,
mineral wells, neglect, pain, palo pinto coWlty, parker county, permit, suffering, texas, torture, usda, wetherford 11

Exhibit 24

Bates pg 71
1586. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary kill bats, lose their USDA permit, reprimanded by Health Dept, Texas Parks
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71

& Wildlife"

1587. "Bat World Sanctuary, Amanda Lollar lost USDA permit. Violations found. Dead bats".

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71

1588. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and violations of the Animal Welfare Act"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1589. "I gave them a video of Amanda Lollar cutting into a bat with scissors".

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71

1590. "After viewing the video a veterinarian for USDA stated that Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1591. "I have reviewed the UTube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71

1592. "This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act). Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for
the bat with the dystocia". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71

1593. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1594. "Apologizing in the video to the bat does not solve the problem. This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering
at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much sot hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1595. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered".

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71

1596. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup deliv<;red using proper
surgical techniques". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 71
1597. It is possible the pup could also have survived ifthis case had been properly managed by a veterinarian."
Bates pg 71

Exhibit 24

1598. "USDA then called up Amanda Lollar and told her, her permit was cancelled."

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72

1599. "Below is a screen capture of the result of a search for Bat World Sanctuary's USDA pe1mit. It was cancelled March
2012". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1600. "Randy Turner tried to cover up his client's animal cruelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1601. "As Bat World already lost their permit, the investigation was over". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1602. "Randy Turner then told Amanda Lollar to ask the USDA and TPWD for a letter stating she was "cleared of all wrong
doing." They refused". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1603. "Amanda Lollar decided to lie and state she was cleared of all charges when she clearly was not". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
72
1604. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with their Texas Parks & Wildlife Department permit".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1605. "Here is a letter from TPWD to Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary stating she is not a bat expert, she cannot have an
assurance colony, she can't treat bats with White Nose Syndrome, she cannot exhibit bats, she does not have an exhibit
permit, her bats are not approved, she must defer to true bat experts Bat Conservation International and Fish & Wildlife".

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1606. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with the Texas Health Department. People complained. I
was not the only one". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1607. "They give Amanda Lollar specific instructions to follow and she has not followed them. She still lets people touch
bats without gloves even when they have no rabies preexposure vaccinations". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1608. "I reported Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the Animal
Welfare Act, violations of TPWD regulations and violations of the Health code". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 72
1609. "On the other hand Amanda Lollar has forged quite a few documents like the fake agreement in Talking Talons
lawsuit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73

1610. "She was caught and had to pay them money". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73
1611. "The video I took of her murdering, killing, torturing a bat to death was not altered". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73
1612. "Amanda Lollar lies and says the bat didn't die. Yes, it did". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73
1613. "She states she's "educated" when she dropped out of the eighth grade at age 12". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73
1614. "I think she was in a mental institution or in juvenile hall for some crime." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73
1615. "amanda, amanda Iollar, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, cool, crazy, death, fort worth, kill, liar, Iollar,
mentally ill, mineral wells, mm·der, palo pinto county, parker county, rabid, rabies, sanctuary, texas, torture, weatherfordn

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73
1616. 11 Amanda Lollar operates on conscious bat, no pain relief, animal, cruelty, abuse, no education, mentally ill, mineral

wells, texas, fort worth, client, randy turner, randall turner, randy, randall, turner, bat, bat world sanctuary, bat world,
sanctuary, rabies, rabid, dead, kill, murder" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73

1617. "Amanda Lollarlost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 73

1618. "Amanda Lollar spent an hour last night updating all of her ihatemary, actually I mean her iLOVEmary websites".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1619. "For someone to make 400 blogs, websites devoted to me crazy Amanda Lollar is obviously my number one fan".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1620. "Not only that but she will never win that contest. Even if she were to get the most votes she won't win because they
do a background check. If they see anything negative anywhere, like losing her USDA permit, kill bats, operating on
conscious bats with no pain relief, multiple lawsuits, warnings and reprimands from Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks &
Wildlife, City of Mineral Wells, 20 years worth of complaints against her ... they won't give her the award". Exhibit 24
Batespg 74
1621. "She's been begging people for an entire year to vote for her. Now everyone will see what a loser she is when she
loses". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1622. "She goes ever farther off a cliff and states she's educated, I'm uneducated. She didn't go past the eighth grade. I went
to high school, college, graduate school". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1623. "This is not the frrst time she's nominated herselffor awards which she lost". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1624. "Everything she wrote in this story is totally false. She plagiarizes books. She doesn't write them except maybe the
children's book". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1625. "She also lied like crazy in her false story about herself. Do you think Eagle Rare wants to give an award to someone
who caused bats "pain, suffering and death" as per USDA doctor? Of course not!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1626. "USDA vet also stated Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1627. "She also committed perjmy, is in contempt of court orders, threatens to kill people, kills bats ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
74
1628. "Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary lies about her address to hide from the law" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74

1629. "She doesn't want people to go to her place to inspect and see her filthy, illegal conditions". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 74
1630. "Guess who has a criminal record? Amanda Lollar AND Larry Crittenden" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75

1631. "Both Amanda Lollar and Larry Crittenden have criminal records". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
1632. "They're both also very nasty and juvenile individuals. They love to call me racist, nasty, misogynist names". Exhibit
24 Bates pg 75
1633. "Larry Crittenden pled nolo contendere which is basically guilty. Two criminals living together". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
75
1634. "I wonder if Larry helpswith the operations Amanda performs on conscious bats with no pain relief? I will see if she
gives him credit for taking part in that 1nisery". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
1635. "Amanda Lollar has huge mechanic lien on Bat World property for $245,000" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
1636. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary just got a mechanic lien thrown on Bat World Sanctuary property for not
paying $245,000 in construction costs to Santibanez Construction" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75

1637. "She also gave two Bat World properties to two individuals for $10. She's giving away the assets of Bat World
Sanctuary. She bought the land and double wide old trailer for $75K. In that transaction she bought it then sold it to Bat
World for a higher amount." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
1638. "She's making money, stealing? from Bat World left and right." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
1639. "I bet she's lying about that fundraising." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
1640. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal abuse, animal cruelty, bat, bat world, bat world sanctuary, bats, ebola, Iollar, rabid,
rabies" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 75
I 64 I. "Posted in amanda, amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, bat world, bat world sanctuary, Iollar, texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 76
1642. "Bat World Sanctuary is paying Amanda Lollar's legal fees. Amanda Lollar has no job. She lives off of Bat World".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 76
1643. "She continues to lie, defame, harass, cyberstalk, stalk, pay people to follow me, stalk me ... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 76
1644. "It really is pathetic but then Amanda Lollar is severely mentally ill. She's had a complete mental breakdown".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 76
1645. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, not an expert, lost her USDA permit, commits animal cruelty against
bats" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 76
I 646. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, not an expert, lost her USDA permit, commits animal cruelty against
bats, in her failed "Bat Castle" which she uses as storage, all by herself' Exhibit 24 Bates pg 77
I 647. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Texas, not an expert, lost her USDA permit, commits animal cruelty against
bats" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 77
I 648. "Amanda Lollar gets drunk at night and posts about me over and over and over. Amanda Lollar is an bsessed
cyberstalker" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 77
1649. "When I was at Bat World Amanda Lollar the President got drunk every night on beer." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 77
1650. "I saw her drink at least two while she sat in her cave watching DVDs by herself'. Exhibit 24 Bates pg 77
1651. "She would drink more after I went to sleep". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 77
1652. "Amanda Lollar violates wildlife rehabilitation regulations, Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 78
1653. "As per Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary's wildlife rehabilitation permit she must abide by the regulations set
forth in the minimum wildlife rehabilitation guidelines. She does not". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 78
1654. "Because of Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary showing her fruit bats in a pet like manner she has caused people
to buy them as pets". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 78
1655. "She is causing more harm to fruit bats than good". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 78
1656. "Amanda Lollar stands in her vacant and failed "Bat Castle." She kept trapping bats in Mineral Wells, Texas and drove
them to Parker County, Texas to release in the castle". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1657. "Actually she probably caused many mother bats to miscarry". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1658. "She also most likely spread rabies to Parker County". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79

1659. "74% of Bat World's dead and dying bats have tested positive for rabies". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1660. "Amanda Lollar was told in email by Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept to NOT move the bats but she did it anyway".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1661. "Amanda Lollar wastes donations on her personal legal bills, this worthless "castle" and her new sanctuary". Exhibit

24 Bates pg 79
1662. "She's also now taking a salary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1663. "In her website she talks about having interns again. Texas Parks & Wildlife told her she is not allowed to have
interns". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1664. "She cannot give tours like she is doing here. She cannot let members of the public view bats. She can't let them touch
bats especially with their bare hands. This member ofthe public reporter got a tour and touched the bats with his bare hands".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1665. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79
1666. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 79
1667. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department".

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79

1668. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 79

1669. "Amanda Lollar stands in her vacant and failed "Bat Castle." She kept trapping bats in Mineral Wells, Texas and drove
them to Parker County, Texas to release in the castle." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1670. "Amanda Lollar told people she was "training" the bats. Actually she probably caused many mother bats to miscarry".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1671. "She also most likely spread rabies to Parker County". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1672. "74% of Bat World's dead and dying bats have tested positive for rabies". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1673. "Amanda Lollar was told in email by Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept to NOT move the bats but she did it anyway".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1674. "Amanda Lollar wastes donations on her personal legal bills, this worthless "castle" and her new sanctuary". Exhibit
24 Bates pg 80
1675. "In her website she talks about having interns again. Texas Parks & Wildlife told her she is not allowed to have
interns". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
"1676. She cannot give tours like she is doing here. She cannot let members of the public view bats. She can't let them touch
bats especially with their bare hands. This member of the public reporter got a tour and touched the bats with his bare hands".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80

1677. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1678. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." She lost her USDA permit". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 80
1679. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1680. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 80
1681. "And she has stated under oath that she has not gone past the 9th grade (actually 8th), that she is not a veterinarian, yet
she performs surgery on bats, surgery sometimes on conscious bats". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1682. "She even stated that she taught herself how to perform surgery on bats, how to amputate wings". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
81
1683. "She stated that sometimes when she uses anesthesia she doesn't use it properly or legally and sometimes the bats die".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1684. "Now, people have been complaining about Ms. Lollar for about 18 years, ever since she started". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
81
1685. "In her first manual in 1994, she recommended freezing bats to death, which is not just illegal but is also inhumane and
animal cruelty". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1686. "And also for the past 18 years the Health Department of the City of Mineral Wells and other people in Mineral Wells
have been complaining about her buildings". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1687. "They have been complaining about the- about the smell and the accumulation of guano". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1688. "In fact, back in 1999 a rabid bat directly next door to Ms. Lollar's sanctuary bit a toddler on the cheek and that toddler
had to go- the bat tested positive for rabies and the toddler and had to be- go through a string of injections". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 81
1689. "She also left the internship early in disgust because of what she witnessed". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1690. "She was bitten by mites and lice and ended np making some complaints with the Health Department". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 81
1691. "Now, I was invited to be an intern at Bat World Sanctuary in 2010, and I witnessed her using drugs improperly".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1692. "! found a one wing bat that had died under her desk. It had been dead a couple of days at least". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
81
1693. "Legally we must check every bat, every animal every day. She obviously had failed to do so". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1694. "!saw a severely malnourished Pallid bat. It was shaking and it crawled out of its roost to beg for food and I gave it
food 11 •
1695. "I noticed that she had all of the dogs debarked". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1696. "They have also libeled and defamed me calling rue a convicted felon, a convicted criminal". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81

1697. "They have stated I have sabotaged doctors. I was convicted offorgery and theft. They have libeled me all over the
Internet, to my family, to my friends, to my colleagues, to anyone who would listen". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1698. "Now, they intentionally libeled me to the govermnent agencies in the hope that they would disregard my complaints".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1699. "Now, while plaintiffs' lawyer tried to say that they received a clean bill of health, that is not the truth. The agencies
did investigate and they did find problems". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1670. "They were not cleared of all charges. In fact, the Health Department for the State of Texas gave them a long laundry
list of regulations and instructions that they have to file, changes they have to make". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1671. "I have got a stack of complaints from individuals for the past 18 years that have been complaining". Exhibit 24 Bates
pg 81
1672. "The Health Department for the City of Mineral Wells has been complaining for years, so has the City Manager".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1673. "And even just recently, inJune of2011, there were more complaints". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1674. "This is after my complaints. More complaints about the smell of guano and guano all over the streets". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 81
1675. "Well, she fmally sold her building or sold- transferred it in December and the new owner in January had to gut the
entire the building. That's how bad the condition of the building was". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1676. "Not only have the- the City and the Health Department been making complaints for 18 years against Ms. Lollar and
Bat World Sanctuary, but so have bat experts, true bat experts, who have Ph.D.s, who have gone to college, who have
actually taken classes". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1677. "They have stated in their books that people should not do what Amanda Lollar says when it comes to anesthesia or
when it comes to gluing broken bones". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 81
1678. "I went to Bat World to learn more about bats, to help bats. While I was there, I instead witnessed animal cruelty,
neglect, violations of the Health Code". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 82
1679. "(Amanda Lollar's book is basically plagiarism)" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 82
1680. "I stated that I witnessed animal cruelty and neglect". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1681. "When I was at Bat World Sanctuary, I witnessed- I found a dead, onewing bat under the desk. That I believe is
neglect". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1682. "And I saw her performing surgery without anesthesia. I saw the animals in pain". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1683. "She could have- She- She should have given proper veterinarian care by taking it to her vet, which is right down
the street". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1684. "I mean, people have been complaining about her for almost, gosh, 18, 19 years". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1685. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and neglect." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1686. "Her building is a public nuisance, a threat to public safety, and it smells horrible." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1687. "People have been complaining about the same thing for years, including the health inspector". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83

1688. "She did indeed give the rabies vaccination to Sara Kennedy aka Winged Sonar." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1689. "Her vet is credited in the manual which recommends freezing bats to death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1690. "Guess who was libeled and defaming me on Guide Star and Great Nonprofits? Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctuary." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1691. "Sbe is obviously keeping those fruit bats in cramped quarters. Her own standards prove they are too small." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 83
1692. "Amanda Lollar has basically admitted that the bat castle was a failure." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1693. "This woman is breeding bats." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1694. "She cannot see very well and lost the needle in the bat in surgery. I had to fish it out even though I wasn't wearing
gloves. Her first two stitches ripped out and tore more flesh. The bat ahuost died from the anesthesia." Exhibit 24 Bates pg
83
1695. "Holds a rabid bat in her bare hand." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1696. "Ms. Lollar held a bat in her bare hand. She told me it most likely had rabies. She then just threw it in the trash."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1697. "Complaint against Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 83
1698. "I was bitten by insects and developed blisters. I was infested with mites, lice and so was the intern." Exhihit 24 Bates
pg83

1699. "I just received this from the State Health Department in response to my complaint about rabies and rabies
vaccinations at Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1700. "And what I witnessed Ms. Lollar do was not humane." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1701. "I absolutely believe it was animal cruelty and neglect." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1702. "I'm not saying that she wanted to, like, take a hammer and beat a bat to death to torture it. That's not it at all. I believe
she's really lost her way and cannot see what she's doing and should really being seeking outside expert help to learn more to
take care of the bats humanely. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1703. "Now, I went to Bat World Sanctuary because I wanted to learn more about bats. I wanted to help bats. I wanted to
help the people with bats. Instead I witnessed animal cruelty and neglect." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1704. "As my civil duty, I reported Amanda Lollar to the authorities." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1705. "Ms. Lollar was upset because I reported her to the Health Department. Ms. Lollar was upset because I reported her to
Fish & Wildlife." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1706. "It wasn't until people started making negative comments about her holding a possibly rabid bat in her hand did she
start to get upset. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1707. "Anyway, my main purpose for reporting Amanda Lollar was to protect the bats and to protect the public." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 84

1708. "I do believe that her organization- I mean, her personal part of it is a threat to public safety." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 84
1709. "I posted the truth in the hopes of warning the public, so that to protect bats and animals in the future." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 84
1710. "Restraining order against Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 85
1711. "MORE FROM THE RESTRAINING ORDER 0 N AMANDA LOLLAR 0 F BAT WORLDS ANCTUARY"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 85
1712. "Amanda Lollar is the president of Bat World Sanctuary which is located in her home." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 85
1713. "She was supposed to teach me advance bat care but did not. Instead I wituessed animal cruelty and neglect." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 85
1714. "I frrst reported Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the health
code, Animal Welfare Act, Texas Parks & Wildlife violations. They were investigated. Violations were found." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 85
1715. "The USDA vet stated that Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain," "suffering," "death" and she violated the Animal
Welfare Act (Exhibit I) ". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 85
1716. "Amanda Lollar has been defaming, harassing, attacking, spamming me ever since in retaliation". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
85
1717. "May 12, 20 II Lollar posted a death threat against me online, i.e. "If Karma is paying attention, it needs to strike Ms
Cummins with a mighty blow so that she's no longer here or a vegetable and harmless" (Exhibit 3) ". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 85
1718. "LAPD told me to also file a police report in Mineral Wells, Texas where Amanda Lollar resides because that is where
she ordered this job. I filed a police report by phone February 25, 2013 with the Mineral Wells police department (Exhibit
7)". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 85
1719. "March 18, 2013 Amanda Lollar called up my bank pretending to be me. She illegally obtained my social security
number in discovery". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1720. "Her lawyer defied a protective order and illegally shared this with his client. I filed a motion for contempt." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 86
1721. "Lollar used that information to try to access my bank account and the account for my nonprofit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
86
1722. "My banks refused her access because she couldn't answer the security questions. They notified me in writing."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1723. "I went into the bank and heard the recorded phone conversations. It was Amanda Lollar's voice." Exhibit 24 Bates
pg86
1724. "July 2010 to the present Amanda Lollar, her husband Larry Crittenden, their friend Rebecca Dmytryk and others have
been harassing and defaming me and my nonprofit Animal Advocates online on Google/Blogger, YouTube, Facebook,
GuideStar and other websites". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1725. "She has posted many totally false articles, blogs, links and comments about me stating I commit animal cruelty, I stole
from my grandmother, I sued my grandmother, I'm a convicted criminal, there's a bench warrant out for my arrest, I was
picked up by the police, I put a rubber band on a female skunk's penis, I posted her sealed financial documents ... All of these
things are completely untrue". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86

1726. "Lollar also makes many personal comments about my physical appearance stating I'm fat, ugly, old, bald, wrinkled,
fugly, nigger nose, dirty mexican .... " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1727. "She is completely obsessed with my physical looks. In her comments she even talks about "stuffing organs back up
through my privates." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1728. "Through the results of subpoenas I sent to Google, WordPress, Twitter, Yahoo, YouTube, Facebook, Blogger,
GuideS tar. .. and website logs I was able to ascertain that the main poster of these items is Amanda Lollar." Exhibit 24 Bates
pg 86
1729. "She thinks she is anonymous but she is not. She emails these same things to me directly pretending to be someone else
even though I've sent many cease and desists emails to her and her attorney. She pretends she is user Rachel Thompson but I
can clearly see all of her computer identification every time she emails me even when she uses a different ISP". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 86
1730. "Amanda Lollar has not gone past the eighth grade if that. She is completely uneducated and has social issues most
likely stemming from dropping out of school at such a young age". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1731. "I am not the only person she has been attacking. She's been attacking many other people for at least the last 20 years".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1732. "People have also been reporting her to authorities for the same amount of time". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1733. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary animal cruelty rabid bats" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1734. "She submitted evidence which proves she lied in her original complaint". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 86
1735. "Fortunately for him his client Amanda Lollar is mentally ill, uneducated, not very smart and vicious". Exhibit 24
Bates pg 88
1736. "She is spending all of Bat World Sanctuary's money filing frivolous motions against me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 88
1737. "How do Bat World Sanctuary donors feel when they donate money knowing it's just going to a lawyer who is
harassing me, an animal rescuer? 11 Exhibit 24 Bates pg 88

1738. "Dean Rocco, Amanda Lollar lose motion, commit perjury, lie to the court" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 89
1739. "Cummins reported Lollar for animal cruelty, abuse, neglect, violations of the health code and violations of the Animal
Welfare Act". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 90
1740. "Lollar was investigated, violations were found, Lollar lost her USDA permit and was severely reprimanded by
authorities". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 90
1741. "In retaliation Lollar frivolously sued Cummins for defamation and started harassing, libeling, defaming and
threatening Cunnnins". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 90
1742. "Lollar paid a man to trespass and assault Cummins, posted death threats, emailed death threats, threatened to kill
Cummins on the phone, made over 250 websites devoted solely to harass Cummins, communicated to Cummins' fdends that

Cummins is a "convicted criminal," made over 100 movies out of video from Cummins' deposition edited to the point of
being defamatmy, tried to steal money from Cummins' bank accounts by using data illegally gathered in discovery including
her social security number to pretend to be Cummins, filed false reports with government agencies besides other truly horrid
things". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 90
1743. "Petitioner believes Lollar to be severely mentally ill besides vicious". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 90

1744. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary defamed Cummins by knowingly posting false statements on the Internet
stating Cummins "is a convicted felon," "was found guilty of credit card forgery, fraud and theft," "is a criminal,'' "hacked
into my email," "hacked into our computer" among other honible untrue thingsn. Exhibit 24 Bates pg 91
1745. "Lollar admitted in sworn deposition she stated these things and knew they were not ttne". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 91
1746. "Cummins could appeal this case but has chosen not to because Lollar has now found ways to anonymously libel and
defame Cummins". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 91
1747. "Lollar has been defaming and libeling Cummins anonymously so there will be no way to remove the new items or
prove the new items were written by Lollar". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 91
1748. "Her landlord feared Lollar would bum down her house". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 92
1749. "Judge ordered Cummins to give the home address to Plaintiffs' attorney under seal and she complied. Plaintiffs' Texas
attorney Randy Turner shared the home address with Lollar in contempt of the court order." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 92

1750. 1'Lollar then signed Cummins up for spam mail to "Mary Cumstain,'' "Mary Scummins," and "Mary Cumbucket" to
that address besides many other horrible and disgusting things". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 92
1751. "Lollar has a very long history oflying, committing perjury and not obeying court orders". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 92
1752. "BAT WORLD SANCTUARY, AMANDA LOLLAR INVESTIGATED BY AUTHORITIES, LOSE PERMIT"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 93
1753. "Out of the blue Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary is attacking me all over again on Facebook and other places".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 93
1754. "She is defaming, harassing, stalking me". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 93
1755. "I posted a link to this article about Bat World Sanctuary losing their USDA
pennit.http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2013/04/24/18735756.php" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 93
1756. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty and violations of the Animal Welfare Act".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1757. "I gave them a video of Amanda Lollar cutting into a bat with scissors". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1758. "After viewing the video a veterinarian for USDA stated that Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act".
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1759. "I have reviewed the UTube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by Ms. Amanda
Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1760. "This is indeed a violation ofthe AWA (Animal Welfare Act). Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for
the bat with the dystocia". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1761. "It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia
requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1762. "Apologizing in the video to the bat does not solve the problem. This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering
at Ms. Lollar's hand, so much sot hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1763. "No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95

1764. "I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper
surgical. techniques". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1765. "It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a veterinarian." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 95
1766. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, cause bats "pain, suffering" and "death," lose USDA permit. USDA then called
up Amanda Lollar and told her, her permit was cancelled". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1767. "Below is a screen capture of the result of a search for Bat World Sanctuary's USDA permit. It was cancelled March
2012. (see above link)" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1768. "I thought it would be video of the happy birth of a baby bat. I had no idea what she had planned for that poor bat."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1769. "Randy Turner tried to cover up his client's animal cruelty." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1770. "Randy Tumer then told Amanda Lollar to ask the USDA and TPWD for a letter stating she was "cleared of all wrong
doing." They refused. I have their refusal emails". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1771. "Amanda Lollar decided to lie and state she was cleared of all charges when she clearly was not". Exhibit 24 Bates pg
95
1772. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with their Texas Parks & Wildlife Department permit.
Here is an article. http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2013/03/10/18733386.php?show comments~!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1773. "Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary also have problems with the Texas Health Department. People complained. I
was not the ouly one". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1774. "They give Amanda Lollar specific instructions to follow and she has not followed them. She still lets people touch
bats without gloves even when they have no rabies pre-exposure vaccinations.

http://www.animaladvocates.us/batWorldLawsuitltexas health dept to bat world sanctuary.pdt" Exhibit24 Bates pg 95
1775. "I reported Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the Animal
Welfare Act, violations ofTPWD regulations and violations of the Health code". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 95
1776. "LAPD TOLD ME TODAY THAT AMANDA LOLLAR IS SERIOUSY MENTALLY ILL" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 96
1777. "I told the Judge that Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary violated the restraining order over 100 times that I could
absolutely prove with physical evidence which I brought to court. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 96
1778. "So I went to LAPD central division and spoke with detectives. I told them she's been even crazier since I filed the
restraining order. They told me "Amanda Lollar is obviously seriously mentally ill. Sane people obey restraining orders.
Crazy people get even crazier with restraining orders. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 96
1779. "Amanda Lollar just likes to trash everyone. In fact Amanda Lollar made a false report against a USDA permitted
exhibitor with a bat." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 98
1780. "They did state paraphrased that Amanda is one of those people who believe they are the only one that should have
bats." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 98
1781. "AMANDA LOLLAR NOMINATES HERSELF FOR A PRIZE, AGAIN, LIES ABOUT ACCOMPLISHMENTS"
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 98
1782. "I had stopped looking at all the defamatory things Amanda Lollar has been posting about me on the Internet hoping
she'd stop. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 98

1783. "Obviously Amanda Lollar will not pass muster. The winner has to be saving endangered animals. Amanda Lollar
rescues the most cmmnon pest species of bats Mexican freetail bats. Plus, her entire CV just about is totally fake." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 98
1784. "This shows how truly pathological Amanda Lollar is to make up these huge lies. Her entire existence is one big lie. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 99
1785. "AMANDA LOLLAR OF BAT WORLD SANCTUARY IS A PLAGIARIST" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 99
1786. "This is clearly plagiarism. She even took out references to other writers. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 99
1787. "Amanda Lollar has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 99
1788. "Amanda Lollar wrote a poorly written manual in 1994 riddled with bad advice and errors." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 99
1789. "No one in their right mind believes that Amanda Lollar wrote this book. If she wanted to be taken seriously she should
have given credit to the other contributors. Instead she removes credit to the other writers. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 99

1790. "AMANDA LOLLAR CONTINUES TO VIOLATE THE RESTRAINING ORDER BY POSTING BIZARRE
HARASSING THINGS" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 100
1791. 11 Here she is on Facebook violating the restraining order and harassing me. Facebook has a copy of the restraining order

and is removing her posts after I copy and print them with time/date stamps of course. She's now violated the restraining
order over 100 times." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 100
1792. "Amanda Lollar violating the restraining order by posting bizarre harassing comments" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 100
1793. "THOUSANDS OF DOCTORS, EXPERTS, OTHERS ARE AGAINST BAT WORLD SANCTUARY, AMANDA
LOLLAR" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 101
1794. "My colleagues and I are not the only ones who know that Bat World Sanctuary does not give bats proper care,
endangers public safety and does not follow the law. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 101
1795. "Here is a list of bat experts and doctors who have stated in writing that Amanda Lollar harms bats, endangers the
public and does not follow the law. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 101
1796. "I am not listing the ones who want to be anonymous because they fear being attacked by Amanda Lollar. " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 101
1797. "These came from letters and complaints I received as a result of public information act requests. " Exhibit 24 Bates
pg
1798. "USDA: Dr. Laurie Gage USDA veterinarian who stated Amanda Lollar causes bats "pain, suffering and death."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 101
1799. "Dr. Daniel Jones USDA, Dr. Connor Morris USDA, Dr. Robert Gibbens head of the USDA who acknowledged that
Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 101, 102
1800. "Bat World Sanctuary lost their USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1801. "TPWD: Texas Parks & Wildlife biologist Wendy Connally, Megan Russell Bat World Sanctuary's TPWD inspector,
John Davis, <:;hristopher Maldonado, David Sinclar, Scott Vaca, Michelle Haggerty, Diana Foss, Brett Johnson, Richard

Heilbrun. TPWD reprimanded Bat World Sanctuary in three letters so far telling her she is not a bat expert, cannot allow her
bats to breed, cannot treat bats with White Nose Syndrome, she must defer to true bat experts BCI and Fish & Wildlife, she
does not have an exhibitor permit, she cannot exhibit bats, her unreleasable bats were not approved, she cannot have

interns/volunteers and she cannot have an assurance colony." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1801. "City of Mineral Wells: City of Mineral Wells City Manager Lance Howerton who told Amanda Lollar to get out of
town, Bat World's neighbor Sharlet Evans who has complained abont the smell and feces for 20 years, Mineral Wells City
Councilmember Margaret Colton who complained about the smell and feces for 20 years, Mineral Wells Historical Society
member Carolyn Hogg who pomplained about the smell and feces for 20 years, Mineral Wells Health Inspector Donna
Robbins who told Amanda Lollar to get her bats out of town over ten years ago, Mineral Wells Police Department, Mineral
Wells Animal Control Officer Scott Simonton, Dr. Lindley who reported the rabid bat, Megan Stone mother of child bitten
by a rabid bat directly next door to Bat World, many other citizens of the City of Mineral Wells, Texas who have been
complaining for over 20 years about Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary in writing." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1802. "Texas A & M University who advised the City of Mineral Wells to tell Amanda Lollar to get her bats out of town
after the child was bitten by a rabid bat directly next door to Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1803. "American Veterinary Medical Association who stated Amanda Lollar freezing bats to death is inhumane animal
cruelty and should be reported to the police. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1804. "Bat Conservation International in Texas who are true bat experts comprising of over 30 bat biologists who advised
City of Mineral Wells to tell Amanda Lollar to get the bats out of town after the child was bitten by the rabid bat directly next
door to Bat World Sanctuary. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1805. "BCI also admitted that Bat World was being investigated. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1806. "Amanda Lollar has been attacking them for years. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1807. "Texas Veterinary Board made up of licensed veterinarians who told me Amanda Lollar was committing animal
cruelty and should be reported to police. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1808. "Texas Department of Health: Dr. Pam Wilson Zoonosis Control Branch of the Texas Health Department, Dr. David
Lakey Texas Health Department Commissioner, Dr. Shelley Stonecipher Zoonosis Control Veterinarian and her staff, Dr.
Tom Sidwa State Public Health Veterinarian, Dr. Susan Rollo Zoonosis Control Veterinarian, Dr. Beverlee Nix, Zoonosis
Control Vterinarian, Lisa Turner Local Rabies Control Authority for Mineral Wells, Janie Widener RN, Dr. Connie Lindley,
Jan Buck, Jay Sabatucci, Paulette Thwing. They stated Amanda Lollar was breaking the law having and administering
rabies vaccinations when she is not a veterinarian. n Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1809. "They told her everyone must wear gloves when handling bats. All possibly rabid bats must be reported. She can't just
toss them in the trash anymore. She must give honest information about rabies on her website. She must check for

preexposure vaccination cards of all volunteers. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1810. "Animal rights attorney David Casselman on behalf of The Cambodia Wildlife Sanctuary and Elephants in Crisis.org
who stated the court should have referred Amanda Lollar to be prosecuted for animal cruelty in his amicus brief written on
my behalf. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1811. "And many, many more: Many true bat experts who have stated that Amanda Lollar freezing bats to death is inhumane
and Amanda Lollar suggesting that bones can just be glued together doesn't know what she's talking about. " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 102
1812. "At least 1,200 members of the public who sent in complaints about Bat World Sanctuary and posted negative
comments about Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary over the past 20 years." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1813. "At least 20 doctors and many other people are against the cruelty committed by Amanda Lollar of Bat World
Sanctuary. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102

1814. "There are over 1,600 pages of complaints which I received in Freedom ofinformation Act and Public Information Act
requests from many government agencies spamting the last 20 years. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 102
1815. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabid bats, rabies" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 103
1816. "AMANDA LOLLAR USING BAT WORLD SANCTUARY AS HER PERSONAL PIGGY BANK- MARY
CUMMINS , ANI MAL ADVOCATES" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 103
1817. "Amanda Lollar states 100% of your donation, every penny goes to only bats. That is not true. Amanda Lollar takes a
salary and charges Bat World Sanctuary rent! She even charges them her personal legal fees. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 103
1818. "Most of the donations go into Amanda Lollar's pocket." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 103
1819. "$13,676 Amanda Lollar takes a salary from Bat World Sanctuary. She said no one takes a salary. She lied when she
said every penny goes to bats, everyone is a volunteer. Not true. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 03
1820. "Amanda Lollar takes salary from Bat World Sanctuary. Liar. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 103
1821. "She claims the legal fees were program expenses. No, they were her own legal fees. $40,000 in legal fees in one year
just so she can harass me. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 03
1822. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary lie about expenses, Lollar charges rent!" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 103
1823. "It appears Amanda Lollar is using Bat World Sanctuary as her own piggy bank. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 04
1824. "2011 expenses, Amanda Lollar uses Bat World Sanctuary as her piggy bank, even charges them rent" Exhibit 24
Bates pg 104
1825. "This looks like donor fraud. $52,000 spent on legal fees for only two years. Amanda Lollar is the reason for all the
legal fees. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 04
1826. "Her board members need to kick her off the board. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 04
1827. "amanda, amanda Iollar, bat world, bat world sanctuary, evil, Iollar, rabid, rabies, teas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1828. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, Wetherford, Texas, rabies, rabid bats" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1829. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, lawsuits, complaints, rabies, Mineral Wells, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1830. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, lawsuits, complaints, lost USDA pennit, forced out of Mineral Wells, Texas,
rabies, rabid. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1831. "MENTALLY ILL AMANDA LOLLAR BELIEVES SHE IS JUSTIFIED FILING FALSE GOVERNMENT
REPORTS AGAINST ME AND CALLING ME "FATTY FATTY FATSO" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1832. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary continues to post false, defamatory items about me." Exhibit 24 Bates pg
105
1833. "Amanda Lollar continues to file false government reports which is a crime." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1834. "Amanda Lollar continues to harass and stalk me. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1835. "Amanda Lollar searches my name every day. If she sees I'm mentioned somewhere, even just Cute Overload, she will
go to that blog, website and post, email false shit to the site, people to cause me harm. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 05
1836. "Ever since then Amanda Lollar filed false government reports. LAPD is investigating. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105

1837. "What Lollar did is called swatting which is now a major felony crime in Los Angeles." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1838. "Amanda Lollar says that because I made two 100% honest comments in my own name that she can file false reports,
commit crimes against me and call me "fatty fatty fatso," "butt fugly nigger nosed dirty mexican." Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 05
1839. "She stupidly, crazily continues to attack me."

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105

1840. "She seems to truly get some sort of gross excitement out of harassing and defaming me. She seems to really enjoy
calling me "fatty fatty fatso." Amanda Lollar is incredibly mentally ill." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 105
1841. "amanda, Amanda Lollar, bat world, Bat World Sanctnary, bats, brazilian, deadly, free tail, insane,lollar, mexican,
rabid, rabies, sanctnary, texas, wetherford" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1842. "MENTALLY ILL AMANDA LOLLAR CLAIMS I'M TAUNTING HER BY SENDING CEASE AND DESIST
LETTERS TO HER LAWYERS" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
I 843. "If Amanda Lollar does not want me sending cease and desist emails to her lawyers showing them how revolting and
crazy she is she should stop harassing and defaming me. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1844. "Someone" tried to hack into my facebook account last night. Lollar has been posting lots of crap about me online."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1845. "Crazy Amanda Lollar just posted her comparison of me and her. She is delusional! " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1846. "Amanda Lollar did NOT write the main bat rehab book she takes credit for. Barbara Schmidt who went to college,
grad school, taught science in grad school wrote that book. All Amanda Lollar did in the most recent edition is add mistakes."
Exhibit 2:4 Bates pg 106
1847. "Lollar removes credit to people who actnally wrote the book or added to the book. "

Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 06

1848. "The book would carry more weight with citations considering everyone knows Lollar did not go past 8th grade and is
totally uneducated. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1849. "Lollar keeps asking people to vote for her in a certain contest. She does not realize she's wasting her effort as she will
never, ever win. They do full background checks on the leaders. Lollar could never pass. Lollar now has a criminal record. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1850. "Lollar is uneducated. Lollar is a plagiarist. Lollar will soon lose my appeals." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1851. "Ifl'm uneducated as she likes to say when I actnally went to high school, undergrad and even graduate school, then
she's more uneducated than dirt as she didn't go past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 106
1852. "Amanda Lollar has definitely lost her mind. She talks in the first person then the third person." Exhibit 24 Bates pg
106
1853. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctnary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Depat1ment, violations of the Texas Vetednary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1854. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1855. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1856. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107

1857. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1858. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1859. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1860. "AMANDA LOLLAR CONTINUES TO STALK, HARASS AND DEFAME ME. MORE EVIDENCE FOR THE
COURTS AND POLICE" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1861. "Amanda Lollar and her evil friends sent emails to gofoundme to try to shut down my charity fundraiser." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 107
1862. "Gofundme did not shut down our fundraiser. They in fact put a note in our file that states I have an evil cyberstalker
named Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1863. "Bat World Sanctuary is the one committing donor fraud and taking money from a charity to use for personal bills. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 107
1864. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1865. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1866. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1867. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1868. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1869. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1870. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1871. "Amanda Lollar told people she was "training" the bats. Actually she probably caused many mother bats to miscany. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1872. "She also most likely spread rabies to Parker County." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1873. "74% ofBat World's dead and dying bats have tested positive for rabies." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1874. "Amanda Lollar was told in email by Texas Parks and Wildlife Dept to NOT move the bats but she did it anyway. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 108
1875. "When Amanda Lollar was building the castle the bat experts and I were talking about all the mistakes she was
making. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1876. "Amanda Lollar wastes donations on her personal legal bills, this worthless "castle" and her new sanctumy." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 109
1877. "She made mistakes building that as well. She's also now taking a salary. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1878. "In her website she talks about having interns again. Texas Parks & Wildlife told her she is not allowed to have intems.
" Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 09

1879. "She cannot give tours like she is doing here. She cannot let members of the public view bats. She can't let them touch
bats especially with their bare hands. This member of the public reporter got a tour and touched the bats with his bare hands.
" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1880. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1881. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1882. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1883. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1884. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1885. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1886. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 109
1887. "AMANDA LOLLAR SPIRALS DEEP INTO MENTAL ILLNESS. SHE'S HAD A COMPLETE MELTDOWN."
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 110
1888. "Below are two photos Amanda Lollar made and posted about me. Amanda Lollar is extremely mentally disturbed. " "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 110
1889. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda,Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, bat, world, sanctuary, bat world, texas, cmelty" " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 110
1890. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda, Lollar, bat world sanctuary, bat world, bat, world, texas, cruel, crazy" " Exhibit 24 Bates
pg 110
1891. "I posted the above pic on my FB page with the caption "Bat lady made a pic of me in her art class in the mental
institution today. Ahhhhh." " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111
1892. "Everyone in the comments said Amanda Lollar is totally insane and deeply obsessed and attracted to me. " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 111
1893. "She's always talking about my body, boobs and face. Almost every comment said that Amanda Lollar is seriously
mentally ill and obsessed with me. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111
1894. "It was also said that this is a weird nonlove triangle. Turner looks at me inappropriately. When he does that Lollar
looks at him sad and jealous because he doesn't look at her that way. Lollar has a crush on her attorney who has no interest in
her whatsoever on that level. Turner and Lollar are both mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111
1895. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111
1896. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111
1897. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111
1898. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 111

1899. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 24 Bates pg Ill
1900. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief " Exhibit 24 Bates pg Ill
1901. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill." Exhibit 24 Bates pg I II
1902. "AMANDA LOLLAR, DEAN ROCCO CONTINUE TO LIE TO TIIE COURT. FRAUD. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 12
1903. nAmanda Lollar, Dean Rocco requested two extensions of 120 days just to harass me and abuse the judicial system. "

Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 12

1904. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations ofthe Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 12
1905. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 112
1906. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 12
1907. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 12
1908. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 12
1909. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 112
1910. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 112
1911. "AMANDA LOLLAR SAT D SHE'S SICK OF PEOPLE COMPLAINING ABOUT THE SMELL AND GUANO.
SHE'S LEAVING MINERAL WELLS" Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 13
1912. "Amanda Lollar admits many, many, many people have complained about the smell of the sanctuary and guano all
over the city. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 13
1913. "She states she is sick of the complaints and is now leaving. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1914. "Amanda Lollar was run out of town, kicked out of town." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1915. "Notice she cc'd her attomey. Her attomey knew about the 20 years of complaints. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1916. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, run out of town, kicked out of town because of smell and guano." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 113
1917. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations ofthe Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 13
1918. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1919. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1920. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg I 13
1921. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1922. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113

1923. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1924. "Appellee Amanda Lollar has been harassing, defaming, stalking, cyberstalking Appellant Cummins, her nonprofit
Animal Advocates and her business as a real estate appraiser to try to cause as much physical, emotional and fmancial harm
as possible. Appellee went so far as to pay a man to follow Cummins, trespass onto private property, videotape Appellant on
private property and hit Appellant. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1925. "Appellee and her attorney Dean Rocco of Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman and Dicker maliciously and
fraudulently filed the motions for extensions so their client Lollar could continue her relentless harassment, defamation,
cyberstalking, stalking and assaults against Appellant Cummins, her business and nonprofit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1926. "Appellee Lollar has continued her reign of terror by making over 400 blogs, websites, Facebook pages devoted solely
to attacking Appellant, her business and nonprofit by posting libel per se and defamation besides truly disgusting things of a
sexual nature. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113

1927. Most of the Facebook pages were removed as "hate speech," "threats of physical violence," "obscenity," "sharing
private information" and "harassment." The blogs and websites remain. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
11

1928. "Appellee Lollar went so far as to assume the identity of Appellant to try to access Appellant's bank acconnt and the
acconnt of a nonprofit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 113
1929. "Police reports were filed. Appellee was identified as the perpetrator." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 114, 115
1930. "Appellee Lollar has posted that Appellant is a "convicted criminal," who "murdered animals," "commits animal
cruelty," ••murdered her neighbor," "sued the Catholic church," "embezzled from her grandmother," "tortures animals," "is
not a legal nonprofit," "is not a legal corporation," "has no Fish & Game permit" and other totally false aud trnly disgusting
things which are too revolting to eveu mention here. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115
1931. "Appellee is a 58 year old female who has not gone past the 8 grade who has a 20 year plus history of severe mental
instability, stalking, defaming, and harassing doctors, scientists, politicians, neighbors, gpvernment agencies, officials, peace
officers, exlovers, exfriends and experts. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115
1932. "Appellant believes that Lollar is seriously mentally ill besides dangerous. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115

1933. 11 Lo11ar for some unknown reason continues to post about Appellant in a sexual manner talking about "owning" her
"tits," "crotch," and "ass." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115
1934. "Appellee Lollar goes so far as to take photos of Appellant and photoshop semen on Appellant's face. " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 115
1935. "Lollar has even photoshopped a photo of a Judge projectile vomiting on Appellant's face in a court oflaw. " Exhibit
24 Bates pg 115
1936. "Appellee also partakes in extremely childish name calling, calling Appellant whose name is "Mary Cummins" such
names as "Mary Scummins Dummins," "Mary the dipshitidiot," "Mary Cumbucket," "Mary Cumstain," "FATTYFATTY
FATTY FATSO" and "Mary is a butt fugly nigger nosed dirty Mexican." Appellant is part Mexican. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
115
1937. "Appellee Lollar also attacks Appellant's entire family, all friends, clients, associates and files false reports to
government agencies. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115
1938. "Appellee merely filed the extensions so Appellee Lollar could continue her reign of terror, harassment, stalking and
assaults upon Appellant Cummins, her business and nonprofit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115

1939. "5. Appellee has stalked me for the last almost four years, constantly communicates with me online against my wishes,
posts death threats against me, threatens to kill me on the phone and has been posting things which are becoming more
disturbing every day. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 115
1940. "6. She has been doing everything in her power to make it impossible for me to find work such as posting completely
false statements stating I'm a convicted criminal, wanted by the law, embezzled from my grandmother, sued the bishop ...
when these things are completely untrue besides extremely bizarre. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1941. "Every day her posts are becoming more and more violent and personal. Appellee constantly posts online about me
being killed with "a knitting needle behind the eye," and I should be beaten until I'm "dead or left a vegetable." Exhibit 24
Bates pg 116
1942. "I fear for my personal safety and desperately need a restraining order against this person who is definitely mentally ill.
" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1943. "7. Appellee Lollar has caused considerable emotional, financial and physical harm to me, my business, nonprofit,
family, friends, clients and business associates. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1944. "8. Appellee Lollar has filed false reports against me to goverrnnent agencies including but not limited to USDA and
Fish & Wildlife. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1945. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, 74% of her bats have rabies, are rabid. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1946. "Posted onJnly 10,2014.74%0 FDEAD, DYING BATS ATBATWORLD SANCTUARY HAVE RABIES, ARE
RABID, RESEARCH ARTICLE. AMANDA LOLLAR." Exhibit 24 Bates pg I I6
1947. "Amanda Lollar only picked up and mailed dead, dying bats to the researcher. Amanda Lollar did not write the article
or do the research. Her name is only there because she picked up the dead and dying rabid, rabies bats. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
116
1948. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary knew there is a super high incidence of rabies in her sanctuary. "
1949. "She gave her dead and dying bats to the researcher who proved 72% of them had rabies! " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1950. "Here Amanda Lollar lies to the public saying the incidence is extremely, extremely low when it is not. " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 116
1951. "Northern Texas where Bat World Sanctuary is located is number one for rabid bats in the entire United States. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1952. "Amanda Lollar has been illegally moving her rabid bats to Parker County, Texas. "

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116

1953. "TPWD told her specifically in writing she can't do this but she is doing this." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1954. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabies, rabid, bats, bat" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 116
1955. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabies, rabid, bats, Texas" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1956. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations ofthe Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1957. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1958. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117

1959. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1960. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone pastthe eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1961. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1962. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 117
1963. "AMANDA LOLLAR OF BAT WORLD SANCTUARY CAUGHT LYING ABOUT USDA PERMIT. USDA
FORCED HER TO REMOVE FALSE INFORMATION." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1964. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary has been falsely stating for the last three years that she had a USDA permit.
Amanda Lollar does NOT have a USDA permit because of many, many repeat violations of the Animal Welfare Act. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
·
1965. "USDA main vet stated Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1966. "Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1967. "After numerous complaints by govermnent officials Amanda Lollar was forced to remove the false information from
her fake curriculum vitae. 99% of what Amanda Lollar wrote in her CV is totally false and fake. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1968. "Amanda Lollar was forced by the Federal govermnent to remove her totally false statements. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
118
1969. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, forced to remove false statements. Current CV. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1970. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, false, fake resume. She has NO USDA permit because she violated the Animal
Welfare Act. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1971. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1972. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1973. "She lost her USDA permit " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1974. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1975. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1976. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1977. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 118
1978. "RABID BAT AT BAT WORLD SANCTUARY RUN BY AMANDA LOLLAR BITES A TODDLER. " Exhibit 24
Bates pg 119
1979. ;'Rabid bat at Bat World Sanctuary bites a baby. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 119
1980. "Baby could have died because of Amanda Lollar. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 119
1981. "A rabies alert was released for the entire county because of Amanda Lollar's rabid bats." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 119
1982. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, rabid, rabies, bats, bites, infection, baby, toddler, evil" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 119

1983. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctmuy for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1984. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1985. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1986. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1987. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1988. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1989. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 120
1990. "AMANDA LOLLAR, BAT WORLD SANCTUARY LOSE USDA PERMIT BECAUSE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT
VIOLATIONS" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1991. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary lost her petmit because she caused bats "pain, suffering and death." Exhibit
24 Bates pg 121
1992. "Amanda Lollar violated the Animal Welfare Act. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1993. "Amanda Lollar has no permit". Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1994. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary usda permit violations, killed bats" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1995. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary usda violations, no permit" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1996. "Amanda Lollar Bat World Sanctuary violations, no permit dead bats" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1997. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sancturuy for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1998. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
1999. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
2000. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
200 I. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
2002. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
2003. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 121
2004. "WE HAVE OUR USDA PERMIT. AMANDA LOLLAR'S PERMIT WAS CANCELLED. SHE'S STILL IN
TROUBLE WITH USDA. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2005. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary had their USDA permit cancelled. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2006. "They didn't provide inventmy of animals. You must have a way to know which animal is which. They don't. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122

2007. "They also don't check their animals every day. They don't provide proper veterinary care. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2008. "They were allowing their bats to breed without a breeder's permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2009. "They had too many bats in too small of a space. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2010. "They were found in violation of the Animal Welfare Act for causing bats "pain, suffering and death" which was a
"violation of the animal welfare act." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
20 II. "More recently they got in trouble with the USDA again. Even though they lost their permit they keep telling everyone
they have a USDA penni! which is fraud besides an utter lie. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2012. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations ofthe
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2013. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2014. "She lost her USDA pennit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2015. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2016. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2017. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2018. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 122
2019. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary deposition- revealing, embarrassing, telling" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2020. "amanda, amanda Iollar, animal cruelty, animal neglect, bat, bat castle, bat world, bat world sanctuary, batworld.org,
rabid, rabies, randall turuer, randy turuer " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2021. "Amanda Lollar admitted that everyone in her city hates her." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2022. "Amanda Lollar admitted that people put cigarette butts and trash in food they donated to her because they hate her so
much." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2023. "Amanda Lollar admitted that a City Councilperson, member of the Historical Society and her neighbor hated her for
the last 20 years. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2024. "Amanda Lollar admits she has no job. "
2025. "Amanda Lollar admits she lives off Bat World Sanctuary donations." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2026. "Amanda Lollar admits she is absolutely, totally uneducated. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2027. "Amanda Lollar admits she dropped out of school. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2028. "Amanda Lollar admits she performs surgery on conscious bats. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 123
2029. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, no education, drop out" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2030. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary said she got her GED at the age of 15 as if to brag that she's super smart. No,
she's not smart at all. She's totally uneducated. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
I

2031. "There is something very wrong with Amanda Lollar to not get aGED." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2032. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctnary has no GED. She can't even pass the simplest of tests. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
2033. "I posted about her plagiarism here before. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2034. "Amanda Lollar is uneducated, not very bright and severely mentally ill. "

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124

2035. "Once every two weeks someone will send me Amanda Lollar's crazy blogs. They say "did you know a highly
distnrbed crazy person is stalking and defaming you?" I just say "ya, crazy stupid Amanda Lollar wrote and posted those. She
is indeed crazy." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2036. "Amanda Lollar is sooooo mentally ill that she signed herself up on classmates as attending Mineral Wells High
School. She didn't even graduate fi'om elementary school. She never attended high school. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2037. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctnary lies and says she went to high school. She never went to high school. "
Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2038. "Here is some video of Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary cmmnitting petjury, lying under oath and commiting
fraud upon the court in her sworn" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 124
2039. "She intentionally lies under oath. That is perjury which is a crime with jail time up to ten years. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg
2040. "She has now petjured herself repeatedly under oath. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2041. "Amanda Lollar, Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, Bat World Sanctnary, drop out" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2042. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctnary lies under oath. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2043. "Amanda Lollar has committed a crime. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2044. "Amanda Lollar has committed perjury. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2045. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, perjury, liar, uneducated, dropout" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2046. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, Amanda Lollar uneducated, dropout" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2047. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, Amanda Lollar uneducated, dropout" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2048. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctnary, Amanda Lollar uneducated, dropout" Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2049. "I reported Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary for animal cruelty, animal abuse, animal neglect, violations of the
Animal Welfare Act, violations of the Texas Health Department, violations of the Texas Veterinary Board. She was
investigated. Violations were found. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2050. "A USDA veterinarian stated that she caused "bats pain, suffering and death." Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2051. "She lost her USDA permit. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2052. "Amanda Lollar was reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2053. "Amanda Lollar admits she has not gone past the eighth grade. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2054. "She operates on conscious bats without pain relief. "

Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125

2055. "I believe she is seriously mentally ill. " Exhibit 24 Bates pg 125
2056. "A bat lady didn't go to high school, has no GED, is an elementary school drop out. That means she was either in a
mental institution or incarcerated in prison. She drops out of elementary school? A very sick and twisted individual." Exhibit
25, Bates pg 1
2057. "Amanda Lollar has NO GED, perjury, liar, totally uneducated, Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 1
2058. "A bat lady in Texas did not go past the eighth grade, totally uneducated" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2059. "Rabies, filth at a bat place in Texas" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2060. "Rabies, frlth at Bat World Sanctuary in Mineral Wells, Texas: Indybay" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2061. "A toddler was bitten on the cheek by a rabid bat directly next to Bat World Sanctuary in Mineral Wells, Texas. The
"wild sanctuary" building located at 115 N.E. 1st St." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2062. "A certain bat lady in Tex~s is not an expert. Texas Parks and Wildlife tell her she can't have an assurance colony or
bats with white nose syndrome" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2063. "Texas states Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary are not bat experts: Indybay" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2064. "Bat lady in her failed bat castle. Not even rats want to live in there. The $50,000 donated to build this was wasted."
Exhibit 25, Bates pg 2
2065. "Restraining order against a mentally ill woman in Texas who threatens to kill people" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 3
2066. "Video of a bat lady holding a rabid bat then she kills it by suffocating it with isoflurane." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 3
2067. "Toddler bitten by rabid bat next to a bat lady's wild sanctuary building" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 3
2068. "Video of old starving pallid bat begging for food. This bat crawled out of her roost to beg for food. This bat died
because she didn't receive proper care from a certain bat lady". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 3
2069. "Amanda Lollar commits grand theft from Bat World Sanctuary. Amanda Lollar commits donor fraud by misleading
people to believe their money is going for awns assurance colony when she is not allowed to have such a colony11 • Exhibit
25, Bates pg 4
2070. "Bat World Sanctuary, Amanda Lollar LOST their USDA permit. It was cancelled. Amanda Lollar caused bats "pain,
suffering and death" and violated "the animal welfare act." Amanda Lollar kills, murders bats". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 4
2071. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary forges an email supposedly from the head of the federal agency USDA. She
forged Robert Gibbons email." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 4
2072. "Amanda Lollar FORGES head of USDA's email to try to clear herself of charge of murdering bats" Exhibit 25, Bates
pg4
2073. "Amanda Lollar commits tax, donor fraud AGAIN! Amanda Lollar steals from charity" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2074. "Amanda Lollar ofBat World Sanctuary loses Eagle Rare Life. They don't want a lying uneducated animal abuser".
Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5

2075. "Amanda Lollar loses Eagle Rare Life- They didn't want an uneducated animal abusiug liar" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2076. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary illegally operatiug on a bat which she just over dosed on Isoflurane gas"
Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2077. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary reprimanded by Texas Parks & Wildlife, USDA, Texas Health Dept, Bat
Conservation International and all other bat experts in the US". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2078. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, reprimanded many, many times by TPWD" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2079. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary, only thiug we know is birth date. She states she dropped out of 8th grade but
I'm starting to think she was in the juvenile jail system or the mental asylum from age 13-16." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2080. "Amanda Lollar lies about her education AGAIN, bat world sanctuary, bat bats rabies, rabid" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2081. "Amanda Lollar is psychotic and projects her problems and evil ways onto others" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2082. "Amanda Lollar keeps attacking me personally. She is extremely psychotic". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 5
2083. "Mentally ill Amanda Lollar claims I'm taunting her by sending cease and desist letters to her lawyers" Exhibit 25,
Bates pg 6
2084. "If Amanda Lollar does not want me sending cease an\1 desist emails to her lawyers showing them how revoltiug and
crazy she is she should stop harassing and defaming me" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 6
2085. "Mentally ill Amanda Lollar claims I'm taunting her by sendiug cease and desist letters to her lawyers" Exhibit 25,
Bates pg 6
2086. "If Amanda Lollar does not want me sendiug cease and desist emails to her lawyers showing them how revoltiug and
crazy she is she should stop harassiug and defaming me. She seems to be very upset in the last few days." Exhibit 25, Bates
pg6
2087. "Amanda Lollar stands in her vacant and failed "Bat Castle." She kept trapping bats in Miueral Wells, Texas and drove
them to Parker County, Texas to release iu the castle." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 6
2088. "Amanda Lollar is psychotic and projects her problems and evil ways onto others" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 6
2089. "Amanda Lollar keeps attacking me personally. She is extremely psychotic." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 6
2090. "Mentally ill Amanda Lollar believes she is justified filing false government reports agaiust me and calling me "fatty
fatty fatso" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 6
2091. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary continues to post false, defamatory items about me. " Exhibit 25, Bates pg 6
"Amanda Lollar, Dean Rocco contiuue to lie to the court. Fraud." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 7
2092. 11 Amanda Lollar, Dean Rocco requested two extensions of 120 days just to harass me and abuse the judicial system. 11

Exhibit 25, Bates pg 7
2093. "Mentally ill Amanda Lollar believes she is justified filiug false government reports agaiust me and calling me "fatty
fatty fatso" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 7

2094. "Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary continues to post false, defamatory items about me. I have never lied about
her. I only post the truth". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 7
2095. "Amanda Lollar continues to stalk, harass and defame me. More evidence for the courts and police" Exhibit 25, Bates
pg7
2096. "Amanda Lollar and her evil friends sent emails to gofonndme to try to shut down my charity fundraiser. " Exhibit 25,
Bates pg 7
2097. "Delusional Amanda Lollar lies to the public. " Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2098. "Amanda Lollar continues to cyberstalk and defame me, Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2099. "Amanda Lollar who lost her USDA permit continues to cyberstalk, harass and defame me online. " Exhibit 25, Bates
pg8
2100. "She keeps posting on my pages, blogs, videos ... She cannot control her obsession". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2101. "Amanda Lollar continues to cyberstalk and defame me, Bat World Sanctuary" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2102. "Amanda Lollar spirals deep into mental illness. She's had a complete meltdown". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2013. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary attacking my entire family, even my dead grandmother" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2104. "Just when you think Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary can't go any lower she starts attacking my entire family
even my dead grandmother". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2105. "Amanda Lollar is attacking my bio mom, sister, father, grandmother.... " Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2106. "Amanda Lollar, Bat World Sanctuary attacking my entire family, even my dead grandmother" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 8
2107. "Parker County does not want Bat World Sanctuary in the area" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2108. "Amanda Lollar will not be able to open her sanctuary in Parker County." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2109. "The surrounding cities also said they do not want Amanda Lollar or Bat World Sanctuary because of all the problems
she caused ... " Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2110. "Parker County does not want Bat World Sanctuary in the area" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2111. "Amanda Lollar is so obsessed with me she is trying to be me." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2112. "Amanda Lollar is so obsessed with me she is trying to be me". Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2113. "Who commits animal cruelty? Who kills bats? Go here and see." Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9
2114. 11 ! have never been charged with or convicted of animal cruelty, animal neglect, animal abuse or violations of the
Animal Welfare Act. Guess who has? Go to http://www.yahoo.com and search "amanda Iollar" and "animal cruelty."
Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9

2115. "Who commits animal cruelty? Who kills bats? Go here and see. amanda-lollar-bat-world-sanctuaryxxx.blogspot.com" Exhibit 25, Bates pg 9

2116. "Dropped out of 8th grade Toddler bitten by rabid sanctuary bat Operates on conscious bats USDA says "caused bats
pain suffering death" "violated the Auirnal Welfare Act." Exhibit 26, Bates page I

AFFIDAVIT OF JANET MESS~ER, DVM

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

§

§

COUNTY OF YANKTON

§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared JANET MESSNER,
DVM, who stated, upon oath, that the statements made in the foregoing instrument are within her
personal knowledge and are true and conect.
"I am licensed to practice veterinary medicine by the State of South Dakota. I have been
practicing veterinary medicine since 1985. I am trained in the veterinary treatment of wildlife. I
am the founder and owner of Yankton Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic which rescues, rehabilitates,
and provides veterinary treatment to wildlife, including bats. My veterinary experience includes
the treatment of wildlife, including bats. I am familiar with the standard of care for the
veterinary treatment of bats.
In 2011 I attended an internship at Bat World Sanctuary run by Amanda Lollar. While at Bat
World I observed Amanda Lollar perform an episiotomy on a bat with dystocia, a fatal condition.
In my opinion the episiotomy was done perfectly and could not have been performed any better
by a licensed veterinarian.
I have viewed a video of an episiotomy performed on a bat by Amanda Lollar that was posted on
the internet by Mary Cummins along with the following captions:
•

"This bat was about to give birth. Amanda Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary decided to
do an episiotomy. She did not give the bat pain relief. She is not a veterinarian.
GRAPHIC ANIMAL CRUELTY!!!"

•

"Amanda cuts the bats vagina with scissors three times Bat convulses near the end
then passes out from schock (sic.)"

•

"She can't tell the difference between a foot and baby's head Amanda pulls too much
and bats vagina, uterus prolapse."

•

"Mom bat passes out from shock (sic) She later dies."
EXHIBIT

•
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"Baby is pink yet dead. It had just died."

__________________ ___
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•

"Amanda tries to glue the incisions closed. She accidentally glued her vagina shut.
Mom later died. Report Amanda Lollar for animal cruelty aud neglect."

In my opinion, the episiotomy in the video was performed by Amanda Lollar perfectly
and as well as could be performed by a licensed veterinarian. There was no "animal cruelty,"
Amanda Lollar did not "pull too much," the bat's vagina or utems did not "prolapse," the mother
bat did not "convulse near the end" or "pass out from shock," and the bat's vagina was not glued
shut. The captions stating otherwise as listed above were false. The baby bat appeared to have
been stillbom and did not die as a result of the episiotomy or anything Amanda Lollar did wrong.
I have also viewed a video of the same episiotomy that was posted on the intemet by Mary
Cummins along with the following captions:
•

The bat "experienced pain and suffering,"

•

"I have reviewed the U-Tube footage aud looked at the complaint about the bat that
was mishandled by Ms. Amanda Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary,"

•

"This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare Act),"

•

"Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the dystocia,"

•

"It would be one thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar

realized this was a dystocia requiring an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to
her attending vet or a local veterinarian,"
•

"This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering at Ms. Lollar's hand, so
much so it hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure,"

•

"No anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered,"

o

"I believe the mother bat could have survived if it had been properly anesthetized aud
the pup delivered using proper surgical techniques,"

•

"It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly

managed by a veterinarian."

All of the above statements were false. The episiotomy was performed as expertly and
competently as could be performed by any licensed veterinarian. The bat did not appear to
--·-
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experience "pain and suffering," the bat was not "mishandled by Ms. Lollar," there was no
violation of the Animal Welfare Act, there was no reason for Ms. Lollar to seek veterinary
assistance for the bat, there was no need .or reason for Ms. Lollar to take the bat to a veterinarian,
and the bat did not lose consciousness during the procedure due to "pain and suffering." A
topical anesthetic was properly applied. It is my understanding that the bat also received oral
pain medication. A general anesthetic should never be used on a mother bat giving bitth. The
likelihood of the pup surviving would not have been any different if the case had been managed
by a veterinarian because Amanda Lollar managed the case as well as or better than any
veterinarian could have managed it. It is my understanding that the mother bat did, in fact,
survive and was later released back to the wild."
Futther Affiant sayeth not.

c--~~eo~ro 0:J ~~'~
".JANET!
MESSNER, DVM
'--......_ ________;

= SUB~RIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME on the ~ day of
<?3:f<9 ~,__,2015.
~

Notary Public, St e f South Dakota

[omm 1 <S~lon e;tpir..e S:
12-J-2-0tCj
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AFFIDAVIT OF RANDALL E. TURNER

STATEOFTEXAS
COUNTY OF TARRANT

§
§
§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared RANDALL E. TURNER,
who stated,
"My name is Randall E. Turner. I am over the age of 18 years and competent to make
this affidavit. Every statement in this affidavit is within my personal knowledge and true and
correct.
I am licensed to practice law in Texas and Colorado. I have been practicing law since
May of 1980.

I am board certified in Personal Injury Trial Law and Civil Trial Law by the

Texas Board of Legal Specialization. I am familiar with the hourly rates charged by attorneys in
Tarrant County, Texas in civil litigation matters. A reasonable hourly rate in Tarrant County,
Texas for an attomey with my experience and qualifications is three hundred and fifty dollars
($350.00) per hour.
I represent the Plaintiff, Amanda Lollar, in this cause. I have spent no less than 35 hours
preparing a response to the "Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs Petition Pursuant to the Texas Citizens
Participation Act, Defamation Mitigation Act" filed by the defendant, Mary Cummins.

At a

reasonable hourly rate of $350.00 a reasonable fee for preparing this response is $12,500.00.
This response was necessary in order to properly represent the Plaintiff."
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

X}U~IBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME
~~ ,2015.
,~~
..· "V1~,

\!

p

• , ;,;;,·.~~

KAlliLEEN E. MILlER
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
November 19,2018
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